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Editorial

More than two hundred years after the French Revolution, which

enshrined the main principles of Enlightenment in a constitutional

base, and led to the establishment of the declaration of human rights,

there is war in Europe. The developments in former Yugoslavia

confront us with the' huge gulf which exists between the principle of

individual integrity and stark reality.

But it is not just the political situation in the Balkans that is

making Europe tremble on its foundations. The massive stream of

immigrants from non-western and post-communist countries presents

western European countries with an enormous dilemma: how to keep

faith with the ideals of freedom, equality and fraternity without being

swamped by immigration problems.

One of the problems that is related to immigration is racism,

another is ethnic violence. The first has to do with opinions, attitudes

and tolerance towards foreigners. There is a grey area where the

utterance of racist-like comments cannot immediately be seen as a

breach of the law. The second problem - ethnic violence - is without

doubt a crime.

In this issue the problem of ethnic violence has been put in a

broader perspective. The editorial committee has sought to find

information on the amount of ethnic-inspired violence, the context of

these incidents, the variation in tolerance levels and the approaches

taken to counter ethnic violence.

This special issue begins with an essay by prof. A. de Swaan on the

situation in Eastern Europe: in his opinion it is an effrontery to refer

to ethnic or national sentiments to explain the upsurge of violence.

There is no other way to understand this violence than as a

revitalization of barbarism: `an entirely new form of crime is

pervading Eastern Europe: land theft. The term scarcely suffices to

convey the plunder, rape, arson, robbery and killing that accompany it

(...) these armed gangs and militias should be answered with limited

punitive expeditions and rescue actions: air strikes, lightning raids,

humanitarian campaigns, commando operations, fast and unexpected

interventions - this is the requisite arsenal for the Western powers'.

The second article by L. Halman focuses on tolerance in several
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European countries. From 1988 onwards the so called Eurobarometer

has measured attitudes and opinions, including tolerance and racist

and xenophobic feelings. There are significant differences between the

member states of the EU, in the development of tolerance. The data of

another comparative survey-project, European Values Study, suggest

however that the acceptance of others greatly depends on

accompanying problems; a decrease in tolerance levels is explained by

heightened feelings of threat and insecurity and an increasing lack of

confidence in politics.

A. Aronowitz compares figures, law and policies of ethnic violence

in the United States and Germany. These two countries were chosen

because of their history of racism and violence, and their radically

different approaches in dealing with the problem. Like many

American researchers Aronowitz prefers to use the concept of hate

crime instead of ethic violence. This concept personalizes the

problem, recognizing it as a crime, comparable to other forms of

violence.

Of great interest is the constitutional difference between the two

countries. The German constitution prohibits `verfassungsfeindliche'

organizations and parties; the American Constitution protects

`freedom of speech and the right to assemble' from law-making by the

Congress. The author however favours social policy as a better way to

counter `hate crimes'.

In this special issue on ethnic intolerance and violence, some

attention is given to the Council of Europe's Vienna Declaration on

the protection of national minorities. In addition to this declaration an

overview is presented of twenty countries (from Austria to the United

Kingdom) on population, immigration and asylum, racism and fascism

(legislation and parties), racial violence and the police. This overview

has been produced by the Institute of Race Relations in London.

In the Varia section, information is given on two international

research programmes; the Crime Institute Profile is written by the

Institute of Criminology at the Eberhard Karls University of Tiibingen.



State of outrage

The fading line between waging war and

fighting crime

Abram de Swaan'

A mere six years ago, almost no-one within or outside the Soviet

Union could have imagined that in the space of ten or twenty months,

that great empire would have collapsed, and that a simmering chaos

would have taken its place. Occasionally a lone voice was heard

predicting something of the kind, but what unlikely vision does not

have its believers? The downfall of the Soviet Union took the world

completely by surprise.

Here and now there is no-one who could imagine the fall of the

United States empire, with the entire political system of the Western

world collapsing in its wake. But that is exactly the point. A complete

shift of direction, apparently, can take history by surprise. We know

that now, but our thinking is still along the lines of: `It can't happen

here'.

The West has freedom of news-gathering and of speech, which

means that leaders and general public alike are far better informed of

what is happening in society, and can therefore respond in a more

adequate fashion. Public debate in a democracy is more realistic

and rational than in a dictatorship. When a new problem aris'es

- environmental pollution, say - Western societies move more swiftly

and effectively than their communist counterparts could.

No-one would deny that productivity in Western, mixed economies

is many times greater than in the command economies of the former

Soviet empire. It is also far better attuned to consumer demand.

Capitalist economies have by far the better `systemic rationality',

despite the endless planning that goes on under a communist

system.

But all these argutnents are now being aired - retrospectively - to

explain a totally unexpected situation, namely that the Soviet Union

has collapsed, leaving the West alive and kicking. The mere fact of

that collapse does not prove that Western societies are the more

deserving survivors. NATO has not defeated the Warsaw Pact, it has

simply kept going longer.

1 Universiteit van Amsterdam, PDIS, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam,
The Netherlands. The article was translated from the Dutch by Beverley Jackson.
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Did no-one see that collapse was imminent? It was no secret that the

Soviet Union was in difficulties, and the resentment brewing in the

satellite states was also well documented. In his brilliant description

of the balance of power in global politics, The World Revolution of

Westernization, Theodore von Laue gives a crystal-

clear analysis of the ways in which the Soviet Union had fallen

behind in its race with the West. But as for the imminent demise of

that system - out of the question.

Von Laue's book appeared in 1987. The same year witnessed the

publication of an even more celebrated work, Paul Kennedy's The

Rise and Fall of the Great Powers. He took a similarly gloomy view

of the Soviet Union's future. But other countries had their problems

too, and it would certainly be wrong to think that the Soviet Union

was on its last legs, as Amalrik had suggested back in 1970 (Will the

Soviet Union Survive Until 1984?).

Yet one far-sighted individual had seen the collapse coming long

before then. As early as 1965, Ithiel de Sola Pool had predicted the

events with alarming precision in an essay for Toward the Year 2000,

an anthology edited by Daniel Bell.

Shortly before Von Laue and Kennedy published their analyses, a

book appeared that, despite its far from thunderous title of Weberian

Sociological Theory, proved just as prophetic. The author, Randall

Collins, developed a theory about the rise and fall of states on the

basis of their geographical location in relation to other powers. The

present Russia had expanded over the centuries to such an extent that

it was no longer a `marchland' state surrounded by weak neighbours,

but an `interior state' hemmed in on all sides by rivals. As a result

of the immense expansion, the Soviet Union was internally debilitated.

It was therefore inevitable that ultimately - when several crises

happened to coincide - the Soviet Union would crumble.

There was no way for the Soviet Union to ease its way out of the

command economy that would not, during the transitional phase, have

harmed the political leaders and impoverished the working population

and pensioners. No leaders or majority dared make such reforms, so

the system stumbled on as before. Life had sometimes been worse, but

never had the future seemed so bleak. The hope that had once sprung

from ideology as a secularized gospel had withered. The system

finally buckled under the weight of ever-increasing cynicism that had

conquered society - the people continued to pay lip service to a

system in which they had lost faith.

Cynicism still has a paralysing effect today. The peoples of the

Soviet empire (with the exception, perhaps, of the Poles) did not

liberate themselves; dictatorship was not driven out, it simply caved

in. There was scarcely any resistance to speak of in the Soviet bloc,
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and that is why there is now scarcely any alternative to the old

regime, no system of ideas that could dispel the cynicism.

This demoralization, this all-engulfing cynicism, afflicts Western

countries too, not to the same extent but often with the same

disheartening and paralysing influence. And here too, what causes it

is an awareness of widespread corruption and the threat of violence.

In the Netherlands we are little troubled by the latter, but

corruption, with benefit and tax fraud having become everyday

practices, has seeped into the fabric of Dutch society. Even the

moaning about it and the promises of change are part of the same

pattern. Just as the alcoholic solemnly promises with monotonous

regularity never to touch another drink, the government tearfully

promises to mend its ways at the beginning of every new financial

year.

Yet there is no way out of this system that would not be to the

detriment of those in power, and that would not impoverish the

country's work force and its pensioners. No leaders or majority dare

make such reforms, so the system stumbles on as before.

This is a disease of society, but by no means the most pernicious.

In the Netherlands, officials and politicians can seldom be tamed with

bribes or gifts, nor is violence often used to intimidate them. For the

time being, this amounts to a clean bill of health.

Other countries may well have different problems. Professor A.P.

Schmid entitled his recent inaugural address in Rotterdam `Dirty

business: the rise of the underworld'. He presented a survey of major

international crime, with arms and drugs forming the largest sectors.

Playing on Von Clausewitz's stock phrase about war, Schmid defines

organized crime as `a continuation of economic traffic using different

means'.

These `different means' are first and foremost fraud, falsification,

smuggling and bribery. But given the very nature of its business, the

underworld must necessarily resort to violence. And violence can also

be used to intimidate or blackmail officials, businessmen and

politicians.

The web of intimidation can be expanded into a system based on

the threat of violence. A violent organization like the Mafia, which

offers protection from the violence of rival organizations if such

exist, or its own if they do not, is in effect a sort of state. True, it

has neither territory nor legitimacy, but it is a state all the same - an

organization that collects payment with the threat or use of violence,

and that reinvests its income in the apparatus of coercion that is

needed to collect more. This is the perfect spiral underlying the

twin monopolies of violence and taxation that have produced the

modern state.
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Where an illegal organization based on violence takes root and

spreads, it becomes a state-like growth; like its host country it fulfils

the function - essential to any state - of offering protection in

exchange for regular payment, bul as it operates in the secret recesses

of the underworld, it is a `crypto-state'.

Occasionally this trade in violence becomes so generalized that it

breaks through the cover of the official state and emerges into the

light of day. In Colombia, the Medellin drugs cartel outpaced the

constitutional state, and embarked on a civil war against the

legitimate authorities. This is an exception; usually, from Panama or

the Bahamas to Burma, organized violent crime conceals itself behind

the facade of the official state. And that is how it was until recently

in Italy. A crypto-state functioned between the lines of the Italian

state, up to and including the government itself. That was a good deal

closer to home for the Netherlands, and for the European Union.

Capitalist entrepreneurs are squeamish about violence and

vulnerable to threats. In normal circumstances they operate under the

protective mantle of the state. But if government protection proves

weaker than the private coercion business, entrepreneurs are fairly

defenceless, and they tend to fall in with the coercers' demands.

It is the most highly developed states that have the most tightly-

regulated social and economic life. This inevitably creates scope for

fraud - whether in import duties, social security contributions and

benefit, commodity laws, fishing quotas or environmental regulations.

All this evasion creates unfair competition, which forces competitors

to join in the evasion; fraud is infectious. Deception initiates a

domino effect, and soon it is virtually the norm.

At this stage there is in a sense a level playing field, though it has

been achieved at the expense of honesty. And at this stage deception

has become ineradicable, because everyone would have something to

lose in a purge. A society that finds itself in this state becomes highly

vulnerable to coercion, as so many transactions bypass rules and

statute-books that disputes cannot be brought before the courts. The

Netherlands is such a country, one that has become highly vulnerable

to organized violent crime.

In the West, we can still distinguish between legitimate states and

rampant crypto-states. In large parts of the former Soviet empire this

is no longer possible. Army units try to survive by forging alliances

with regional governments and the directors of the remaining

companies in the area. This done, the district is renamed, drawing on

regional mythology - the new name is preferably that of a tribe or

clan that fought another in the same region centuries before. This

sends out a danger signal to the former enemy, and the stage is set for

civil war.
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Distilling the actual events in such war zones from the news as it is

reported to us is no easy matter. Journalists dutifully and

courageously report the shootings in remote villages, the shelling of

cities and sniping at convoys. But they seldom remain long enough to

see what happens after the fighting, when the booty is divided among

the military and their supporters.

Who are the combatants? Sometimes they are former government

forces, or a remnant of such, perhaps a unit that has detached itself or

been transferred to a different command. Or they may be civilians,

volunteers or press-ganged recruits to a hastily assembled militia.

Then there are groups of mercenaries, urban gangsters and

professional murderers, operating in smalt gangs at their own

expense, taking a calculated risk.

To whom are these troops loyal? That one is easy to answer: to the

captain who can get them food and a roof over their heads, who can

pay their wages, arm them and hold out the prospect of rich rewards.

The Kalashnikov-armed gangs that rove the territory in jeeps have

the world at their feet. They have only to drive into a village, empty

their rifles into anything that moves, execute a few villagers or watch

while all the inhabitants take to their heels, and the entire village falls

into their hands. This is their prize: a village with its farmhouses and

all the land, its stalls and storehouses, shops and homes, and all the

provisions, household goods, cattle, tools and machinery that the

inhabitants could not remove in time.

An entirely new form of crime is pervading Eastern Europe and the

former Soviet Europe - land theft. The term scarcely suffices to

convey the plunder, rape, arson, robbery and killing that accómpany

it. The chief objective is to drive out the peasant population and to

occupy the land, complete with anything that happens to be found

there.

Words play their part in all this. Battle-cries fill the air. The troops

in their jeeps choose a name for themselves, and an opposite name for

their victims. For instance, they may be Bosnian Croats or Serb

Herzegovinans; it's fine with them as long as it makes the Bosnian

Moslems or the Croatian Herzegovinans into their enemies, who may

be denied all rights, even those that apply under martial law, and who

may be deprived of all their possessions and even their lives.

These group identity tags also serve to ensure support from the

powers that be, to forge temporary alliances with other militias of the

same name. But the main force of such a name is to evoke its

opposite. Where an armed gang calls itself Croat, of whatever hue, all

the people in the surrounding area that might be taken for Serbs know

that they must now fear for their property and their lives - and it

makes Serbs of them. Their imminent distress has a useful
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consequence for troops ten villages away; as they have adopted the

title of Serbs, the troops can now declare all the peasants within their

line of fire Croats, they can drive them away, seize the booty and

adopt the pose of the disinterested avengers of the wrongs perpetrated

against the first village by the gang calling itself `Croat'.

Even the term `ethnic cleansing', racist and fascist though it may

be, is suggestive of a certain disinterested dedication to a common

cause, however perverted and misplaced. But the term serves no other

purpose than to supply robbery and murder with a suitable ethnic tag

when it is convenient to do so.

The widespread lawlessness in the territory of the former Soviet

empire can be explained as the rational conduct of fighting men who

have started out in business for themselves. The soldiers are

calculating entrepreneurs with different resources. Their chances of

getting anywhere in the regular armed forces have withered, the state

to which they swore allegiance is bankrupt and in ruins. They have

had permanent employment for upward of forty years without ever

having an opportunity to take the initiative. They are unsuited to a job

in civilian life, even supposing there were any to be had.

Then suddenly they are in great demand, as protectors, avengers

and conquerors. An officer able to collect a band of men around him

offers bis services to a superior or to the politicians and apparatchiks.

The land theft is soon set in motion. The booty goes to the gang, with

each soldier receiving a share, local leaders get a pay-off, the

inhabitants of nearby villages take possession of the land and are

thenceforth liable to pay tax to the new regime. What is emerging

here is a new version of feudalism, but a version without trust or

loyalty, without tradition, gods or commandments, without even the

tier of kinship. It is every man for himself; every act stands in itself.

The old federal states of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, have

crumbled into pieces, but these pieces are not yet states. In the first

place, they lack legitimacy in relation to many population groups

within the territory and to the peoples round about. They have not

been able to secure a monopoly on the use of force within the

territory. Their mechanisms for tax collection are far from effective.

Meanwhile, the income from state enterprises disappears into a

pervasive network of corruption. Yet there is one way in which these

formations do resemble states: they offer protection, in return for

payment.

In parts of Eastern Europe and in the former Soviet Union, and

indeed in parts of South-East Asia and much of Africa, it is pseudo-

states rather than states that are ranged against each other: warlords

with their militias who terrorize the people of a particular area and

who are locked into a permanent conflict with their rivals.
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Do these pseudo-states pose a threat to the prosperous West? Scarcely

in a military sense. On their own ground, their troops are usually

invincible, but the towns and factories are helpless in the face of air

strikes. Their forces can inflict great damage, but again only in their

own territory, by attacking plantations and factories, airports and

towns. But sooner or later it is where the coveted foreign currency is

earned that is decisive, and some compromise is reached with the

foreign entrepreneurs and diplomats, who can restore the links with

the outside world.

This ushers in the first beginnings of moderation, with a shift from

incidental, if generalized, plunder to a more regulated and limited

form of extortion. Soldiers still commit atrocities against the native

population, at least against those branded undesirable.

This is not a matter of indifference to public opinion in the West: it

gives the warlords an opportunity to take a whole area hostage, using

their threats against the population of their own territory to blackmail

Western governments. This is what has happened in Iraq and in

Bosnia, in Somalia and Kampuchea.

Even so, the pseudo-states that now have control of such large parts

of the world scarcely pose a threat outside their own region. Even the

supreme warlord Saddam Hussein threatened mainly neighbouring

countries, but that happened to be where the oil was being pumped for

the whole world. That is why the West had to intervene.

The pseudo-states now emerging in Eastern Europe do not pose any

obvious or immediate threat to the outside world. A direct attack on

Western countries such as Italy, Austria or Germany can be ruled out.

But the Hungarian minorities in Eastern Europe are an attractive

target for gangs that have seen in Croatia and Bosnia how rewarding

it can be to plunder from minorities. The Serbs in Kosovo are

bursting to set on the Albanians. Further to the east there is a

proliferation of minorities and minorities-within-minorities, to the

sixth degree, each of which can be plundered by an opposing minority

until a friendly minority in turn avenges itself on these opponents and

their allies.

Such turmoil, such upheavals, cannot simply stop at the frontier of

the Balkan, the Caucasus or Central Asia. Every crisis that can arise,

will arise. Asylum-seekers will descend in ever greater numbers on

the Western countries, where they will be turned away. Refugee

camps will therefore be set up all along the eastern frontier of

Western Europe.

In all these pseudo-states, crime will have full rein: warlords have

other things on their minds than fighting crime, if indeed they are not

themselves actively involved in smuggling drugs and arms. This

provides gangs active in the West with safe havens and operational
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bases. It also gives them the opportunity to contact criminal

organizations with a long history of activity in the Soviet empire, thus

bringing global organized crime one step closer.

In the brief moment of euphoria after the fall of the Soviet Union,

any group opposed to the centra] authorities could be sure of a

friendly reception in the West. Every separatist movement with an

ethnic tag was given a sympathetic hearing. In the Western world, the

small-scale and the traditional were fashionable, and for that reason

alone, other small nations with their own languages and cultures were

approached with good will. In the West, the concept of `ethnicity'

was, and is, linked to the notion of preservation.

But in Eastern Europe, ethnicity often means quite the'opposite -

not the preservation of the other nation, but its destruction. Ethnic

division is a deliberate manipulation by politicians and military

leaders who are in a tight corner; it enables them to plunder one

group in order to gain the allegiance of another. This has less to do

with cultural tradition than with a group sense of anxiety and

bitterness inherited from the past.

For the West to muster a great army and heavy materiel and to

march into these war zones would be madness. Yet to sit back and

watch a large part of Europe being thrust back into the depths of

feudalism is just as unacceptable. However little the countries of

Western Europe and the United States may wish to get involved, they

are very likely to be drawn into the maze of conflicts anyway. How it

will happen, however, is impossible to predict, partly because the way

in which the Western countries harmonize their approach is so

completely unstructured.

If it comes to direct confrontation, the crypto-states and pseudo-

states cannot prevail against the military force of regular states. So

they will take care to avoid a direct clash. The methods needed to

combat them - as in the case of `ordinary' crime - are more flexible

techniques of investigation and prosecution, though on a larger scale.

Elusive they may be, but these armed gangs and militias should be

answered with limited punitive 'expeditions and rescue actions: air

strikes, lightning raids, humanitarian campaigns, commando

operations, fast and unexpected interventions - this is the requisite

arsenal for the Western powers. But what is far more important is that

the Western powers themselves, in mutual consultation, succeed in

setting limits, and in defining a common policy.



Variations in tolerance levels in Europe

Evidence from the Eurobarometers and European

Values Study

Loek Halman'

Racial discrimination and ethnic prejudice have become of great

concern to national as well as European Union politicians. The ethnic

conflicts in Russia and the Balkans, the increased support for extreme

right-wing political parties, the growing popularity of racist and

fascist movements among the young in many European countries, and

assaults and hostilities towards immigrante delineate the major

problems facing contemporary Europe. In particular the recent flow of

people from Central and Eastern Europe and the growth of refugees

from countries at war have rapidly fostered feelings of intolerance,

racial discrimination and xenophobia.

The concern about racism and xenophobia is not new. In December

1985 the European Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry reported their

concern on the rise of fascism and racism in Europe and in June 1986

the Council drafted a declaration against racism and xenophobia. Both

agencies recommended a survey on these issues in the member states

of the European Community (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 2). The results

of this survey, conducted in all EC member states in October and

November 1988, were in a sense confusing, and at times seemingly

contradictory.

On the one hand, most Europeans endorse the ideals of human

rights and fundamental liberties, they recognize and acknowledge

human diversity, and there is widespread disapproval of racist

movements. On the other hand, however, many Europeans believe that

there are too many people of a different race or nationality living in

their countries. Nevertheless, large majorities have no problems living

with these `others', that is, they do not feel disturbed by the presence

of people of another nationality, another religion or another race.

Of course many things have changed since the first surveys on

racism and xenophobia were held in the eighties. All European

countries have recently been confronted with an influx of refugees

and asylum seekers. This influx and the economic depression in

European countries are often regarded as the engine of increased

1 Research Fellow at the Work and Organization Research Centre (WORC),
P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
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intolerance towards foreigners. The result is a growing adherence to

and increased voting for extreme right-wing political parties.

In this article we will focus on tolerance and intolerance in

European countries. Use wilt be made, first of all, of the information

provided by and documented in the various Eurobarometers2, and

secondly the data from the European Values Studies3 (EVS).

It should be stressed that this contribution is mainly descriptive and

exploratory. It is not meant to present theories on the socio-scientific

explanation of (in)tolerance, nor does it intend to test well-defined

hypotheses.4

First, the variation in (in)tolerance in the various member states of

the European Union will be demonstrated. Europe appears to be far

from homogeneous in this respect, due to the fact that Bach country

has its own peculiar history with regard to foreigners and immigration.

Next, the data from EVS will be explored to determine whether or

not tolerant and intolerant people differ in value orientations in other

domains. The rise of intolerance seems to be contradictory to

prevalent views on modernization. It is puzzling why in an era of

mounting individualization an increasing number of people are eager

to cast their vote for extreme right-wing political parties (Ignazi,

1992, p. 5).

2 On behalf of the Directorate-General Audio-Visual Information, Communication,

Culture of the European Commission each Spring and Autumn Eurobarometer

public opinion surveys have been conducted since Autumn 1973. An identical set

of questions is asked of representative samples aged fifteen years and over in all

EC countries. For more information we refer to Eurobarometer (1993). In 1989 a

special issue of the Eurobarometer addressed the issue of racism and

xenophobia. The data for this study were gathered in 1988. Since then no other

European surveys have been conducted on these topics. In some of the
subsequent issues of the Eurobarometer only a few items on the acceptance of
foreigners were included.

3 The European Values Study is a survey which started at the end of the seventies

on the initiative of prof. Jan Kerkhofs (Catholic University of Louvain) and prof.

Ruud de Moor (Tilburg University). They organized a group of mainly social

and political scientists to investigate fundamental value patterns in Western

Europe. They successfully conducted a survey in all EC countries in 1981

(except for Greece, and including Spain). The project aroused interest in many

other countries all over the world and colleagues and research institutes have

joined the project and used the same questionnaire in their countries. In 1990 a

second wave was carried out, not only in the member states of the EC, hut also

in Scandinavia, Northern America and Eastern Europe. For more information we

refer to Halman et al. (1987), Halman (1991), Ester et al. (1993).

4 For theories on this topic we can refer to, among others, Felling et al. (1986),
Eisinga and Scheepers (1989), Billiet, Carton and Huys (1990), Scheepers and

Eisinga (1991), Vollebergh (1991), and Billiet, Eisinga and Scheepers (1992).
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The rise of intolerance in Europe

The recent (re-)emergence of extreme right-wing political parties in

Europe is often regarded as a clear expression of growing anxiety and

a sence of uneasiness with the increased numbers of immigrants.

Particularly now that foreigners are competitors in the labour and

housing markets, they are increasingly regarded as a direct threat to

the well-being and happiness of native inhabitants. The immigration

issue is given highest priority by extreme right-wing political parties.

They openly express biased and stigmatizing stances on foreigners

and stress the dangers of immigration for nationals. Many people feel

attracted by their proposals to reduce or even abolish the rights of the

immigrants in housing, education, and social benefits. The electorate

of extreme right-wing political parties is, therefore, particularly to be

found in those areas where people are most likely to be confronted

with foreigners: the urbanized areas and the big cities.

All European countries have witnessed an increased adherence to

extreme right-wing political parties. In France the `National Front'

appears to have attracted about 10 percent of voters since the

European elections in 1984, `reaching a peak of more than 14 percent

in the presidential elections of 1988' (Mayer and Perrineau, 1992,

p. 126). Throughout Italian history the extreme right has been a

significant factor in the political arena and in the recently established

government five fascists were appointed. In Germany right-wing

political parties won representation in the 1992 Land parliaments

elections in two Ldnder (Poguntke, 1993).

The phenomenon of the resurgence of extreme right-wing political

parties is not limited to France, Germany and Italy, but has emerged

all over Europe: `from the Progress Parties in Denmark and Norway

to the Centrum Democraten in the Netherlands, from the Vlaams Blok

and the Front National in Belgium to the Action National/Vigilance in

Switzerland, from the Alianz Popular (now Partido Popular) in Spain

to the FP0 in Austria. Moreover, other minor parties survive in Great

Britain (National Front and British National Union), in Spain (Frente

Nacional and Falange de la Jons), in Portugal (PDC) and in Greece

(EPEN)' (Ignazi and Ysmal, 1992, p. 1). Although in Dutch national

elections the support for the Centrum Democraten is still limited, it

reaches levels of 10 percent or more in urbanized areas (Voerman and

Lucardie, 1992).

However, despite these congruent developments all over Europe,

there is a wide variety of extreme right-wing political parties. It

would appear somewhat problematic to consider all parties which are

regarded as `ultra right' as a family of the extreme right (Ignazi,

1992). However, since all these parties and their leaders encourage
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nationalistic and xenophobic stances and because they strongly defend

national identities, it is alarming that an increasing number of

Europeans feel attracted to such ideas.

It is impossible to obtain an overview of the decreased levels of

tolerance towards foreigners and minorities in Europe, as comparable

measures are not available. In recent gauges of the Eurobarometer the

question was asked whether or not one held the opinion that there

were too many people living in one's country who were not nationals

of European Community countries5, whereas in former surveys

various categories of foreign people were presented. The categories

ranged from people of another nationality, another race, another

culture, and another religion to another social class.6 In 1988 the

answers to this latter question revealed that people of another

nationality and another race were mentioned most of all. At

Community level no less than 37 percent were of the opinion that

there were too many people of another nationality living in their

country, and 33. percent felt that there were too many of another race.

29 percent of the Europeans thought there were too many people of

another religion in their country, whereas 20 percent were of the

opinion that there were too many people of another culture and of

another social class (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 42). However, such an

overall picture of Europe disregards large differences in perception of

these groups between the various countries. Europe appears to be far

from homogeneous in this respect.

In Spain, Portugal and Ireland the opinion that there are too many

foreigners is less common than in the other countries. In these

countries differences in social classes appears to be slightly more

important. In Ireland it is limited to one out of ten respondents, and

in Spain it is 20 percent. The Danes are almost equally concerned

about too many people of a different culture as about too many people

of another nationality and race. Furthermore, the feeling that there are

too many people of another religion appears to be very popular among

the Danes. Almost half the German population maintains that there

are too many non-nationals in Germany, whereas in Ireland the

number of people sharing this notion is limited to 6 percent.

The conclusion from table 1 is that race and nationality in

5 The question was: `Generally speaking, how do you feel about people living in
(our country) who are not nationals of the European Community countries: are
there too many, many but not too many, or not many?' (Eurobarometer, 1993,
p. A51).

6 The question was `Generally speaking, how do you feel about the number of
people of another (nationality, race, religion, culture, social class) living in our
country: are there too many, many but not too many, or not many?'

(Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 42).
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Table 1: Percentages of people in the European Community countries of the opinion
that there are `too many' people of another nationality, race, religion,

culture and social class living in their country

Too many

people of other: Be Dk WG Sp Fr Ir It Ni Po UK

nationality 44 35 48 16 45 6 39 30 12 45

race 45 32 38 10 43 3 30 28 15 45

religion 26 31 28 10 20 2 18 11 10 20

culture 29 37 30 6 18 2 11 18 8 30

class 22 24 28 20 24 10 18 14 12 18

average 33 32 34 10 30 4 23 20 11 32

Source: Eurobarometer, November 1989, p. 44

Figure 1: Perception that there are too many people of a different nationality and
too many people of a different race
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particular are seen as problematic and further, that both categories are

regarded as more problematic in Belgium, (West) Germany, France

and Great Britain, and to a much lesser extent in Ireland, Spain and

Portugal.

From figure 1, where both the feelings towards differences in race

and nationality are presented, it is immediately clear that Europe can

be divided into three parts. On the one hand there are the intolerant

countries where the common opinion is that there are too many people

of a different race and different nationality. The opposite group of
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countries, Ireland, Spain and Portugal, are more tolerant towards these

categories of people, whereas the Netherlands, Italy and Denmark fall

in between these two extremer. Such a division of Europe seems to

reflect `different traditions in terms of history and migration between

countries with a long-standing tradition of emigration and those with

considerable immigrant populations on their territories, whose

presence is linked to a colonial past' (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 43).

An obvious problem in comparing the various European populations

in this respect is that European countries not only differ in actual

number of foreigners, but also in the perceptien of who these

foreigners are. However, in most countries the majority of immigrants

originate from one of the other EC countries and most of the

remaining group of immigrante (45%) are from other European

countries (like Turkey and Yugoslavia). 23 percent originate from

Magreb countries: Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia (Eurostat, 1992,

p. 90). Further, Great Britain and the Netherlands have large

proportions of migrants from former colonies, whereas Germany and

Denmark lack such a colonial history. On the other hand, in Germany

the number of asylum seekers is much higher in comparison with

other European countries although Italy was recently confronted with

an influx of refugees from Albania and Yugoslavia (Bardi, 1992,

p. 459).

There are significant differences in origin of the main group of

immigrants in each European country. The question therefore is

whether or not linguistically equivalent statements like people of a

different nationality or of a different race are indeed indicating

identical social groups.

These differences were revealed in the answers to the question

`When you hear about people of another nationality/race/religion/

culture/social class, whom do you think of?' (Eurobarometer, 1989,

p. 35). Particularly the interpretation of `other nationality' appeared

to be extremely problematic. Belgians and people in (West) Germany

mentioned a number of nationalities, but in Denmark, France, the

Netherlands and the United Kingdom `other nationalities' were

associated mainly with non-European populations, whereas in Spain,

Portugal, Italy and Ireland it appeared to be less easy to identify non-

nationals. People in these latter countries tend to think more of people

of other European Community countries (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 35).

`Another race' was associated with the black race in most countries:

France and Great Britain being exceptions. The French often referred

to Arabs, and in Great Britain the association was with Indians

(Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 36). Islam is commonly referred to as the

`other religion', and `other cultures' were defined by other race, other

nationalities and other religions. `Social class' was interpreted in all
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Figure 2: Perception that there are too may people of a different nationality and
actual proportion of non-nationals
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Source: Actual number of non-nationals: Eurostat 1992, p. 90; perception:
Eurobarometer, November 1989

countries by the rich, the upper classes or the poor (Eurobarometer,

1989, p. 36).

Recent figures show an increase of intolerance towards foreigners

and minority groups throughout Europe. Within two years the

proportion of European citizens claiming that there were too many

people living in their country who were not nationals of the European

Community countries increased by 2 percent. However, it is not

unlikely that in their assessment of the situation, people will

overestimate the number of foreigners in their country. In the

Netherlands people estimated the number of foreigners as being

between 8 and 12 percent, whereas in reality the number is between 4

and 8 percent? (Moors and Beets, 1991). There is no reason to assttme

that people in other European countries do not overestimate the

number of foreigners in their country. However, there is a correlation

(rs=0.64) between the actual size of foreign populations in one's

7 This depends on how the word `foreigner' is defined. 1f only people who have no

Dutch passport are counted as foreigners, 4 percent of the Dutch population can

be defined as foreigners. lf people who were not born in the Netherlands but who

have a Dutch passport are also counted as foreigners, the proportion of

foreigners increases to 8 percent (Moors and Beets, 1991, p. 55).

21
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Table 2: Acceptance of non-nationals of the EC (% too many)

1991 1992 1993

Belgium 56 53 54
Denmark 43 46 43
(West) Germany 58 57 60
Spain 25 23 25
France 56 52 56
Ireland 12 11 8
Italy 63 65 64
Netherlands 44 49 47
Portugal 18 28 25
Great Britain 54 50 50

Sources: 1991: Eurobarometer 35; 1993: Eurobarometer 39

country and the opinions on the number of non-nationals. This is

demonstrated in figure 2.

The opinion that there are too many foreigners is most common in

Belgium, France and (West) Germany and these countries

accommodate relatively large groups of immigrants too. Great Britain

and Italy are exceptions in this respect. Here the actual number of

foreigners is relatively small, but the belief that there are too many

foreigners occurs quite frequently. In Ireland, Spain and Portugal the

perception of the number of foreigners is more in accordance with the

actual figures in these countries.

As can be observed in table 2, half of all Europeans are convinced

that there are too many foreigners living in their country, and the

number of Europeans sharing this opinion has increased slightly.

However, tolerance has decreased moderately as a result of

contradictory developments. Acceptance of non-nationals has

increased in Belgium, Ireland and Great Britain, it has not altered in

Denmark, Spain and France, and in (West) Germany, Italy, the

Netherlands and Portugal the acceptance of immigrants has decreased.

Spain, Portugal and Ireland in particular are the most tolerant of al]

countries in Europe. Their populations are least restrained in the

acceptance of non-nationals. Italians and (West) Germans are most

intolerant, and in both countries intolerance has increased somewhat.

The approval of immigrants strongly depends on the reasons of

migration. An immigrant is, in one way or another, attracted to the

country of destination. The opportunities the country of destination

has to offer are appealing and are lacking in the country of origin.

The attraction may be very different to various groups of immigrants,

but what seems to he crucial is that migrants are assumed to have left

their country by free choice. Political asylum seekers lack such a free
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Table 3: Acceptance of people from countries south of the Mediterranean, Eastern
Europe and asylum seekers (% acceptance without restrictions)

south of Eastern asylum

Mediterranean Europe seekers

1991 1993 1991 1993 1991 1993

Belgium 6 10 7 9 12 15

Denmark 7 6 8 8 38 36

(West) Germany 11 16 8 7 15 19
Spain 34 25 36 26 46 43
France 7 10 9 11 20 21

Ireland 24 21 20 18 21 18
Italy 17 22 15 19 27 27

Netherlands 9 12 11 10 22 31

Portugal 38 24 32 21 32 23

Great Britain 7 8 9 8 16 18

Sources: 1991: Eurobarometer 3; 1993: Eurobarometer 39

choice. They are forced by the situation in their country. `Immigrante

(...) are more apt to be pulled than pushed away. To be sure, poor

economic conditions, hunger, disease, overcrowding, and the Jack of

opportunities for social mobility often serve as catalysts for

consideration of permanent or temporary residence in another place.

Bul, without the attraction of some Golden Medina, lome land of

promise, few would venture forth. Refugees have no such choice. Not

only must they leave hut they must leave with the realization they

may never be able to go home again' (Rose, 1983, p. 65).

In their judgments on migrants these distinct motives are highly

relevant. In general, people are less averse to those who are seeking

political asylum than to people whose motives were mainly economic.

People from countries south of the Mediterranean and from Eastern

Europe are often searching for (better paid) jobs in Western European

countries. These people are less welcome compared to those who were

forced to leave their country because of a war or an unstable political

situation. In other words, purely economic motives are less acceptable

than political reasons or reasons of violence. This is very wel]

expressed in table 3.

People from Eastern Europe are, in general, least welcome,

followed by people from the countries south of the Mediterranean.

Asylum seekers receive a more friendly welcome, although the

number of people accepting them without any restrictions is less than

30 percent in most countries.

Again, Europe is far from homogeneous. As far as people from

countries south of the Mediterranean and Eastern Europe are
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Table 4: Presence of people of another nationality, race, religion, culture or social
class in the neighbourhood (% nobody)

% nobody in neighbourhood
nationality race religion culture class

Belgium 24 35 32 36 28

Denmark 38 44 36 41 42

West Germany 44 63 44 58 45

Spain 62 65 49 64 54

France 39 44 37 43 36

Ireland 53 74 25 74 42

Italy 63 69 44 57 43

Netherlands 29 31 24 34 33

Portugal 70 63 57 59 53
Great Britain 36 37 28 43 43

Source: Eurobarometer, November 1989, p. 54

concerned, a north-south distinction is obvious in Europe, with

Ireland being part of Southern Europe. The southern countries are

more hospitable to people from these regions than people in other

countries. People from countries south of the Mediterranean are least

welcome in Denmark and Great Britain, whereas people from Eastern

Europe are barely welcome in Belgium, Denmark, (West) Germany

and Great Britain. However, the hospitality decreased in Portugal and

Spain, while it increased in Italy!

The willingness to accept asylum seekers is somewhat more

common, and especially in Spain they are very welcome. In the

Netherlands, hospitality towards refugees has increased, bul in

Portugal it has decreased strongly.

All in all, migrants are not very welcome without restrictions, but

in case of asylum seekers Europeans appear to be more hospitable.

Although many Europeans assert that there are too many foreigners

living in their country, they are not bothered by them. Less than 20

percent of the EC population are disturbed by the opinions, customs

and way of life of people who are different from themselves. This

result is predictable, since many Europeans do not know a single

foreigner in their neighbourhood (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 51), let

alone being able to be disturbed by their presence. In most countries,

the presence in one's neighbourhood of many persons of another race,

in particular, is limited (see table 4). Most Europeans have therefore

experienced the presence of people of other religions and other social

classes rather than other races.

Belgium, France and the Netherlands are important exceptions with

regard to other nationalities and race. In these countries about 15
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Table 5: Presence of people of another nationality, race and religion is disturbing

nationality race religion

1988 1993 1988 1993 1988 1993

Belgium 16 16 25 22 15 19
Denmark 10 21 13 20 15 39
West Germany 17 13 19 15 13 13
Spain 5 7 5 11 7 8

France 13 18 18 24 12 18
Ireland 5 6 8 9 5 4

Italy 10 11 12 13 18 11
Netherlands 8 13 8 7 8 6
Portugal 3 6 4 9 6 8
Great Britain 10 14 14 15 8 12

Sources: 1988: Eurobarometer November 1989; 1993: Eurobarometer 39

percent have experienced the presence of many people of a different

race and nationality in their neighbourhood.

Europeans appear to be more disturbed by people of another race

than by people of another nationality or a different religion (table 5).

The proportion of people who asserted that the presence of foreigners

disturbed their lives increased by approximately 2 percent between

1988 and 1993. During this time religious open-mindedness decreased

sharply in Denmark and people of a different religion appeared to be

a concern for no less than 39 percent of Danes in 1993. People of

another race are most disturbing according to the French (24 percent)

and Belgians (22 percent). As far as different nationalities are

concerned, they are found to be most disturbing to the Danes (21

percent), and.the French (18 percent). However, despite an increasing

feeling that different people are bothersome, the conclusion must be

that, generally speaking, the presence of `other' people is readily

accepted in Europe. `Residents who are of another nationality, race or

religion do not especially seem to bother people questioned in the

member states' (Eurobarometer, 1989, p. 87). Large majorities are not

upset by the presence of others. Denmark, Belgium and France being

important exceptions to this general European pattern.

In countries where the belief that there are too many migrants is

more widespread, more people admit to being annoyed by these

people (figures 3 and 4). However, these figures are based on data

from 1988 and many things may have changed in the meantime.

Germans are, for instance, no longer the nationality most bothered by

other people. The Danes took over this position in 1993.

It will be clear from these figures that Belgians are one of the least

tolerant populations in Europe. Not only do they often believe that
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Figure 3: Perception that there are too may people of another nationality and the
feeling that these people are disturbing in 1988
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there are too many non-nationals or too many people of another race

in their country, they also claim to be disturbed by foreigners and

people of another race. The Germans are exceptional as far as their

attitudes to people of another race are concerned. Although only 4

percent of Germans encounter many individuals of another race in

their neighbourhood, no less than 19 percent of them are disturbed by

the presence of such persons!

Prevalent beliefs about various groups in society

Dekker and Ester (1993, pp. 191-208) observed the support for beliefs

about the presence of minorities, comparing the Netherlands with five

other European countries. The Southern European countries and

Ireland have `quite diverging opinions' (Dekker and Ester, 1993,

p. 192). People in these countries appear to hold the least negative

views about foreigners in their countries (sec also Dekker and Van

Praag, 1990, pp. 19-20).

But not only Southern Europeans are notably less negative in their

beliefs about migrants, the Dutch are remarkable too. Dutch people

have no strong negative opinions about migrants, whereas such

opinions are prevalent in Belgium. Belgium and the Netherlands plus
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Figure 4: Perception that there are too may people of another race and the feeling

that these people are disturbing in 1988
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the Southern European countries are each other's antipoles. On

average these negative views about foreigners are supported by

(smal]) minorities in Spain, Portugal, Italy, the Netherlands and

Ireland, but by more than half the Belgian population (figure 5).

Foreigners are considered to exert negative effects mainly on the

quality of education, the misuse of social security and increased

unemployment (Dekker and Van Praag, 1990; pp. 19-20; Ester, 1993,

p. 192; see also Eurobarometer, 1989). Even in Spain and Portugal,

two of the less negative countries, large proportions of the

populations share the belief that migrants have a negative impact on

the employment of nationals in their countries.

The figures from the Eurobarometers cover a short period of time,

and - as a consequence of this - they reveal relatively small changes.

Furthermore, the direction these changes take are not the same at all.

An overall figure for Europe disregards develópments in opposite

directions. The data from the European Values Study enables us to

not only compare levels of tolerance over a longer period of time, hut

also to investigate whether intolerance is limited to foreigners or to

other groups in society as well. These data resemble the findings of

the Eurobarometers in the sense that they show that developments are

not in the same direction in all countries, let alone on the same scale.

In the European Values Study it was requested that an indication be

27
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Figure 5: Average score xenophobia in Europe (calculated from 8 criteria on the
presence of foreigners
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given as to which groups were not liked as neighbours. A number of

groups were presented, ranging from people with deviant behaviour to

ethnic minorities and politically extreme groups (Halman and Vloet,

1992).

The acceptance of neighbours appeared to be strongly dependent on

the groups considered. Least acceptable are those whose behaviour is

likely to present difficulties, such as heavy drinkers, drug addicts and

political extremists. Drug addicts in particular meet with strong

resistance. In the Netherlands no less than 73 percent of the

respondents would object to having drug addicts as neighbours.

French people are most liberal towards this category of individual: 44

percent are against the idea of having them as neighbours (Ashford

and Timms, 1992).

Heavy drinkers are disliked by percentages ranging from 64 in

(West) Germany to 34 in Denmark and the Irish Republic. French

people accept people with a criminal record more readily than other

Europeans do, whereas these people are strongly disliked in Ireland

and Portugal. Disapproval of political extremists as neighbours is

least strong in Denmark as was anxiety about heavy drinkers.

The limited acceptance of drug addicts and the widespread
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Figure 6: Changes in non-accepteance of people of different race and immigrants
between 1981 and 1990
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acceptance of people of another religion (muslims, jews, hindus)

clearly demonstrates that the exclusion of certain groups in society is

mainly based on the grounds of potential difficulties and less on basis

of simple differences (Ashford and Timms, 1992, p. 14).

There appears to be a great variation in the liking and disliking of

certain groups. However, in general it can be concluded that the

Danes appear to be the most tolerant of all Europeans in many

respects, followed by the French, while the Germans and Italians are

least tolerant. Further, it seems safe to draw the conclusion that in

general `potential troublesomeness is more frequently a ground for

exclusion than simple difference. However, the rank order occupied

by different countries changes as the distinct grounds are considered'

(Ashford and Timms, 1992, p. 14). People of another race and

immigrants are not regarded, or to a far lesser extent, as potential

troublemakers.

The degree of tolerance towards people of another race and

immigrants in each country correspondends with the degree to which

people believe that these minorities are disturbing their lives.

Belgians appear to be most anxious about having people of such

groups as neighbours, whereas there is a ready acceptance of these

29
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people among Spaniards and Irish. The rank orders of countries based

both on the acceptance as neighbours and the feeling that these people

are a nuisance to others appear to be strongly correlated. The only

anomaly is Portugal. 15 percent of the Portuguese dislike the idea

of having people of a different race as neighbours, and this proportion

is among the highest in Europe. But there are only a few Portuguese

(4%) who actually feel disturbed by them. By excluding Portugal,

the rank orders using the two criteria were alike to a large extent

(rs =0.75).

As can be observed in figure 6 where the changes in the acceptance

of people of another race and immigrants over a period of time are

presented, countries have not developed in the same direction.

In France, Italy, Belgium and Denmark the fear of people of

another race and immigrants has increased: they have all become less

tolerant. In Spain people have become less tolerant about immigrants,

but not about peóple of another race. In Great Britain, (West)

Germany, the Netherlands and Ireland the levels of tolerance stances

towards these groups have increased.

However, the changes in tolerance levels towards these groups are

generally rather limited. More pronounced, and uniform in all

countries, are the changes in attitudes towards political extremists.

For instance in the Netherlands the proportion of people not wanting

right-wing extremists as neighbours has increased from 35 to 53

percent and in France from 14 to 33 percent. With regard to left-wing

extremists changes have been less significant, and with the exception

of West Germany, Italy and Spain these changes have followed a

similar pattern in all countries: greater dislike of these people. In

(West) Germany the negative attitude towards left-wing extremists

was already widespread in 1981 and this view has remained

unchanged.

The decreased levels of tolerance towards various groups in society

were surprising as an increase in tolerance levels had been expected

(Van den Broek and Heunks, 1993). One of the most important

developments transforming modern society is individualization. This

ongoing process can be described as the social and historical process

in which values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviour are increasingly

based on personal choices with less dependence on tradition and

social institutions. The individual becomes goal and yardstick in the

shaping of values and attitudes. Self-development and personal

happiness are given priority, and the individual's judgment on what is

good and evil, or beautiful and ugly, ranks higher than traditional

norms. Personal freedom and autonomy have become the leading

principles in modern society (Ester et al., 1993, p. 7).
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The process of individualization has caused `a shift in the value

system toward autodirection (as opposed to heterodirection) and self-

affirmation (as opposed to group solidarity)' (Ignazi, 1992, p. 4). This

is demonstrated, as elsewhere, in changes in voting behaviour.

`Voting is no longer the confirmation of "belonging" to a specific

social group but becomes an individual choice (...), an affirmation of

a personal value system: the "issue voter" tends to replace the

traditional "party identification voter"' (Ignazi, 1992, p. 4).

This process of individualization would imply that tolerance

towards various groups in society is expanding. Tolerance is like a

prerequisite to personal autonomy and individual freedom. It

expresses the right to act and behave in the way the individual wants,

and allows for considerable diversity within each country (Turner,

1988). Individualization means a growing respect for others and

greater emphasis on one's own interests. Therefore, the expectation

was that tolerance towards various groups in society and deviant

behaviour would have increased (Van den Broek and Heunks, 1993,

p. 72).

The finding that tolerance was not on the rise hut on the wave

seems, at first sight, contradictory to the prevalent ideas on

modernization and individualization. However, it is not necessarily

inconsistent with these processes. The rather unexpected decline in

tolerance in genera] and towards ethnic groups in society in

particular, may perhaps be a consequence of an increased perception

of different groups within society in terms of their being a threat

to personal interests, e.g. in the competition for jobs and houses.

`A conflict of interests may be felt when foreign-born residents

increasingly become competitors on the labour and housing markets

and when the common life style is confronted with deviant behaviour.

And it is certainly difficult to argue that individualization implies

greater tolerance towards political extremists and towards individuals

who are a nuisance because of their deviant behaviour' (De Moor,

1993, p. 231). The downturn in tolerance levels is, therefore, not at

all contradictory to expectations, based on the idea of ongoing

individualization.

The rise of extreme political parties is often thought to be strongly

related to the issue of immigrants. Immigration control is the leading

theme of new right-wing political parties (Ignazi, 1992, p. 25).

However, other factors are important too, and may be even more

significant for the growing popularity of extreme right-wing parties

among certain groups in society. This popularity can be seen as a kind

of protest against current policy and governing parties. People have

lost confidence in politics, their leaders and the old established

politica] parties. Italy is a clear example in this respect. The inquiry
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into political corruption acutely affected all governing political

parties. In ltaly the favouring of right-wing political parties and their

politicians has been greatly stimulated by the so-called Clean Hands

investigation,'the inquiry into the political corruption by Milanese

prosecutors' (Ignazi, 1993, p. 480). Italian distrust for their

politicians increased, resulting in a `dramatic decline in both

membership and electoral support' (Ignazi, 1993, p. 481). A similar

development occurred in France. The voters for the National Front

express a growing distrust in politics, and this increasing distrust is

also a result of scandals and corruption in the political parties in

power (Ysmal, 1993, p. 432).

In short, the emergence of extreme right-wing political parties is

not solely due to the problems caused by the increased numbers of

immigrants and refugees. Important too, and maybe even more

important, is the fact that the traditional, old political parties have not

handled the new priorities and issues properly. This has led to a

`disillusionment towards political parties in general, a growing lack of

confidence in the political system and its institutions (...)' (Ignazi,

1992, p. 6). And indeed, confidence in the political system is on the

wane, but the decline is not limited to the political system only.

Neither is the decline confined to the government, bul appears to be a

general phenomenon, although Europe is, again, far from

homogeneous. All the institutions mentioned have suffered a loss in

confidence, bul the decline has generally been stronger in cases of

authoritative rather than democratic institutions (Van den Broek and

Heunks, 1993).

This development is in accordance with prevailing ideas on

individualization. Institutions restrict the freedom of the individual to

behave as he or she desires (Inglehart, 1977, pp. 14-17). The

increased emphasis on the individual and his autonomy means that

people will be lens eager to be reliant on these institutions. Since the

decline in confidence appears to be a general phenomenon, which is

not limited to only a few institutions, the often suggested pessimistic

view that individualization will lead to hyperindividualism and

privatism seems to be confirmed (Van den Broek and Heunks, 1993,

p. 77).

These changes corroborate the idea that the decline in tolerance, the

emergence and growth of extreme-right political parties, and the

decline in institutional confidence are characteristic of a modernizing

and individualizing society.
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Explaining (in)tolerance?

In the European Community study on racism and xenophobia it

appeared that age and education were among the most important

predictors of negative opinions towards non-nationals and people of

another race. The data from EVS also reveals that the older one is, the

more frequently immigrants are disliked as neighbours. The same

holds for people having lower levels of education: they are less open

to people of another race and to immigrants.

Males and females do not differ much in their degree of tolerance,

whereas the differences between the various socio-economic status

groups indicate that tolerance is particularly prevalent among the

higher status groups (see also: Billiet, Eisinga and Scheepers, 1992,

p. 302). A person's socio-economic status is partly dependent upon

one's income and, as might be expected, the higher the income the

more willing one is to accept foreigners as neighbours.

Since age is one of the most important factors affecting intolerance

it will come as no surprise that the retired are less tolerant towards

both groups of people. And as other studies have already revealed, the

self-employed are less tolerant (Billiet, Eisinga and Scheepers, 1992).

The EVS contains a variety of value orientations in the realms of

religion, morality, society, politics, family, marriage, sexuality, work

and so on (Halman and Vloet, 1992; Ester et al., 1993). The

acceptance of people of another race and immigrants does not appear

not to be strongly related to any of these value orientations. However,

if these value orientations are considered to be indicative of

individualization and modernization, it may be concluded that the

more individualized a person is, the more he/she will accept people of

another race and immigrants as neighbours. Tolerance indeed appears

to be a characteristic of modern and individualized people. Tolerant

people express modern values, they are less religious, less traditional,

more progressive, more inclined to protest and more interested in

politics.

Since modernization and individualization have transformed

traditional society into a modern open society it was to be expected

that the more modern and individualized a society was, the more open-

minded its population would be. As regards proximity of foreigners

this conclusion was to be rejected. In some countries tolerance

decreased despite ongoing individualization. However, `in case of

ethnic minorities this unexpected decline in tolerance may perhaps

follow from an increased perception of different groups within society

in terms of a threat to individual interests, e.g. in the competition for

jobs and houses' (Van den Broek and Heunks, 1993, pp. 77-78). The

`others' are leen as a threat to personal well-being and happiness and
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therefore the decline in tolerance is consistent with ideas of ongoing

individualization. This is demonstrated if no specific groups of

persons are presented but rather various kinds of behaviour, and the

question is not whether people with such behaviour can be accepted

as neighbours, hut whether or not these types of behaviour are

acceptable. Such a question measures the acceptability of others who

have different standards, which is precisely what is characteristic of

modern, pluralist, individualized society. The difference between

tolerance of people with deviant behaviour as measured above and

this new measure of tolerance, which we have called permissiveness,

is clearly typified by Bellah et al.: 'If you want to go in your house

and smoke marijuana and shoot dope and get all screwed up, that's

your business, but don't bring that out on the street, don't expose my

children to it, just do your own thing' (Bellah et al., 1986, p. 7).

In almost all countries permissiveness has increased, Denmark

being an exception. Dutch society appears to be most permissive

regarding behaviour such as abortion, homosexuality, divorce,

euthanasia, prostitution, and so on (Halman and De Moor, 1993,

pp. 56-60). Belgium is an interesting case, as it is among the least

tolerant countries in Europe, but this intolerance is not accompanied

by low levels of permissiveness. On the contrary, permissiveness has

increased, and Belgium is among most liberal countries as far as

judgments on different sexual behaviour is concerned. Maybe Belgium

is a clear example of a country where individualization means

privatism, hyperindividualism and narcissism (Ester et al., 1993,

pp. 7-8).

People who place themselves on the extreme left side of the left-

right dimension were less inclined to dislike people of another race

and immigrants, whereas one out of four on the extreme right are

against having these people as their neighbours. Intolerance is indeed

more a characteristic of the extreme right than of the lett. Leftist

people are much more open-minded towards foreigners and minorities.

The limited number of people who say they cast their vote for such

extreme-right political parties are much more inclined to reject

immigrants or people from another race as their neighbour. In

Germany the Republikaner, in France the voters for the National

Front, in Italy the supporters of the Italian Social Movement are al]

less prepared to have these kinds of people in their proximity.

According to the American political scientist Ron Inglehart we

have witnessed a shift from materialist values to the value orientation

of post-materialism (Inglehart, 1977 and 1990). Materialist values are

held by those who give top priority to physical sustenance and safety,

the maintenance of order in society, a high rate of economic growth

and a strong army, whereas post-materialists put more emphasis on
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personal well-being, autonomy, belonging, self-determination, quality

of life and self-fulfilment. Post-materialists therefore will be more

inclined to accept people of another race and immigrants. And this

idea is confirmed in the EVS data. About 15 percent of the

materialists dislike the thought of having people of another race and

immigrants as their neighbours, while the proportion of post-

materialists who dislike these categories of people is limited to 5

percent.

Finally, it would appear that the opinion that there were too many

foreigners and the feeling of being disturbed by them was related to

pride in one's country (Eurobarometer, 1989). This idea is confirmed

to a limited extent only. People who express pride in their country are

slightly more opposed to having people of another race and

immigrants as their neighbours.

No strong associations were found between intolerance and value

orientations. As Dekker and Van Praag (1990) concluded, other

factors appear to be more relevant in explaining differences in

tolerance. One may think of all kind of personality traits, one of them

being authoritarianism.

Conclusions

In this article we have investigated the variations in tolerance in

Europe. The aim of this contribution was quite limited, namely to

clarify the differences and similarities in tolerance and intolerance in

European countries. It was not our intention to test well-defined

theories, nor to discuss or generale theories. However, the extent of

variations we have observed merits theoretical attention.

The influx of refugees, increased hostilities and even violent acts

against immigrants, and the rise of extreme-right political parties have

put the issue of xenophobia and intolerance high on the agenda of

national as well as European politics. The need for more detailed

information was translated into inquiries by the European Community.

The results were presented in a special issue of the Eurobarometer:

Racism and Xenophobia (1989). Since then a limited number of items

on this issue have been raised on a more regular basis in subsequent

waves of the Eurobarometer investigations. The main conclusions

drawn from these European investigations were indeed that Europeans

are becoming less tolerant, bul that national populations differ in

many respects. These differences are only partially due to differences

in actual numbers of foreigners and refugees. Other factors will be

much more important in explaining prejudice and racism, bul the

question which still remains unanswered is what these factors are.
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The data from the European Values Study demonstrate that the

acceptance of others strongly depends on the difficulties these others

might produce. Those who are more likely to cause problems and

nuisance are disliked more than people who differ in race or

nationality. Although generally the acceptance of distinctive groups as

neighbours has declined, there are differences between countries, not

only in the levels of dislike, but also in the direction of change.

The, often quite large, differences between countries are also

difficult to understand. References to differences in culture, cultural

habits and national identities are obvious, but are not of great help,

since such concepts are vague and non-specific. The weak

associations of (in)tolerance with traditional socio-demographic

characteristics and various basic value orientations makes it difficult

to understand intolerance and prejudice in modern society. Part of the

explanation may be found in the increased feelings of threat and

insecurity and the low levels of confidence expressed in politics, the

established political parties, their leaders and institutions, and their

ability to cope with all the issues and problems in contemporary

society.
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A comparative study of hate crime

Legislative, judicial and social responses in

Germany and the United States

Alexis Aronowitzl

While hate crimes are not a new phenomenon, the wave of anti-

foreign violence sweeping Europe in general, and drawing

international attention to the problems in Germany, in particular, has

forced European governments to introduce new laws, rewrite

constitutions, and create new ways of dealing with the problem of

domestic terrorism. Nor has the United States been spared its share of

racist violence. This article will define `hate crime' and focus

attention upon a recent increase in this phenomenon in the United

States and Germany. These two countries were chosen due to the

history of racism and violence both experienced in the past, and are

experiencing today, and to the fact that their approaches to dealing

with the problem, from a legislative standpoint, are radically different

and unique. Attention will be drawn to hate crime victims and

legislative and legal attempts to protect them, as well as the problems

faced by the criminal justice system in fighting the phenomenon.

Further discussion will focus on how organizations within the United

States, and the governments of Germany and the United States are

attempting to identify the offenders, and measure and prevent these

offences.

Defining the concept

The phenomenon is not new. It has occurred throughout history and

across nations: the psychologica) intimidation and physical

persecution and punishment of one less powerful race by another, of

one less powerful individual by another. This persecution has been

felt by Jews, Palestinians, Blacks, Armenians, Kurds, Gypsies and

asylum-seekers, to name a few. Perhaps the most horrifying example

occurred in concentration camps during the Second World War which

witnessed the systematic annihilation of millions of individuals based

upon Jewish bloodline - no matter how weck. And as appalling as

1 Research and Documentation Centre, Ministry of Justice, P.O. Box 20301,
2500 EH The Hague, The Netherlands.
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discrimination, hatred and persecution were then, they continue to

occur today, in the most civilized countries. Violent hate crimes have

been recorded this past year, not only in the United States and

Germany, but in other countries as diverse as Bosnia-Herzogovena,

India, South Africa, Cambodia, Armenia, Iraq and Guatemala (Berk,

1994, p. v).

Why the need to give the phenomenon a name? To clearly define

it? How can the phenomenon be successfully dealt with if we don't

know exactly what, and to what extent, it is occurring? That calls for

precise definitions of an act as a hate crime, proper reporting and

registration, and recognition by the police and other criminal justice

agencies. `The main problem may not be lack of legal means to

combat racially motivated violence, but rather lack of will from the

local police to confront it as such, or lack of understanding of the

phenomenon' (Bjárgo, 1994, p. 85). Hamm (1994c, p. xiv) argues that

definitions are essential `(...) because they make the criminal

phenomenon comprehensible to social control agents and thereby

implicate the appropriate state mechanisms to deal with the problem.

More than simply reflecting the nature of crimes of hatred, then,

appropriate definitions also attract attention to its potential control.'

Berk (1994, p. v) argues that there are no consistent definitions of

hate crimes; the definition of a hate crime, `is very much à function

of local norms and local politics. One country's act of ethnic

cleansing is another country's effort to secure defensible borders.'

Still, it is necessary to arrive at some consensus in order to assess the

degree of the problem and attempt an intervention. Definitions and

terminology differ widely. In Britain and France it is called racial

violence. Racist violence is the name given to the phenomenon in

Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway. In Germany it is officially

labeled `acts hostile to foreigners' (fremdenfeindliche Straftaten) or

`offeraces against foreigners with possible xenophobic motivations'

(Straftaten gegen Ausldnder mit mdglicherweise fremdenfeindlicher

Motivation) (Zachert, 1992); unofficially it is referred to as racist

violence or right-wing violence.2 In the United States, the acts of

violence against homosexuals, African-Americans and Jews by young,

white, neo-Nazis has been labeled, hate crime, hate-motivated crime,

bias crime, bias-motivated crime and ethno-violence (Hamm, 1994a).

While the terminology and definitions may vary across states

within the United States, there is some consensus in identifying a hate

crime as a criminal offence motivated by bias or prejudice. It has

been identified as a crime `motivated by an "animus" against the

2 See Aronowitz (1994) for a repudiation of the term `right-wing' violence.
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victim because of his/her race, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity

or national origin' (ADL, 1988a, p. 1). In a 1988 report the Anti-

Defamation League (herein referred to as the ADL) defined a biased-

related incident as `an act or a threatened or attempted act by any

person or group of persons against the person or property of another

individual or group which in any way constitutes the expression of

hostility toward the victim because of his/her race, religion, sexual

orientation, national origin or ethnicity. This includes, but is not

limited to, threatening phone calls, hate mail, physical assaults,

vandalism, cross burnings, or destruction of religious symbols, and

firebombings' (ADL, 1988a, p. 7).

The phenomenon exists in Europe as well. Almost all European

countries, to a lesser or greater extent, have `experienced problems

with ultra-right-wing movements, discrimination and violence against

foreigners in general and specifically against persons seeking asylum'

(Doornhein, 1993, p. 2). Europeans adhere to similar definitions of

hate crimes or racially motivated violence. Dr. Robin Oakley, in a

report for the Council of Europe, stated `(...) the element of racial

motivation is what distinguishes "racial violence and harrassment"

from other kinds of violence and harrassment. In this context, "racial

motivation" may usefully be defined as "having a purpose to injure or

in some way harm a person or persons specifically becausé of their

perceived identification with a particular racial or ethnic group' (cited

in Doornhein, 1993, p. 2).

While attacks on foreigners have received high media coverage in

Germany, Germans, too, have died at the hands of their countrymen -

those who are politically oriented to the left, those who are homeless,

those thought to be Jewish, or those opposed to Hitler.3 Attacks on

the handicapped by young skinheads or `neo-Nazis' are reportedly

increasing in both frequency and intensity.4 Are these offences any

less serious because the victims were German, rather than foreigners?

Based upon Oakley's definition, the German status of these victims

3 In all, 17 people were killed in 1992 (3 people in 1991, 2 people in 1990) at the

hands of skinheads, rightist individuals or hooligans. While 8 of the 1992

victims were foreigners, two further German victims belonged to the left

movement. An additional 5 victims were homelens; one was killed because his

attackers thought he was Jewish, and another victim was killed because he called

Hitler a criminal (Der Spiegel, 1992a, p. 15; Michalkowski, 1992).

4 In 1992 two skinheads, in the town of Siegen, near Bonn, trampled to death a 55-

year-old man who was nearly blind. In Halle, last year, youths attacked and beat
up deaf students, because they feit `provoked' by the students' use of sign
language. (Stars and Stripes, 1994a). Der Spiegel (1994) reports a young spastik
woman in a wheelchair was set on fire and a 28-year-old emotionally
handicapped man was trampled to death in Berlin.
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would preclude classification of these offences as `bate crimes'.

Should these crimes not also be classified as `hate crimes'? Should

we not include social status, political or sexual orientation and

physical or mental handicaps as possible `victim status'?

It appears that current European definitions of `hate crimes' focus

upon the ethnic minority status of the victim. While this is a worthy

goal, it fails to address the situation of non-ethnic hate crimes. These

situations must call for a focus upon the motivation and orientation of

the offender rather than the status of the victim. If young foreigners

viciously attack German skinheads, is this not also a hate- or bias-

motivated crime?

Identifying offender motivation, however, proves to be a more

difficult task than it appears outwardly. If one follows media accounts

in Germany, one would be led to believe that the wave of violence is

being perpetrated by young neo-Nazis and right-wing extremists. The

picture, however, is more diffuse than it seems. Skinheads should not

be confused with neo-Nazis. There are anti-racist skinheads

(Skinheads Against Racial Prejudice or SHARP), violent skinheads

who adhere to no particular political ideology, and violent skinheads

who adhere to a neo-Nazi ideology, and ideological (but non-

physically-violent) racists who espouse hate and agitate against

foreigners or minorities. There are also young, violent individuals

who defy classification into any particular group. To further

complicate the picture, the display of Nazi paraphenalia does not

indicate a true ideological adherence to national-socialism.5 So much

emphasis in Germany upon hatred coming from the `right' detracts

from the real problem of hatred, pure and simple.

Hamm argues that attention should be focused away from the ethnic

or racial motivations of the offender as well as the status of the

victim. A comprehensive definition of `hate crime' should be

sensitive to events, not people. An events-based definition would

leave no room for doubt about the racial or politica] motivation of the

offender, nor of the status of the victim. The firebombing of an

asylum hostel in Germany, the burning of a cross on the lawn of a

minority family in America would be classified as a hate crime based

upon the hatred inherent in the act or event, regardless of the status or

motivation of victim or offender (Hamm, 1994b). This definition

would then encompass acts of intimidation or violence in which

motivations were racial, ethnic, or based upon the sexual orientation,

or physical or mental handicap of the victim.

5 See Aronowitz (1994) for examples of the media's role in creating the image of

neo-Nazi youths.
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The problem of measurement

The accuracy of any statistica reflecting the extent of 'hate-motivated

crime' in a society should be met with extreme skepticism. The

measurement of hate-motivated crime relies heavily upon the victim

reporting the act and recognition of the act as such. These types of

offences are subject to misreporting in both countries for many of the

same reasons: fear of reprisal, fear of exposure (admitting a

homosexual orientation), mistrust of the police, the victim may be an

illegal alien and refuses to risk expulsion from the country, language

barriers (Fernandez, 1991).

Subsequent to an offence being reported by a victim, the crime

will not be registered as a hate crime unless it is recognized by law

enforcement as such. The recording of hate crimes by law

enforcement, too, appears to be somewhat problematic in the US. The

FBI's 1991 hate crime statietics reflect incidents reported by 2,771

law enforcement agencies in 32 states.6 This is less than one in five

of the nation's 16,000 law enforcement agencies that participate in

crime reporting to the FBI's Uniform Crime Report. The National

Criminal Justice Association's Justice Bulletin (January 1993, p. 9)

cites that other agencies were `either unable or unwilling to cooperate

due to tight budgets and other factors'. How many incidents there

went unrecorded?

To supplement official statistics, there are a number of independent

(non-governmental) civil rights organizations which track hate crimes

in the United States. Among those most frequently cited are the Anti-

Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith (ADL), the Southern Poverty

Law Center located in Mobile, Alabama (which publishes a magazine

called Klanwatch), the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force

(Washington, DC), and the Center for Democratic Renewal (Atlanta,

Georgia). These organizations record not only acts of violence

perpetrated against various minority members in the United States,

but also publish information on hate groups and their individual

members.

An accurate measurement lies somewhere between the official

statistics, riddled with reporting problems resulting in an

underestimation of the phenomenon, and those cited by the civil rights

organizations whose interest in, and over-sensitivity to the problem,

may lead to somewhat inflated statistics.7

6 This number increased to 6,180 law enforcement agencies in 41 states and the

Disctrict of Columbia reporting 1992 statietics (FBI, 1994, p. 7).

7 The following exemplifies the difficulty in measuring hate-motivated crimes: the

FBI statistics reflect fewer hate-motivated crimes than the statistica released by
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In Germany criminal offences will be registered by each individual

state and then tallied by the Federal Criminal Police Office

(Bundeskriminalamt). Those offences (particularly assaults against

foreigners) thought to have rightist tendencies are followed by

Germany's internal security agency, the Federal Office for the

Protection of the Constitution (Bundesverfassungsschutz). Very often

that which determines whether an offence will be investigated by the

Verfassungsschutz or another division within the police department

dealing solely with violent offences, is the presence or absence of

clear right-wing extremist overtones.8 Unlike the independent

organizations within the US, Germany relies solely on official reports.

Official agencies, barring the usual problems, have kept meticulous

statistics. Similar to the work carried out by the ADL, the

Bundesverfassungsschutz closely monitors the youths and

organizations involved in extremist offences (against foreigners)

which may place them in violation of the penai code or constitution.

The Kate mongers

United States

Just who is responsible for these hate offences is questionable as

conflicting reports begin to emerge from different organizations. The

Southern Poverty Law Center, in their Klanwatch Report (1989, p. 28)

stated, `One of the major lessons of the decade was that the majority

of hate crimes are not committed by organized white supremacists.

They are committed by white people of all ages, backgrounds and

regions who share a belligerent hatred for minorities.'

According to the International Association of Chiefs of Police,

`most hate crimes are committed by persons under the age of 21 and

frequently by youths acting in groups or gangs. The growth of formal

hate groups has been linked to many recent incidents although most

offences are committed by informal groups. Skinheads are a notable

example of formal groups that preach violence against blacks,

Hispanics, Jews, Asians and homosexuals. They are known to be

the civil rights organizations mentioned above. While the FBI reports 421 hate
crimes committed nationwide against homosexuals in 1991, the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force reports 1,822 such incidents in five major cities alone.
Whereas the FBI recorded 12 bias-motivated murders in 1991, the Southern
Poverty Law Center reported 27 (National Criminal Justice Association, 1993).

8 The Office for the Protection of the Constitution allo monitors extremist activities

by the left as well as chose involving foreign organizations.
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heavily armed and have engaged in murder, violent assaults and

extensive vandalism of religious property, among other crimes'

(IACP, 1991, p. 3).

The skinheads9 are a loose alliance, maintaining no single national

neo-Nazi skinhead organization within the United States (ADL, 1993).

Group membership fluctuates and the gangs may change their names

and network affiliations. There are loose ties between various

skinhead groups in different states. Furthermore, tier are maintained

with `old-line hate groups' such as the Ku Klux Klan, Aryan Nations,

White Aryan Resistance, and the Church of the Creator. These older,

established hate groups use the skinheads as their `front-line warriors'

(ADL, 1993, p. 2) and skinheads have been known to act as security

guards at Klan meetings (Hamm, 1993, p. 70). According to Leonard

Zeskind, director of the Atlanta-based Center for Democratic

Renewal, a research organization which monitors hate-group activity,

`What you have now is a total movement that has both a Klan faction,

a Christian patriot wing (...) a military underground, a youth cultural

wing and a political apparatus' (quoted in Cooper, 1989).

Hamm (1993) challenges the findings of the ADL concerning the

skinheads' `loose alliance' and portrays a more cohesive picture. In

his study of American skinheads, Hamm identifies Tom Metzger's

organization, the White Aryan Resistance (or WAR, alternately

known as the Aryan Youth Movement) as a national recruiting center.

9 The Anti-Defamation League's Fact Finding Department conducted a national

survey on racist skinheads. Information was gleaned through direct

investigation, information provided by contacts in law enforcement and

criminal justice agencies, the media and defectors. The ADL reports a dramatic

increase in skinhead activity around the country since their first count in 1988.

The most current survey identifies approximately 3,300 to 3,500 skinheads in

160 gangs located in 40 states. The Beven states with the largest number of

skinheads are: New Jersey (400), Texas (300 to 400), Oregon (300), Colorado

(200), Florida (200), Michigan (200), and Virginia (200). Skinheads have

murdered in the states of Alabama, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho,

Missouri, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas,

and Washington state. According to the ADL six deaths could be attributed to

skinheads between 1987 and June 1990. Between 1990 and 1993 no fewer than

22 deaths have resulted from skinhead attacks (more than triple the number

attributed to them in the previous three years). Their victims were

predominantly minority members: Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, homosexuals and

the homeless (ADL, 1993). In addition to the killings, skinheads have also

committed thousands of other crimes: beatings, attempted murders, stabbings,

shootings, thefts, vandalisms, and synagogue desecrations. The ADL reports

that skinheads, since 1990, have become active in eight states where they had

not previously been identified, indicating an increase in skinhead activity

around the country. Only 10 states in the US have not reported skinhead

activity: Arkansas, Hawaii, Mississippi, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode

Island, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia and Wyoming (ADL, 1993).
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In addition to his computer bulletin boards, telephone hotline,

television programme, magazine publications, racist bumper stickers,

and white power rock distribution outlets, Metzger recruits on school

grounds and college campuses. An adult neo-Nazi has thus `single-

handedly defined the organizational characteristics of this terrorist

youth subculture' (Namm, 1993, p. 71). Hamm has defined this

movement as a `terrorist youth subculture' based upon his findings

that these youths exhibit `overt racism, political violence, and

international links to a broader hate movement' (1993, pp. 65 and 71).

In addition to excessive violence, exhibited for the purpose of

promoting political change by instilling fear in people, they also share

a common ideology: `this ideology is that of neo-Nazism supported

and sustained by a specific style (shaved heads, Nazi regalia, Doc

Martens, and racial/ethnic violence) and music (white power rock)'

(Hamm, 1993, p. 65).

In addition to the skinheads, a rough estimate by three national

organizations monitoring right-wing activities places the active

membership in 1990 at between 10,000 and 20,000, with estimates of

up to an additional 200,000 passive supporters (Langer, 1990).

And lest the issue of black-on-white hatred and crime in the United

States be ignored, a leader of the Nation of Islam recently came under

attack for espousing hatred against whites and Jews at a black college.

Critics included the Anti-Defamation League, the president of the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP), the Chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus, and

the president of the United Negro Fund (Stars and Stripes, 1994b).

Of the 2,963 racially motivated incidents that were registered by

the Federal Bureau of Investigation during the first year of data

collection (1991), 888 or almost 30 percent were classified as anti-

White (1,689 or 57 percent were classified as anti-Black) (FBI Press

release).

Germany

Violent offenders caught and identified by the Office for the

Protection of the Constitution 10 have been characterized as young

(97.1 percent are under the age of 30; 67.2 percent were under the age

10 The 1993 statietics released by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution

placed the number of individuals with right-extremist orientations

(Rechtsextremisten) at 42,100 (up from 41,900 the previous year). The number

of militant right-extremist skinheads declined from 6,400 (3,800 in the new

Federal States and 2,600 in the old Federal States) in 1992 to 6,200 in 1993.

1992 figures were taken from the Verfassungsschutzbericht 1992 (1993); 1993

figures were cited in Freitag (1993).
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of 21; 23.9 percent were under the age of 18). A small percentage of

offenders (4.7 percent) were female, a small increase over the 1991

figure (3 percent). Only a small percentage (9 percent) were

unemployed, while 43 percent were school or university students or

those in an apprenticeship; an additional 31 percent were skilled

workers. A considerable percentage of those exhibiting xenophobic

violence are members of the militant right-extremist skinhead scene

(Verfassungsschutzbericht, 1993). Membership in the militant

skinhead scene is not, however, synonymous with a commitment to a

neo-Nazi ideology.

The Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt) statistics

for youths involved in acts of violence are similar: only a small

percent are members of extreme right organizations or parties (9

percent), while 14 percent of the violent offenders were classified as

skinheads. The remaining 75 percent were classified as belonging to

the Hooligan (football rowdies) orientation or other cliques categoried

as ideologically right-oriented hut not organized, and existing for only

a short period of time. 11 For such youths, alcohol plays a leading

role. Enjoyment is derived from shocking or provoking others - this

goal most easily attained through the use of Nazi slogans, or display

of Nazi symbols, shocking clothing, offensive literature and music.

While the contents of German fanzines and skinhead music are

xenophobic and national-socialistic in nature, researchers and social

workers question the degree to which skinheads are truly integrated

into organized right-wing parties. Contact and cooperation exists

between groups of skinheads, hooligans and national-socialist

organizations, but at least outwardly, rightist political parties

denounce the xenophobic violence of the skinheads, their `lack of

discipline and hunt for trouble' (Schumann, 1993, citing Kalinowsky,

1990).

While the scene, according to officials, appears to be unorganized,

the Office for the Protection of the Constitution claims that attempts

are being made to establish a nationwide link and a united front

between neo-Nazi organizations. The director of the internal security

agency has noted for the first time, `the emergence of "action

alliances" among previously splintered neo-Nazi groups' (Stars and

Stripes, 1993b, p. 1 1).

11 Antwort der Bundesregierung: Sozialstrukturen rechtsextremistischer

Straftdter/Straftdterinnen, BT-Dr. 12/4440, p. 6, cited in Schumann (1993,

p. 326).
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A brief history of violence and a call for change

The United States

American history is steeped in acts of racial bigotry and violence

against Blacks. The history of slavery, the rise of the Ku Klux Klan,

the history of lynching Blacks in the South and the struggle for their

civil rights has been retold in numerous historical accounts. By the

late 1980s the United States witnessed a resurgence in racial

violence.12 And it continues. Violence by young white males has

claimed over 100 black victims (African-Americans and Third-World

immigrants). They were attributed with killing 4 homosexual males

and assaulting over 200 gay men and women. Nearly 400 black males

have been assaulted and 14 African-American churches were

firebombed; over 300 crosses were burned. Some 40 Jewish

cemetaries were desecrated, Jewish worshipers have been attacked and

there was one attempted mass murder at a Jewish synagogue in

Dallas, Texas (Hamm, 1994a). One skinhead group had masterminded

a plot to slaughter the congregation of a Los Angeles African-

American church, assassinate black leaders around the country, and

letter bomb a rabbi (Van Biema, 1993). The ADL first began

observing skinhead activity in 1987 and has been closely monitoring

it since that time.13 The continuing and rising turbulence in the

1980s led to political cries for governmental control of hate group

violence.

In the late 1980s the Anti-Defamation League lobbied for federal

hate crimes legislation. Representatives met with the US Attorney

General Dick Thornburgh. Following an address by Mr. Thornburgh

on the reemergence of violent hate crimes, a special task force was

formed and the Federal Bureau of Investigation began nationwide

investigations of skinhead gangs thought to be involved in racially

motivated violence (Namm, 1993; Walker, 1989).

Germany

Germany, too has experienced its share of violence against foreigners.

Post-war discrimination and violence against foreigners has occurred

12 In the 1980s skinhead violence in the United States accounted for 121 murders of
blacks and gays, 302 racial assaults and 301 cross burnings (Hamm, 1993).
These statistics, while not an accurate reflection of the reality of the situation
in the United States, are indicative of the widespread violence, hysteria and
moral panic around the US (Hamm, 1994b).

13 By mid-1993 the Anti-Defamation League called skinheads `the most dangerous
racist movement in the United States' (Stars and Stripes, 1993a).
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sporadically since the early 1980s.14 From 1987 to 1990 the German

government registered approximately 250 xenophobic offences a year,

the majority non-violent propaganda offences (instigation to racist

hate and the like) (Hess, 1993). The Office for the Protection of the

Constitution registered 1,483 violent offences in 1991; 2,584 offences

in 199215 (Verfassungsschutzbericht, 1993, p. 70).

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall and the unification of the two

Germanys, accompanied by shifting migratory patterns from Eastern

Europe and Africa, foreigners have increasingly become the target of

threats and violence on an almost daily basis in Germany. Four

episodes stand out which epitimize the frightening dimensions which

anti-foreign violence in Germany has taken on. It began with

Hoyerswerda (September 1991), where young hooligans, over a five

night period, and amidst support from townspeople, threw bottles,

rocks and molotov-cocktails, until they were finally successful at the

forced evacuation of 230 foreign residents (asylum-seekers). Less

than one year later (August 22-28, 1992) Rostock-Lichtenhagen

captured the imagination and horror as middle-aged townspeople

joined violent youths in attacking both foreigners and police. The

third incident, Mblln, November 23, 1992 claimed the Jives of three

Turkish residents, two of them children, and catapulted Germany into

critical international limelight.16 There were other, equally violent

incidents, as well.17

MSlln appears to be the galvanizing point in German recognition of

the extent of the problem. On the morning after the attack in Mflln on

the Arslan family, Chancellor Helmut Kohl addressed the German

Parliament in his most adamant condemnation of right-wing violence

since the fall of the Berlin Wall. That occurred amidst international

criticism of Germany's inability to control anti-foreign violence

within its borders. It didn't stop with Mdlln, though. Less than six

months later (May 29, 1993), youths set fire to a house in Solingen

14 In January 1981 rockers beat to death a 44-year-old Turkish man. In June 1982

sentences were handed down to followers of the German Action Groups

(Deutsche Aktionsgruppen) for the deaths and attempted murders of foreigners.

During the same month, a sympathizer of the neo-Nazi group NSDAP shot to

death six foreigners, and young Germans beat to death a Turkish man in a disco

while yelling `foreigners out'. For a further chronological assessment of such

attacks see Der Spiegel (1992, pp. 24-25) and Zeitungsproject antirassitischer

and antifaschistischer Gruppen (1992).

15 The violent offences include homicide, assault, bombing, arson and vandalism
with excessive violence.

16 See Aronowitz (1994) for a more detailed description of the problem.
17 See Arndt's Chronik rechtsextremer Gewalt seis der Wiedervereinigung, a

documentary account of xenophobic and anti-Semitic violence (with right-wing

overtones) since the reunification of Germany.
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occupied by Turkish citizens. Two women and three children lost

their lives in this attack. Since 1990, 30 people have died as a result

of racist violence.

Current legislation: a legal approach to the problem

United States

Legislative attempts to deal with racially motivated violence are not

new. Daling back to the time of Reconstruction, federal and state laws

prohibited acts of violence aimed primarily at the protection of Blacks

by organized paramilitary groups and the Ku Klux Klan (Jacobs,

1992). Newer legislation, however, addresses singular acts of violence

which occur spontaneously without the backing of organized hate

groups, and it is this type of violence which is occuring with

increased frequency (Cooper, 1989).

Concerned with an increase in anti-semitic violence around the

country, the Legal Affairs Department of the Anti-Defamation League

in 1981 drafted a model hate crimes bill. During the 1980s 31 states

adopted laws against bias or harrassment (17 were based upon the

ADL's model), and 43 states passed statutes prohibiting institutional

vandalism (Hamm, 1993). Almost all states now have some form of

`hate crime' legislation.

As the definition of hate crimes varies, so too, do hate crime

statutes across states. In general, they define as a hate crime, criminal

acts committed out of prejudice. The three elements of race, religion

and national origin are most commonly used in hate crime legislation,

however some states have also included the categories of

homosexuals, the disabled and the elderly (Morsch, 1992; Gerstenfeld,

1993).18

Many statutes provide for enhanced penalties,19 and define as

18 The California Attorney General's Commission recognizes as bate violence, `an
act of intimidation, harassment, physical force or threat of physical force
directed against any person, or family, or their property or advocate, motivated
either in whole or in part by hostility to their real or perceived race, ethnic
background, national origin, religious belief, sex, age, disability, or sexual
orientation, with the intention of causing fear or intimidation, or to deter the
free exercise or enjoyment of any rights or privileges secured by the
Constitution or the laws of the United States or the State of California whether
or not performed under color of law' (cited in Lee, 1990, p. 288).

19 In June 1993, a unanimous United States Supreme Court (Wisconsin v Mitchel,
113 S.Ct. 2194) upheld states' rights to adopt harsher penalties for those
convicted of `hate crimes' motivated by bigotry involving a victim's race,
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criminal, such acts as burning crosses or other (religious) symbols,20

wearing masks or hoods, or vandalizing or desecrating religious

institutions or burial places. Also included in some hate crime statutes

is the prohibition against paramilitary training camps run by racist

groups. Some state laws require separate data collection for hate

crimes; others require police training in the recognition of and

investigation into hate crimes. Some states include provisions for civil

actions for victims. While some states have passed comprehensive

laws, others have passed a series of laws prohibiting certain types of

behaviour (Center for Democratic Renewal, 1991).

Oregon in 1981 was the first state to pass a Hate Crimes Act. The

Oregon Act prohibits `the commission of third degree mischief or

harassment and fourth degree assault or menacing "by reason of the

race, color, religion, or national origin of another person" ' (1981

Oregon Laws 785, cited in Morsch, 1992, p. 663). Persons who

commit crimes motivated by racism or hate face higher penalites than

they would for the crime barring a hate motivation.21 Broad in scope,

the act allows victims to bring civil actions to recover damages

(regardless of whether a criminal prosecution occurs) and provides

that local district attorneys may seek injunctions against persons or

groups believed to be involved in hate crime activities (Morsch, 1992).

On February 22, 1989, the Hate Crime Statistics Act was

introduced into the US Congress. This act required the Federal Bureau

of Investigation (FBI) to begin categorizing acts of prejudicial

violence in order to publicize the extent of skinhead activity

throughout the US. Amidst a rising tide of hate crimes, the US Senate

passed the bili into law on February 7, 1990. The law required the

United States Justice Department to collect and publish separate

statitics on hate crimes. The first federal legislation of its kind, the

act was intended to raise public awareness of hate crimes, to aid law

enforcement agencies measure trends and design effective hate

prevention policies (Fernandez, 1991). Another legal avenue available

to victims of hate crimes is prosecution against organized, racist

color, religion or sexual orientation (International Herald Tribune, 1993;
McCormick, 1993).

20 In R.A.V. v St. Paul, 112 S.Ct. 2538 (1992) the US Supreme Court struck down
St. Paul's (Minnesota) ordinance which banned bias-motivated speeches or
messages, to include cross-burnings, the display of swastika or other
expressions of racial bias on the grounds that this violated free speech rights
(International Herald Tribune, 1992). It remains to be seen whether state

legislatures will rewrite hate crime statutes which will withstand the test of
First Amendment protections.

21 A third degree criminal misdemeanour, such as harassment and criminal mischief
is enhanced to a Class A criminal misdemeanour which carries, upon
conviction, a minimum five year sentence (Morsch, 1992).
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activity under the federal criminal civil rights statutes 18 USC

(United States Code) sections 242 and 245.22 State prosecutors may

bring charges against the accused under similar state criminal civil

rights statutes.23 Prosecution in federal criminal civil rights cases

requires that the government show interference with a federally

protected interest'or right.

Also at its disposal in the fight against racist organizations is the

Federal RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations)

statute (USC, sections 1961-68). This statute prohibits a `pattern of

racketeering' to include, in addition to typical racketeering activities,

`any act or threat involving murder, kidnapping, gambling, arson,

robbery, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic or other dangerous

drugs (...)' (Abadinsky, 1990, p. 442). This statute was used in 1985

against a far-right criminal enterprise known as the Order which was

responsible for the assassination of Alan Berg, a Jewish radio talk-

show host, several bombings and armed robberies.

Germany

While the German penal code does not provide for enhanced penalties

for hate-motivated crimes, German laws are perhaps more far-reaching

than their American counterparts in terms of limiting hate-motivated

22 18 USC section 242 punishes by fine or imprisonment or both, any person, acting
under color of law or state statute, who deprives another of any rights,
privileges, or immunities protected by the Constitution or laws of the United
States, or subjects an individual to different pains or punishments based upon
the person `being an alien, or by reason of his color or race' (cited in Lee,
1990, pp. 292-293). 18 USC section 245 (1988) punishes by fine, imprisonment
or both, any person who `whether or not acting under color of law, by force or
threat of force willfully injures, intimidates or interferes with, or attempts to
injure, intimidate or interfere with various persons (generally; or on the basis
of race, color, religion, or national origin; or third persons "affording another
person or class of persons opportunity or protection to so participate") to
prevent their participation in various activities (including voting, government
benefits, employment, court service, public school, interstate commerce and
public accomodations)' (cited in Lee, 1990, p. 293).

23 On November 13, 1988 in Portland, Oregon, Mulugeta Seraw, a 27-year-old

Ethiopian immigrant was beaten with a baseball bat and kicked to death by

three young skinheads, members of the Eastside White Pride. In 1989 the Anti-

Defamation League joined the Southern Poverty Law Center in bringing a

`wrongful death' civil law luit against two of the skinheads involved in the

attack as well as racist Tom Metzger, his son John, and the White Aryan

Resistance (WAR). The lawsuit invoked Oregon's racial intimidation statute.

The complaint against the Metgers and WAR was that they were vicariously

liable for Seraw's death in their active encouragement of skinheads to commit

racial violence (ADL, 1988b, p. 27). The organizations were successful in

winning a 12.5 million dollar settlement for Seraw's family.
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behaviour. The laws are incorporated into Germany's constitution and

penal code. Additionally, Germany has ratified the UN Convention on

the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) of

1963 (revised in 1978)24. The centra] clause, Article 4, states:

`State Parties condemn all propaganda and al] organizations which

are based on ideas or theories of superiority of one race or group of

persons of one color or ethnic origin, or which attempt to justify or

promote racial hatred and discrimination in any form.' They

undertook to adopt `immediate and positive measures (...) to eradicate

all incitement to, or acts of, such discrimination.' To this end they

would take the following measures.

- (i) Declare as an offence punishable by law `all dissemination of

ideas based on racial superiority or hatred, or incitement to racial

discrimination, as well as all acts of violence or incitement to such

acts against any group of persons of another colour or ethnic

origin'.

- (ii) Declare illegal and prohibit `organizations, and also al]

propaganda activities, which promote and incite racial

discrimination'. Participation in such organizations and activities

would constitute an offence punishable by law.

- (iii) Not permit public institutions, national or local, to promote or

incite racial discrimination.

Incorporated into the German constitution (Grundgesetz) are laws

which protect the German state from anti-constitutional alliances -

Article 9 section 2 (Verbot verfassungswidriger Vereinigungen or

prohibition of unconstitional organizations) or Article 21 section 2

(Verbot verfassungswidriger Parteien or prohibition of

unconstitutional parties). The constitution further allows for the

forfeiture of constitutional rights (Article 18).

Anti-constitutional associations or oganizations may be prohibited

by the Landesinnenminister (State Minister for the Interior) if they

are statewide, or by the Bundesinnenminister (Federal Minister for the

Interior) if the organization is national. Prohibitions have been handed

down by the Bundesinnenminister to a number of organizations within

the past two years to include the Nationalistic Front, the German

Alternative and the National Offensive. The Lower-Saxony Home

Secretary banned the Federation of German Comradeship; the same

was done by Baden-Wurttemberg's Home Secretary to prohibit the

HVD or Home Faithful Organization of Germany.

24 One hundred and thirty-two countries had ratified this convention by the end of
1992. This convention was not ratified, but merely signed by the United States,
on the grounds that it violated the American First Amendment right to free
speech (BjSrgo, 1994).
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The movement from an organization to a party is determined by its

involvement in political elections.25 Politica] parties are more

difficult to ban as this involves a lengthy process through the Federal

Constitutional Court. This has been accomplished once before in 1952

when the Court handed down a Parteiverbot against the Socialistic

Reichs Party.

An application to invoke Article 18, the forfeiture of constitutional

rights, has been made to the Federal Constitutional Court to silence

two neo-Nazis, Heinz Reisz and Thomas Dienel. Should the

government be successful, the two accused would lose the right to

make speeches, write articles, hold public office, make politica]

statements or take part in or organize politica] meetings for a given

period of time. The process is a lengthy and complicated one.26

The Criminal Code in Germany is applicable to all Federal States.

There are specific statutes (referred to in Germany as paragraphs) in

the German Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch) which deal specifically

with hate crimes (Hundseder, 1993).

- Paragraph 130 Volksverhetzung (incitement of the people: for

national, racial or religious reasons) punishes whosoever disturbs

the public peace, or the human dignity of others in that the offender

incites hatred against a segment of the population by requesting the

use of violence or arbitrary measures against them, or curses,

angrily defames, slanders or vilifies another. This offence is

punishable by a sentence of incarceration of between three months

and five years.

- Paragraph 131 Aufstachelung zum Rassenhaf.; (incitement to racial

hatred) punishes the offender with a fine or a sentence of

incarceration of up to one year.

Further paragraphs which are applicable to hate motivated crimes (or

the control of groups that propagate them) and which have been used

by the German government to fight violence by individuals or groups

with ties to right-wing ideology are:

- paragraph 85 Verstoft gegen das Vereinigungsverbot (contravention/

violation of the prohibition to associate);

- paragraph 86 Verbreiten von Propagandamitteln zur Fortfuhrung

verfassungswidriger Organizationen (dissemination of propaganda

25 AII three of the aforementioned national organizations have participated in

politica] elections and therefore argue that they should be given party status.

Their prohibitions are being appealed in the Federal Administrative Court

(Michalowski, 1994).

26 Critics argue other penai measures are easier to apply, less time consuming and

furthermore attract less national public attention for the accused. Additionally,

if the police are not able to enforce the prohibition through almost permanent

supervision, the prohibition is meaningless.
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for the pursuit of anti-constitutional organizations);

- paragraph 86a Verwenden von Kennzeichen verfassungswidriger

Organizationen (use or display of symbols of constitutionally

prohibited organizations);

- paragraph 90a Verunglimpfung des Staates und seiner Symbole

(disparagement / slandering state institutions and its symbols);

- paragraph 90b Verunglimpfung von Verfassungsorganen (slandering

constitutional entities);

- paragraph 129 Bildung einer kriminellen Vereinigung (formation of

a criminal organization).

The laws to still dangerous organizations, those that promote hatred

and violence against asylum-seekers, foreigner workers or other non-

Germans, exist. These laws, however, are directed predominantly at

political parties and anti-governmental actions, but do little to deter

unorganized youths who harbor hatred toward ethnic or social

minorities, the mentally and physically handicapped.

The differente in the American and German approach

While the United States and Germany share similar problems

identifying the parameters of hate crime and in investigating and

pursuing it from the law enforcement perspective, there is a major

difference in the countries' legal approach to the problem. Critic

Jackson (1993, p. 48) put it succinctly: `In Germany the constitution

prohibits neo-Nazi political activity; in America the constitution

protects it.'

The German constitution (Articles 9 section 2, and 21 section 2)

prohibits verfassungsfeindliche (anti-constitutional or seditious)

organizations and parties. The question then becomes, `what is a

seditious organization?' Criteria to determine this focus upon the

ideology, the goals of the organization, and the methods employed to

achieve these goals (Benz, 1992). Those organizations that support a

Nazi or neo-Nazi ideology, or those that encourage the use of

violence to fulfill their goals, are considered anti-constitutional and

are banned by the government. The constitution prohibits and the

government has banned the display of Nazi paraphernalia, to include

the swastika and the outstretched arm (Heil Hitler greeting).

Revisionist writings (those denying the Holocaust) are banned in

Germany.27 The Federal Inspection Office for Writings Endangering

27 British Revisionist writer David Irving was fined DM 10,000 by a Munich court;

upon appeal the sentence was raised to DM 30,000 (Verfassungsschutzbericht,

1993, p. 127).
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Youth has banned recordings with anti-foreign texts by German right-

wing musical groups. In addition to bans on performances, police

have raided the apartments of musicians of the rightist group

Kraftschlag (Forceful Blow) seizing records and compact discs with

rightist lyrics (Aronowitz, 1994). In January of 1994 the Prosecutor's

Office in Mainz closed down a neo-Nazi information telephone

(Nationalen Infotelefon) which broadcast information on court

decisions, called for a Free Worker's Party (FAP) demonstration and

minimalized the skinhead attack on a US member of the luge team.

The occupant of the apartment and owner of the telephone answering

machine, a known neo-Nazi, is being charged with violation of

paragraph 131 (incitement to racial hatred) (TAZ, 1994a en 1994b).

Such action is unheard of in the United States. The First

Amendment to the US Constitution prohibits Congress from making

laws `(...) abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the

right of the people peaceably to assemble (...)' (Constitution of the

United States, 1989). This prohibition against restricting freedom of

speech and press has been extended to the states through the US

Supreme Court.28 Those `speeches' not protected under the First

Amendment include limited, clearly defined and restricted categories

of speech to include lewd and obscene, libelous and insulting and

`fighting words' - those `that provoke or threaten to provoke

immediate violent reactions or disorder' (Samaha, 1993, p. 513). The

courts interpret this restriction so narrowly, and the protection so

broadly, that hate organizations in the United States are allowed to

thrive under protection of the First Amendment.29

Organizations and publications allowed to operate freely under First

Amendment protections include the racist organization WAR (White

Aryan Resistance), which is a loosely structured organization

designed to attract young, white, racist males. The organization is

spearheaded by Tom Metzger, a leading California racist. He was

instrumental in establishing War, a fascist, racist magazine espousing

hate through sophisticated comic strips. Additionally, information on

names and addresses of skinheads and other racists in the United

States and Germany is provided the reader. The purpose, according to

Metzger, `is to inject lome ideology into the skinheads' (cited in

Hamm, 1993, p. 53). Another Metzger initiative is the cable television

28 Gitlow v New York, 268 US 652 (1925) and Chaplinsky v New Hampshire, 315
US 568 (1942), cited by Joel Samaha, 1993, pp. 61 and 87.

29 In R.A.V. v St. Paul (1992) the US Supreme Court, in striking down the St. Paul
ordinance, argued that it sought to ban expression based upon content by
proscribing `fighting words of whatever manner that communicate messages of
racial, gender or religious intolerance'. The St. Paul statute, argued the Court,
made the display of prejudice a crime (International Herald Tribune, 1992).
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programme, Race and Reason. Reaching selected audiences

nationwide, this hate programme has provided easy access to hate

ideology. Another racist design, also a Metzger creation, is the WAR

Board, a computer network which allows members of racist

organizations, skinheads and other kindred souls to send computer

messages to one another.30 For those youths unable to access

information through the computerized WAR Board, Metzger created

the WAR Hotline, a series of telephone hate lines with messages

espousing hatred and rewarding skinheads for their violent acts.31

Another frightening phenomenon is the occurence of Revisionist

writings, articles and advertisements which have been appearing in

increasing numbers in student newspapers at American universities

since the 1991-1992 school year (Jaroff, 1993).

Racist views are not limited to Metzger and his white-power

followers. Louis Farrakhan, Black leader and founder of the Nation of

Islam in 1984, has also used public access television and college

campuses to espouse anti-Semitic and violent views. Metzger who

views Farrakhan as `the black counterpart of us', has attended

Farrakhan meetings and made financial donations to the Nation of

Islam (Suall and Halpern, 1992).

The Institute for Historical Review (IHR), an anti-Semitic and

revisionist organization broadcasts videotapes of their 1990 annual

conference on public access television. Viewers may partake of David

Irving's `Auschwitz lie' speech. The Institute for Historical Review as

well as the Liberty Lobby distribute anti-Semitic, pro-Nazi

publications (Suall and Halpern, 1992).

How successful are legislative attempts to control bate-motivated

violence?

Legislative attempts to punish hate-motivated offences have met with

little success in either country. If organizations in the US tracking

hate-motivated crimes are correct, then these crimes are for the most

part inspired by skinhead groups with the blessings, backings and

support of rightist, neo-Nazi organizations. It would seem that

attacking these organizations would be the most appropriate manner to

deal with the current problem. But as previously mentioned,

30 Through this method Professor Mark Hamm was able to establish contact with
skinheads nationwide for the purpose of conducting interviews and collecting
information for his book, American Skinheads: The Criminololgy and Control
of Hate Crirne (1993).

31 See Hamm (1993, pp. 51-57) and ADL (1988b, pp. 3-7).
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membership in bate groups, and the possession and distribution of

hate-literature are protected under the first Amendment. What can be

punished, are the (criminal) actions taken by these groups - the actual

acts of threats, intimidation, vandalism or violence.

Weiss (1989) argues that too much emphasis has been placed upon

organized hate groups, diverting attention away from the acts of

bigotry and violence perpetrated by those unaffiliated with organized

groups, those seemingly `normal' people with whom we work, study,

and socialize. Hate crime statutes were created to deal with just such

individuals and their offences. It appears, however, that the passage

of numerous hate crime statutes has had little effect upon deterring

such offences. Despite the passage of such laws, there are indications

that these offences are on the rise. These statistical increases32 could

be due to an actual increase in the crime, an increase in sensitivity to

such offences, an increase in reporting, or the methods used by the

ADL to collect these data.

Hate crime laws which enhance sentences were expected to result

in a decrease in such offences. Experience in the US in increasing

sentence length and the passage of mandatory prison sentences for

certain drug offences has shown little impact upon the war on drugs,

so it should come as no surprise that we are witnessing the same thing

in the `hate crime' arena (Jacobs, 1992).

Prosecutors face an almost insurmountable problem in that hate

crime legislation requires that the prosecution prove that the attack

was motivated solely or primarily by a hatred for the victim's race,

ethnic group or sexual orientation, rather than by a dislike for the

particular individual.33 Bias as the primary motive is difficult to

32 The Anti-Defarnation League reported that while acts of anti-Semitic vandalism

declined 8 percent in 1993, there was a 23 percent increase in acts of assault

and harassment (1,079 incidents in 1993 compared to 874 incidents the

previous year) resulting in a total 8 percent increase in anti-Semitic acts, the

second largest increase since the organization began tracking such incidents 15

years ago (Stars and Stripes, 1994c).

33 If, in fact, bias-motivated crimes are identified as such based upon the

motivation of the offender, this motivation is often difficult to assess and

sometimes even misleading. A classic example of this occurred between August

9 and 10, 1992 near Nijmegen in the Netherlands. To the shock and horror of

the entire nation, 211 tombstones of English WW 11 veterans had been

desecrated with Nazi swastikas and other similar symbols. This act resulted in

fears of right-wing extremism on the rise in the Netherlands. Months later,

when three young men (ages 18, 19 and 21) were caught and arrested for their

involvement in this incident, none were found to have any attachment

whatsoever to the right scene. Theirs was a straightforward act of vandalism,

hut one that resulted in high media coverage and widespread publicity, moreso

than would have been given to the incident had the gravestones been painted

with the letters `MTV'.
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prove and this legal requirement has resulted in a hesitancy on the

part of US prosecutors to prosecute under the hate crime statuten and

a preference to go with the generic offence of battery, assault,

vandalism, etcetera (Morsch, 1992).

Germany has also met with limited success in its campaign against

racist violence. Within the last two years police have pursued rightist

groups and have arrested leading individuals and secured weapons,

hitlists, neo-Nazi and xenophobic publications and recordings. Courts

have begun handing down harsher penalities, and where previously

youths throwing molotov cocktails at asylum homes were convicted of

disturbing the peace (Landesfriedensbruch)34 and given sentences of

probation (these were seen as acts of youths under the influence of

alcohol), they are now being charged with attempted murder and

handed long prison terms (Aronowitz, 1994). In this sense the

government has made a definite statement about the abhorence of

xenophobic and rightist violence.35 The Office for the Protection of

the Constitution attributes the decrease in `violent acts with right-

extremist tendencies' in the first eleven months of 1993 to a quicker

police response, more severe judicial sanctions, and the prohibition of

right-wing organizations (Freitag, 1993).

The attempts to prohibit political groups and parties, however, have

met with much more limited success. These actions have resulted in

these prohibited groups going underground, reorganizing, and taking

on a new name (Der Spiegel, 1992b, p. 28). `While certain collectives

can be made illegal, it is impossible to prohibit one's political

beliefs' (Meier, 1993). And as mentioned previously, stripping a

person of his constitutional rights in Germany is only effective

insofar as the individual is persistently monitored.

Schumann (1993) presents evidence to support the fact that many of

the German youths are first time offenders and are heavily influenced

by alcohol and peer pressure. He and others argue that handing down

harsh penalities creates martyrs of these youths and may actually

strengthen their commitment the right. Outlawing political parties,

furthermore, does little to stymie the xenophobic violence of

disenchanted youths acting under the influence of alcohol.

34 Within the German Penal Code, both paragraphs 125 (Landesfriedensbruch or

disturbing the peace) and 125a (Besonders schwerer Fall des

Landesfriedensbruch or aggravated disturbing the peace) have been used to

prosecute youths involved in attacks on foreigners or their living quarters.

These offences involve the threat of violente or the use of violence against

persons or their possessions and are often applied in situations resulting in

injury. Both (particulary paragraph 1 25a) include the aspects of rioting.

35 The German government is currently considering initiatives to change the penai
law by expanding the paragraphs 86a (section 2), 130 and 131 (Albrecht, 1994).
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It appears then, that other approaches to the problem must be

addressed before either the United States or Germany (or any other

country, for that matter) can expect to be free of racial or bias-

motivated violence. Perhaps the recommendations of social workers,

pedagogists, and legal scholars should be heeded.

Other measures to fight hate crime

Until governments are able to recognize bias-motivated crime as a

special phenomenon and measure it as such, it will be impossible to

stem the flow of such incidents. Both Germany and the United States

have taken steps to register bias-motivated offences. In the United

States the ADL works closely with law enforcement agencies having

briefed police personnel and prosecuting attorneys at conferences

(ADL, 1989). Police departments have developed guidelines to assist

officers in determining whether criminal acts are motivated by bias or

racism. Based upon a model used in the Baltimore County Police

Department, the ADL has published a list of 14 points to help law

enforcement officers identify the crime as one which is bias-related

(1988a, pp. 4-5).

In addition to mere recognition of the problem, a number of social

programmes have been established in both countries to address the

issue of prevention of biased and discriminatory behaviour. Because

schools and college campuses have become recruitment grounds for

skinhead organizations, the ADL has worked closely with educators to

promote anti-discrimination programmes in schools. One such

example is the ADL's `A World of Difference' which utilizes the

mass media and schools in an attempt to reduce prejudice and prevent

racial tensions from arising (ADL, 1988b). Additionally, several adult

maximum security prisons in the US are now using a correctional

educational curriculum with members of the Aryan Brotherhood

(Hamm, 1991).

Attempts to combat racism in Germany include anti-facist groups

which disseminate materials in schools and special events, an

international computer club which attempts to fight racist software,

companies with apprenticeship programmes which promote better

understanding between Germans and foreigners, and programmes

sponsored by the Ausldnderbeauftragte in Berlin (the government

agency established to deal with the problems of and assist foreigners

in Germany), which attempts to curb youth violence.36 Hamm (1994b)

reports that two new programmes to combat racism among

36 See Aronowitz (1994) for a more detailed description of these programmes.
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incarcerated skinheads and other rightists include taking such youths

to Israel to live on Kibbutzim, and arranged dating services for

released extremists (in the hope that romance between a racist male

and a liberal female might curb the tide of racism and violence).37

Numerous streetworker programmes in Germany have been

established to work with right-oriented skinheads in an attempt to

bring them back from the right and reintegrate them into mainstream

society.

It is clear that judicial measures to outlaw politica] groups and

legislative attempts at sentence enhancements for hate-motivated

violence will not reduce prejudice and hatred in society. Logic tells us

that we must alter attitudes if we are to witness a change in the way

individuals deal with those from other racial or ethnic groups. This is

the focus of the aforementioned social programmes. Perhaps, if these

social programmes are successful, it will save criminal justice

agencies from having to tally bias-motivated offences, arrest the

offenders, and mete out harsh punishment.
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Protection of national minorities

Current standard-setting activities and other

measures of the Council of Europe

J. Schokkenbroekl

Background

The situation of national minorities has been examined within the

Council of Europe on a number of occasions over a period of more

than forty years. As early as 1949, its very first year of existence, the

Parliamentary Assembly recognized the importance of the issue of the

protection of the rights of national minorities. In 1961, the Assembly

adopted a recommendation (Recommendation 285 (1961)) to the effect

that certain rights not covered by the European Convention on Human

Rights (ECHR) should be guaranteed to national minorities by means

of a protocol to that Convention.

The Expert Committee which had been instructed by the Committee

of Ministers to examine the possibility and expediency of such a

measure postponed its work until after the European Court of Human

Rights had given judgment in the Belgian Linguistics Case (1968),

concerning the use of language in education. In 1973, it reached the

conclusion that there was no special need, from a legal point of view,

to make the rights of minorities the subject of a protocol to the

ECHR. If, however, for other reasons, protection of minorities by a

special protocol to the ECHR was considered advisable, there

appeared to the experts to be no overriding obstacle of a legal

character to prevent this from being done.

. In recent years, the Parliamentary Assembly has recommended both

political and legal solutions, the latter by way of proposals for either

a special convention or an additional protocol to the ECHR

(Recommendations 1 134 (1990), 1 177 (1992) and 1201 (1993)). In

1990 the European Commission for Democracy through Law (known

as the Venice Commission) took the initiative of proposing a draft

European Convention for the protection of minorities. In May 1992

the Committee of Ministers adopted Recommendation (92) 10 to the

member states inviting them to implement all their existing

obligations and commitments towards persons belonging to national

minorities. However, the possibility of further standard-setting

1 Council of Europe, F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex, France.
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activities, in particular through the formulation of specific legal

standards, continued to be studied at expert level. This resulted in a

report by the Steering Committee for Human Rights (CDDH) to the

Committee of Ministers in September 1993, which contained

alternative proposals for the type of legal instrument without

expresring a clear preference.

A first systematic presentation of the considerable number of

activities already launched and to be developed or expanded was made

in the Council of Europe contribution to the meeting of CSCE experts

on national minorities in July 1991 in Geneva. These activities,

concerning matters relating to minorities, fall into two main groups:

standard-setting action with regard to conventions, and confidence-

building measures based on experiments carried out in other contexts.

It is hoped that, by fostering mutual understanding and reinforcing

confidence in human relations, the Council of Europe may make its

specific contribution to security in Europe and to the internal stability

of European countries and relations between them on the

humanitarian, social and cultural levels, and secondly to the

strengthening of local democracy and the development of transfrontier

cooperation which lend themselves more particularly to wider

participation by minorities in public affairs at local and regional

levels in order to achieve more satisfactory integration of minority

groups.

The Vienna Summit

At the Council of Europe Summit of Heads of State and Government

(Vienna, October 8-9, 1993) the decision was taken to enter into

political and legal commitments relating to the protection of national

minorities in Europe. The Heads of State and Government agreed that:

`States should ensure the respect of the principles which are

fundamental to our common European tradition: equality before the

law, non discrimination, equal opportunity, freedom of association

and assembly as well as to participate actively in public life. States

should create the conditions necessary for persons belonging to

national minorities to develop their culture, while preserving their

religion, traditions and customs. These persons must be able to use

their language both in private and in public and should be able to use

it under certain conditions, in their relations with the public

authorities.'

The Heads of State and Government confirmed their determination

to `implement fully the commitments concerning the protection of

national minorities contained in the Copenhagen and other documents
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of the CSCE', and considered that the Council of Europe `should

apply itself to transforming, to the greatest possible extent, these

political commitments into legal obligations.'

As a consequence, the Committee of Ministers was instructed:

- to draft with minimum delay a framework convention specifying

the principles which contracting states commit themselves to

respect, in order to assure the protection of national minorities (this

instrument would also be open for signature by non-member states);

- to begin work on drafting a protocol complementing the European

Convention on Human Rights in the cultural field by provisions

guaranteeing individual rights, in particular for persons belonging

to national minorities;

- to set up confidence-building measures designed to achieve more

tolerance and better understanding among different etlhnic groups;

- to comply with every request for help in negotiating and applying

treaties on matters concerning national minorities and arranging

agreements op transfrontier cooperation.

On November 4, 1993 the Committee of Ministers accordingly set up

an ad hoc Committee for the Protection of National Minorities

(CAHMIN). Its terms of reference are identical to the two first

instructions given by the Heads of State and Government quoted

above. It was specified that work under these two items should be

pursued in parallel. The CAHMIN will present an interim report to

the Committee of Ministers at the end of this year.

Current standard-setting activities

The ad hoc Committee began its work in January 1994. In view of the

tight deadlines for the completion of its terms of reference, the

Committee decided that it should meet very frequently and adopted a

meeting schedule to this effect.

Since work is in progress, it is not feasible at this stage to give a

clear and definite picture of the content of the two instruments which

are being prepared. However, some remarks can be made on the

general approach adopted by the CAHMIN.

Although the preparation of the draft framework Convention and

that of the draft protocol to the ECHR are being pursued in parallel, a

priority has been accorded to the former, in terms of order of work.

As to the nature of the provisions to be included in the framework

Convention, emphasis is placed on so-called programme-type

provisions. These are provisions setting out certain objectives which

states undertake to pursue.

It is envisaged that the substantive provisions of the framework
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Convention containing the various undertakings by the State Parties

will be preceded by a few genera) principles laid down in the opening

provisions of this instrument. These principles would serve to

elucidate the (other) substantive provisions of the framework

Convention. As an example, reference may be made to the principle

that states promote the conditions necessary for persons belonging to

national minorities to maintain and develop their culture, as well as to

preserve the basic elements of their identity; their religion, language,

traditions and customs. A related principle concerns the protestion of

persons belonging to national minorities against policies or actions

aimed at the assimilation of these persons against their will.

Finally, it is clear that, when selecting and formulating the

undertakings to be included in the draft framework Convention, the

CAHMIN is paying special attention to the principles referred to or

contained in the Vienna Declaration (see Appendix II thereto, partly

quoted above), in the Copenhagen and other documents of the CSCE,

as well as those previously considered by Council of Europe experts.

By way of an example, mention may be made of the principles of

equality and non-discrimination, as well as our obligation to ensure

the respect for certain fundamental freedoms of persons belonging to

national minorities, such as freedom of association and of peaceful

assembly and freedom of expression.

Charter of Regional or Minority Languages

The principal aim of this Charter, drafted thanks to the efforts of the

Standing Conference of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe

(CLRAE) is cultural; to protect and preserve regional or minority

languages as an essential aspect of the European cultural heritage.

The Charter was opened for signature in October 1992 and has so far

been signed by 12 states and ratified by 1. It will enter into force

once it has been ratified by five member states.

The Charter defines regional or minority languages as non-official

languages traditionally used in a state by its own nationale who

constitute a group numerically smaller than the rest of the state's

population. It excludes dialects of the official languages and the

languages of migrants, but grants special treatment to `non-territorial

languages' which cannot be attached to any particular geographical

area of a state (such as Yiddisch or Romany). At the time of ratifying

the Charter, contracting states have to specify which regional or

minority languages are covered.

The text lists the objectives and principles to be applied by states

such as the recognition of regional or minority languages, provision
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for the teaching and study of these languages, the elimination of all

forms of discrimination etcetera.

The Charter also makes provision for measures to encourage the

use of regional or minority languages in public life (in education, the

law, the administrative authorities, the media and so on).

Confidence-building measures

In the Declaration on National Minorities, the Vienna Summit

endorsed the activities already commenced involving confidence-

building measures designed to develop greater tolerance and

understanding between peoples.

These measures take different forms.

- Advisory action geared to preventive measures. The latter include

measures to promote cooperation between neighbouring countries,

such as the conclusion of bilateral agreements and the creation of

arrangements for transfrontier, bilateral and regional cooperation.

- Council of Europe expertise is also made available to the different

structural, administrative and political levels within the states

concerned (e.g., local democracy, education and culture, promotion

of free media etcetera).

- Pilot projects or community plans form the third prong in this

approach to confidence-building. Their application is based on

several principles.

The existence of minorities illustrates the multicultural character of

societies. The challenge consists in managing diversity and

cohabitation in multicultural communities. This implies the respect of

pluralism which should itself include the free expression and

development of a variety of opinions and respect for minority opinion.

The situation of minorities which relates to aspects of daily life,

social relations, economic and political contexts, local and regional

government levels, legal and institutional frameworks and lastly,

éducation and culture, calls for the adoption of a multi-disciplinary

approach.

In order to establish a climate of confidence among those

concerned, all projects should be conducted `in situ'. Confidence-

building measures should be understood as preventive measures

designed to defuse tensions which might degenerate into serious

conflict. They imply frontline action through partnership with schools,

universities, the media, the local and regional authorities, NGOs,

young people, various networks and so on.

A few examples of current pilot projects may be quoted: the

intercultural centre for teacher training in Timisoara (Rumania), the
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creation of a bilingual (Russian-Estonian) television channel in north-

eastern Estonia, the `local democracy embassies' in towns of former

Yugoslavia, activities involving Roma gypsies in the Czech and

Slovak Republics and the creation of a Carpathians Euro-region which

should eventually include territioral authorities in Hungary, Poland,

Ukraine, Rumania and Slovakia.



Vienna declaration

Council of Europe Summit

Vienna, 9 October 1993

We, Heads of State and Government of the member States of the

Council of Europe, meeting for the first time in our Organisation's

history at this Vienna summit conference, solemnly declare the

following:

The end of the division of Europe offers an historic opportunity to

consolidate peace and stability on the continent. All our countries are

committed to pluralist and parliamentary democracy, the indivisibility

and universality of human rights, the rule of law and a common

cultural heritage enriched by its diversity. Europe can thus become a

vast area of democratic security.

This Europe is a source of immense hope which must in no event

be destroyed by territorial ambitions, the resurgence of aggressive

nationalism, the perpetuation of spheres of influence, intolerance or

totalitarian ideologies.

We condemn all such aberrations. They are plunging peoples of

former Yugoslavia into hatred and war and threatening other regions.

We call upon the leaders of these peoples to put an end to their

conflicts. We invite these peoples to join us in constructing and

consolidating the new Europe.

We express our awareness that the protestion of national minorities

is an essential element of stability and democratic security in our

continent.

The Council of Europe is the pre-eminent European political

institution capable of welcoming, on an equal footing and in

permanent structures, the democracies of Europe freed from

communist oppression. For that reason the accession of those

countries to the Council of Europe is a central factor in the process of

European construction based on our Organisation's values.

Such accession presupposes that the applicant country has brought

its institutions and legai system into line with the basic principles of

democracy, the rule of law and respect for human rights. The people's

representatives must have been chosen by means of free and fair

elections based on universal suffrage. Guaranteed freedom of
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expression and notably of the media, protec'ion of national minorities

and observance of the principles of international law must remain, in

our view, decisive criteria for assessing any application for

membership. An undertaking to sign the European Convention on

Human Rights and accept the Convention's supervisory machinery in

its entirety within a short period is allo fundamental. We are resolved

to ensure full compliance with the commitments accepted by all

member States within the Council of Europe.

We affirm our will to promote the integration of new member

States and to undertake the necessary reforms of the Organisation,

taking account of the proposals of the Parliamentary Assembly and of

the concerns of local and regional authorities, which are essential to

the democratic expression of peoples.

We confirm the policy of openness and co-operation vis-à-vis all

the countries of Central and Eastern Europe that opt for democracy.

The programmes set up by the Council of Europe to assist the

democratic transition should be developed and constantly adapted to

the needs of our new partners.

We intend to render the Council of Europe fully capable of thus

contributing to democratic security as well as meeting the challenges

of society in the 21 st century, giving expression in the legal field to

the values that define our European identity, and to foltering an

improvement in the quality of life.

Attaining these objectives requires fuller co-ordination of the

Council of Europe's activities with those of other organisations

involved in the construction of a democratic and secure Europe, thus

satisfying the need for complementarity and better use of resources.

In this connection, we welcome the co-operation established - in

the first instance, on the basis of the 1987 Arrangement - with the

European Community, particularly the development of joint projects,

notably in favour of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. We

consider that such a partnership in increasingly varied fields of

activity reflects the specific and open-ended institutional relationship

existing between the two institutions.

Similarly, to foster democratic security we are in favour of

intensifying functional co-operation in the human dimension sphere

between the Council of Europe and the CSCE. Arrangements could

usefully be concluded with the Jatter, including its Office for

Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, and its High

Commissioner of National Minorities.

We are resolved to make full use of the political forum provided by

our Committee of Ministers and Parliamentary Assembly to promote,

in accordance with the competences and vocation of the Organisation,
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the strengthening of democratic security in Europe. The political

dialogue within our Organisation will make a valuable contribution

to the stability of our continent. We will do so all the more

effectively if we are able to initiate such a dialogue with all the

European States that have expressed a desire to observe the Council's

principles.

Convinced that the setting up of appropriate legal structures and the

training of administrative personnel are essential conditions for the

success of the economic and political transition in Central and Eastern

Europe, we attach the greatest importance to the development and

co-ordination of assistance programmes for this purpose in liaison

with the European Community.

The creation of a tolerant and prosperous Europe does not depend

only on co-operation between States. It also requires transfrontier

co-operation between local and regional authorities, without prejudice

to the constitution and the territorial integrity of each State. We urge

the Organisation to pursue its work in this field and to extend it to

co-operation between non-adjacent regions.

We express our conviction that cultural co-operation, in which the

Council of Europe is a prime instrument, - through éducation, the

media, cultural action, the protection and enhancement of the cultural

heritage and participation of young people - is essential for creating a

cohesive yet diverse Europe. Our governments undertake to bear in

mind the Council of Europe's priorities and guidelines in their

bilateral and multilateral co-operation.

With the aim of contributing to the cohesion of our societies, we

stress the importance of commitments accepted within the framework

of the Council of Europe Social Charter and European Code of Social

Security in order to provide member countries with an adequate

system of social protection.

We recognise the value of co-operation conducted within the

Council of Europe to protect the natural environment and improve the

built environment.

We will continue our efforts to facilitate the social integration of

lawfully residing migrants and to improve the management and

control of migratory flows, while preserving the freedom to travel

within Europe. We therefore encourage the `Vienna Group' to pursue

its work, thus contributing, with other competent groups, to a

comprehensive approach to migration challenges.

Fortified by our honds of friendship with non-European States

sharing the same values, we wish to develop with them our common

efforts to promote peace and democracy.

We also affirm that the deepening of co-operation in order to take

account of the new European situation should in no way divert us
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from our responsibilities regarding North/South interdependence and

solidarity.

In the political context thus outlined, we, Heads of State and

Government of the member States of the Council of Europe, resolve:

- to improve the effectiveness of the European Convention on Human

Rights by establishing a single Court for ensuring compliance with

undertakings given thereunder (see decision in Appendix l),

- to enter into political and legal commitments relating to the

protection of national minorities in Europe and to instruct the

Committee of Ministers to elaborate appropriate international legal

instruments (see decision in Appendix II),

- to pursue a policy for combating racism, xenophobia, antisemitism

and intolerance, and to adopt for this purpose a Declaration and a

Plan of Action (see decision in Appendix III),

- to approve the principle of creating a consultative organ genuinely

representing both local and regional authorities in Europe,

- to invite the Council of Europe to study the provision of

instruments for stimulating the development of European cultural

schemes in a partnership, involving public authorities and the

community at large,

- to instruct the Committee of Ministers to adapt the Organisation's

Statute as necessary for its functioning, having regard to the

proposals put forward by the Parliamentary Assembly.

Appendix 1

Reform of the control mechanism of the European Convention on

Human Rights

We, Heads of States and Government of the Council of Europe

member States have decided the following, as regards the reform of

the European Convention on Human Rights control mechanism:

With the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights

and Fundamental Freedoms which entered into force 40 years ago the

Council of Europe created an international system for the protection

of human rights which is unique of its kind. Its main distinguishing

feature is that the contracting States assume the obligation to

effectively protect the human rights enshrined in the Convention and

to accept international monitoring in this respect. This responsibility

has been so far carried out by the European Commission of Human

Rights and the European Court of Human Rights.,

Since the Convention entered into force in 1953 the number of
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contracting States has almost tripled and more countries will accede

after becoming members of the Council of Europe. We are of the

opinion that it has become urgently necessary to adapt the present

control mechanism to this development in order to be able to maintain

in the future effective international protection for human rights. The

purpose of this reform is to enhance the efficiency of the means of

protection, to shorten procedures and to maintain the present high

quality of human rights protection.

To this end we have resolved to establish, as an integral part of the

Convention, a single European Court of Human Rights to supersede

the present controlling bodies.

We mandate the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe

to finalise a draft protocol amending the European Convention for the

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, on which

substantial progress has been made, with a view to adopting a text

and opening it for signature at its ministerial meeting in May 1994.

We will then ensure that this protocol is submitted for ratification at

the earliest possible date.

Appendix II

National Minorities

We, Heads of State and Government of the member States of the

Council of Europe, have agreed as follows, concerning the protection

of national minorities:

The national minorities which the upheavals of history have

established in Europe should be protected and respected so that they

can contribute to stability and peace.

In this Europe which we wish to build, we must respond to this

challenge: assuring the protection of the rights of persons belonging

to national minorities within the rule of law, respecting the territoria]

integrity and the national sovereignty of States. On these conditions,

these minorities will make a valuable contribution to the life of our

societies.

The creation of a climate of tolerante and dialogue is necessary for

the participation of all in political life. In this regard an important

contribution should be made by regional and local authorities.

In their actions, States should ensure the respect of the principles

which are fundamental to our common European tradition: equality

before the law, non-discrimination, equal opportunity, freedom of

association and assembly as well as to participate actively in public

life.
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States should create the conditions necessary for persons belonging to

national minorities to develop their culture, while preserving their

religion, traditions and customs. These persons must be able to use

their language both in private and in public and should be able to use

it, under certain conditions, in their relations with the public

authorities.

We stress the importance which bilateral agreements between

States, aimed at assuring the protection of the national minorities

concerned, can have for stability and peace in Europe.

We confirm our determination to implement fully the commitments

concerning the protection of national minorities contained in the

Copenhagen and other documents of the CSCE.

We consider that the Council of Europe should apply itself to

transforming, to the greatest possible extent, these political

commitments into legal obligations.

Having regard to its fundamental vocation, the Council of Europe is

particularly well placed to contribute to the settlement of problems of

national minorities. In this connection, we intend to pursue the close

co-operation engaged between the Council of Europe and the CSCE

High Commissioner for National Minorities.

In consequence, we decide to instruct the Committee of Ministers:

- to draw up confidence-building measures aimed at increasing

tolerance and understanding among peoples;

- to respond to requests for assistance for the negotiation and

implementation of treaties on questions concerning national

minorities as well as agreements on transfrontier co-operation;

- to draft with minimum delay a framework convention specifying

the principles which contracting States commit themselves to

respect, in order to assure the protection of national minorities.

This instrument would also be open for signature by non-member

States;

- to begin work on drafting a protocol complementing the European

Convention on Human Rights in the cultural field by provisions

guaranteeing individual rights, in particular for persons belonging

to national minorities.

Appendix III

Declaration and Plan of Action on combating racism, xenophobia,

antisemitism and intolerance

We, Heads of State and Government of the Council of Europe member

States,
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Convinced that the diversity of traditions and cultures has for

centuries been one of Europe's riches and that the principle of

tolerance is the guarantee of the maintenance in Europe of an open

society respecting the cultural diversity to which we are attached;

Convinced that to bring about a democratic and pluralist society

respecting the equal dignity of all human beings remains one of the

prime objectives of European construction;

Alarmed by the present resurgence of racism, xenophobia and

antisemitism, the development of a climate of intolerance, the

increase in acts of violence, notably against migrants and people of

immigrant origin, and the degrading treatment and discriminatory

practices accompanying them;

Equally alarmed also by the development of aggressive nationalism

and ethnocentrism which constitute new expressions of xenophobia;

Concerned at the deterioration of the economic situation, which

threatens the cohesion of European societies by generating forms of

exclusion likely to foster social tensions and manifestations of

xenophobia;

Convinced that these manifestations of intolerance threaten

democratic societies and their fundamental values and undermine the

foundations of European construction;

Confirming the Declaration of 14 May 1981 of the Committee of

Ministers in which the Jatter already solemnly condemned all forms of

intolerance and the acts of violence that the engender;

Reaffirming the values of solidarity which must inspire all

members of the society in order to reduce marginalisation and social

exclusion;

Convinced furthermore that Europe's future demands from

individuals and from groups not only tolerance but also the will to act

together, combining their diverse contributions,

- Condemn in the strongest possible terms racism in all its forms,

xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance and all forms of religious

discrimination;

- Encourage member States to continue efforts already undertaken to

eliminate these phenomena, and commit ourselves to strengthening

national laws and international instruments and taking appropriate

measures at national and European level;

- Undertake to combat all ideologies, policies and practices

constituting an incitement to racial hatred, violence and

discrimination, as well as any action or language likely to

strengthen fears and tensions between groups from different racial,

ethnic, national, religious or social backgrounds;

- Launch an urgent appeal to European peoples, groups and citizens,

and young people in particular, that they resolutely engage in
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combating all forms of intolerance and that they actively participate

in the construction of a European society based on common values,

characterised by democracy, tolerance and solidarity.

To this end, we instruct the Committee of Ministers to develop and

implement as soon as possible the following plan of action and

mobilise the necessary financial resources.

Plan of action

1. Launch a broad European Youth Campaign to mobilise the public

in favour of a tolerant society based on the equal dignity of all its

members and against manifestations of racism, xenophobia,

antisemitism and intolerance.

This campaign, co-ordinated by the Council of Europe in co-operation

with the European Youth Organisations will have a national and local

dimension through the creation of national committees.

It will aim in particular at stimulating pilot projects involving all

sections of society.

2. Invite member States to reinforce guarantees against all forms of

discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin or on

religion, and to this end to:

- re-examine without delay their legislation and regulations with a

view to eliminating provisions likely to generate discrimination

based on any of these reasons or likely to sustain prejudice;

- assure effective implementation of legislation aimed at combating

racism and discrimination;

- reinforce and implement preventive measures to combat racism,

xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance, giving special attention

to awareness-raising and confidence-building measures.

3. Establish a Committee of governmental Experts with a mandate

to:

- review member States' legislation, policies and other measures to

combat racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance, and their

effectiveness;

- propose further action at local, national and European level;

- formulate general policy recommendations to member States;

- study international legal instruments applicable in the matter with a

view to their reinforcement where appropriate.

The Committee of Experts will report regularly to the Committee of

Ministers, which will seek the opinions of the relevant Steering

Committees.
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Further modalities for the functioning of this new mechanism should

be decided by the Committee of Ministers.

4. Reinforce mutual understanding and confidence between people

through the Council of Europe's co-operation and assistance

programmes. Work in this area would focus in particular on:

- studying the deep-seated causes of intolerance and considering

remedies, notably by means of a seminar and support for research

programmes;

- promoting education in the fields of human rights and respect for

cultural diversity;

- strengthening programmes aimed at eliminating prejudice in the

teaching of history by emphasising positive mutual influence

between different countries, religions and ideas in the historical

development of Europe;

- encouraging transfrontier co-operation between local authorities so

as to boost confidence;

- intensifying co-operative work in the fields of intercommunity

relations and equality of opportunities;

- developing policies to combat social exclusion and extreme poverty.

5. Request the media professions to report and comment on acts of

racism and intolerance factually and responsibly, and to continue to

develop professional codes of ethics which reflect these

requirements.

In the execution of this Plan, the Council of Europe will take due

account of the work of UNESCO in the field of tolerance, in

particular preparations for a `Year of Tolerance' in 1995.

A first report on implementation of the Plan of Action will be

submitted to the Committee of Ministers at its 94th Session in May

1994.
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Austria

EFTA, EEA, and has applied to join EU and Schengen Group

Population: 7.8m (600,000 non-citizens)

Basis of citizenship: by descent. Naturalisation possible, strict

conditions.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 76,200 asylum-seekers 1992 (including 60,000

Bosnians), 75 per cent from central and eastern Europe.

Law and practice: Under the asylum law of June 1992, refugees with

no identification, or no proof of persecution, and those who had

travelled through a `safe' country, are summarily rejected by border

police. Amnesty International condemned the law, which has resulted

in the removal of protection of asylum-seekers against refoulement

and violates the Geneva Convention, in a report of November 1993.

In July 1993, a new Residency Act came into force, introducing strict

income and accommodation criteria for the issue and renewal of

residence permits to foreigners. It has resulted in thousands being

threatened with deportation for claiming benefits, living in too small a

room or failing to renew residence permits in time. Children born in

Austria but not entered in their parents' passport have also been

threatened with deportation.

In March 1994, Austria's Interior Ministry called a secret meeting

with representatives from the German, Swiss, Danish, Swedish,

Norwegian and Macedonian governments, to organise the forced

repatriation of Kosovo Albanian asylum-seekers.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Constitutional law against the formation of nazi parties.

1 Verbatim reproduction of the homonymic chapter in: Inside racist Europe, London,
Institute of Race Relations, 1994, pp. 39-66.
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Electoral parties: FREIHEITLICHE PARTEI ^STERREICHS (FP^).

Founded 1955. Led by Jorg Haider. Austria's third largest party, the

Freedom Party stands for pan-German nationalism, is anti-

immigration, and denies Austria's nazi past. Until February 1993 it

had thirty-three seats in parliament (16.6 per cent of vote), but five

MPs left, claiming it was too extreme, to form rival party. In winter

1992, FPO launched its `Austria First Petition', a 12-point programme

that called for, amongst other things, tightening of Austria's refugee

laws, identity cards for foreigners, and quotas on the numbers of

foreign children in classrooms. Four hundred and seventeen thousand

people signed the petition which, although fewer than anticipated, was

enough to trigger a parliamentary debate. In January 1993, the FP^

won 20 per cent of the vote in municipal elections in Graz, Austria's

second largest city. In three provincial elections in March 1994, the

FP^ increased its share of the vote in the states of Tyrol, Salzburg

and Carinthia by an average of more than 2.5 per cent on 1989.

Other parties: Smaal neo-nazi parties include the

NATIONALISTISCHE FRONT, said to be assembling the nucleus of

a highly-centralised terror organisation called the NATIONALES

EINSATZKOMMANDO (NEK), and the Popular Extra-Parliamentary

Opposition (VAPO), a paramilitary neo-nazi organisation whose

leader, Gottfried Ki ssel, was jailed for ten years in September 1993

for seeking to re-establish a nazi state in Austria. In 1986, the

Austrian constitutional court ruled against the formation of nazi

parties, but in February 1992 the laws were relaxed so as to make

penalties less severe.

Racial violence: Throughout 1992, refugee hostels were firebombed.

After an attack on one centre in Gutenstein, near Vienna, in

September, the Mayors of Salzburg and Vienna did not condemn the

violence but announced instead that they would take in no more

refugees. At the end of 1993 the far Right launched a letter-bomb

campaign against Left figures and people working with refugees.

Belgium

EU, Schengen

Population: 9.9m (.9m non-Belgian). 85,000 Turks, 142,000

Moroccans, 62,000 other Africans and Asians.

Basis of citizenship: by descent (no right of citizenship by birth in

Belgium). Children born in Belgium to parents born in Belgium may

apply to register. Naturalisation: criteria for full naturalisation very

strict.
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Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 26,800 asylum-seekers 1993.

Law and practice: Restrictive asylum laws impose tough criteria and

exclude those without documents and others from asylum.

A new detention centre was opened at Zaventem airport (Brussels) in

1992 for asylum-seekers, and another was opened in December 1993.

450 extra places were to be made available in `holding centres' for

deportees.

The Belgian state was found guilty by administrative courts three

times in 1993 of subjecting asylum-seekers to inhuman and degrading

treatment and violating their legal rights.

Interior minister Tobback said after the latest case in December 1993,

"It won't be the last time."

The `Tobback' law of 1993 allowed for the summary rejection of

asylum claims at the border, the speeding up of appeals, the detention

of asylum-seekers and other foreigners deemed dangerous to national

security, and an increase in the period of administrative detention for

deportees from one to two months. Further provisions cut off social

assistance to asylum-seekers automatically once their asylum claim is

rejected, tightened conditions for family visits, and allowed the

computerised storage and comparison of asylum-seekers' fingerprints.

A `vigorous' policy of expulsion of rejected asylum-seekers resulted

in a doubling of the percentage of expulsion orders carried out in

1993.

In February 1994 readmission agreements were concluded with Ghana,

Romania and Morocco.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: criminal law prohibits racial discrimination in public

places, incitement to racial hatred or to discrimination; a January

1994 draft bill proposes to extend the law to employment and housing.

Electoral parties: VLAAMS BLOK (VB), Founded 1979. Led by

Karel Dillen. Stands for Flemish nationalism, anti-immigration

(popular slogan used is `Our own people first') and an amnesty for

second world war nazi collaborators. In 1991 elections, won twelve

Beats in the Chamber of Representatives and five seats in the senate

(6.6 per cent of vote). Won 25 per cent of vote in Antwerp. Has one

MEP on the European Parliament's Technical Group of the European

Right. In 1992, published `Immigration: the solutions', a 70 point

strategy based on Le Pen's programme of `National Preference'.

FRONT NATIONAL (FN), Founded 1983. Led by Daniel Feret. The

FN, which campaigns against immigration and for strong law and

order policies, is a sister organisation to the French FN. Has one seat

in the Chamber of Representatives.
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Other parties: Many small, neo-nazi and skinhead groups involved in

attacks on left and immigrant targets. In a rare prosecution which

ended in September 1993, eight members of L'ASSAUT (Attack) were

sentenced to 18 months imprisonment for paramilitary activities after

a series of brutal attacks on migrants in 1991 and 1992, and after a

stockpile of illegal weapons was found. In September 1993 the

VLAAMSE MILITANTE ORDRE (VMO), banned in the 1980s for its

violence, was re-founded.

Racial violence: Seems to be linked to areas where far Right is

influential. In Antwerp, in November 1992, three Moroccans were

injured after an attack at a cafe. In 1993 there were racist killings in

Liege and Brussels. In January 1994 a soldier convicted of an arson

attack on an asylum hostel in August 1993 was sentenced to three

years imprisonment, two suspended, after the military court decided

the attack was not racist.

Police: In 1992, four `immigrant' youths died in situations arising out

of contact with the police. In December 1992, public disquiet arose

after three plain-clothes police officers were sentenced to just six

months imprisonment for a violent assault on a Pakistani man who did

not produce his identity papers `quickly' enough. But in 1993

Brussels police were given new public order powers, including rapid

response units, horse and dog patrols.

Czech Republic

Association Agreement with EU

Population: 10.4m (about 200,000 Romanies).

Basis of citizenship: Was ius soli (right to citizenship by birth on

territory). New laws remove Czech citizenship retrospectively from

many Roma long resident in the country.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 1,700 1993 (39 nationalities).

Law and practice: Part of Czechoslovakia until 1993. In 1990, the

government announced the `gradual repatriation' of 37,000

Vietnamese guest-workers admitted during Communist rule. An

agreement signed with Vietnam in 1991 enabled 17,000 to be

repatriated.

In the first quarter of 1993, over 12,000 people were arrested as

illegal immigrants at the borders, 90 per cent of whom were in transit

for Germany.

December 1993: asylum law amended so that authorities can reject

claimants from `safe' countries or those with `apparently
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unjustifiable' claims. Law also demands that asylum is claimed

immediately at the border, and shortens appeal times. Amnesty

International denounced the new law as `violating international norms

of protection', while UNHCR expressed concern.

January 1994: visa requirements imposed on passengers from former

Yugoslav and Soviet Union republics.

Racism and fascism

Electoral parties: REPUBLICAN PARTY, led by Dr Miroslav Sladek.

Inspired by German party of the same name, the RP calls for

expulsion of Vietnamese and Cuban guestworkers, more law and

order, and the resettlement of Gypsies. In June 1992 elections, gained

six per cent of vote.

Other parties: Skinhead activity increasing, particularly around neo-

nazi music scene.

Racist violence: At least twelve Romanies known to have died in

racist violence in 1992 in Czechoslovakia. Vietnamese workers and

African students also complain of constant harassment. September

1993: four Romanies killed in or escaping racist attacks.

Denmark

EU, Nordic Union

Population: 5.1 m (.1 m non-Danish). 30,000 Turks, 7,000 Africans,

38,000 Asians.

Basis of citizenship: by descent. Naturalisation possible for those with

seven years' residence, perfect Danish, no debts to state, and for those

married to Danish citizens for two years.

Iinmigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 17,300 asylum-seekers 1993 (excluding 11,000 `war

refugees' from former Yugoslavia given temporary protection).

Law and practice: Restrictive asylum laws allow fast-track processing

of `manifestly unfounded' applications, expulsion of those without

visas to `safe' third countries, fines on airlines bringing them,

fingerprinting of those whose identity is doubtful. Anchored ships are

used as reception/ detention centres.

In 1992 there were proposals to remove family reunion rights from

non-Danish citizens, to extend the probationary period before spouses

of Danish citizens were given residence rights from two to four years,

and to adopt more stringent criteria for naturalisation, which would

exclude those who had committed minor criminal offences. In early

1993, the prime minister resigned as a result of disclosures that
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applications in 1988-89 from relatives of Tamil refugees were

deliberately delayed, causing the deaths of some family members

waiting for permission to go to Denmark (the `Tamilgate' scandal).

The new coalition government pledged a more positive asylum

policy.

In February 1994, a mass hunger strike by Tamils al] over Denmark

followed the first deportation of a Tamil to Sri Lanka in 18 months.

In the same month, an extra 86 police were drafted in to check the

documents of all passengers arriving from Nordic countries by ferry,

at Germany's request, to prevent the 25,000 Kosovo Albanians

expecting their asylum claims to be rejected in Sweden from

travelling through Denmark to Germany to claim asylum there. In

March the government announced a new bill to speed up asylum

procedures `to spare the anguish of waiting'. The proposals include

the abolition of some appeal rights.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: No genera] code. Laws against discrimination exclude

housing and employment. Law prohibits incitement to hatred on basis

of race, religion, gender.

Electoral parties: FREMSKRIDT PARTEIT (Progress Party). Founded

1972. Led by Mogens Glistrup. Proposals include the expulsion of all

Muslims and refugees. Since 1988, when the Progress Party had 16

seats in parliament, its influence has declined rapidly and it is no

longer represented in parliament.

In May 1993, the CENTRE PARTY was formed as a break-away from

the Christian Democrats. Disappointed by the CD's stance on

immigration, the Centre Party aims to fight what it sees as moves

towards making Denmark a multi-ethnic society.

Other parties: Several small neo-nazi organisations, most notably

PARTIET DE NATIONALE (PDN), led by Albert Larsen, known to

have been involved in attacks on refugee centres and left targets. In

1992, Danish Socialist Henrik Christensen was killed in a nazi

firebomb attack.

Racial violence: Bomb attacks on asylum centres in 1992/93. Killing

of seven-year-old refugee child by psychiatric patient in 1993 led to

anger at failure to protect refugees.

Institutional violence: The report of a judicial inquiry into allegations

made by two prison nurses in 1988 that asylum-seekers had been

strapped down in special cells, where bright lights were kept on

continuously, is still pending.
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Finland

EFTA, Nordic Union, EEA, formal applicant to join EU

Population: 5m

Basis of citizenship: by descent. Naturalisation possible on the basis

of five years' residence and respectable character. Nordic citizens

may naturalise after two years.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 3,500 asylum-seekers 1992 (half from former

Yugoslavia, 1,500 Somali).

Law and practice: From 1990 the army was reinforced along the

border with the Soviet Union, and stringent passport checks were

introduced to prevent immigration from there.

In July 1993, following the arrival of 108 Kurdish asylum-seekers by

fishing boat via Estonia, the Aliens Act was amended to allow border

police to reject refugees from countries deemed safe. The interior

minister proposed in November 1993 to designate Estonia and Russia

as safe countries, so as to allow the summary removal of asylum-

seekers from these countries.

Racism and fascism

Racial violence: In 1993, the small village of Joensuu saw escalation

of attacks on Somali refugees and Bangladeshi students. After a fight

between Somalis and Finns, the police, who had previously ignored

reports of racist violence, arrested just one Somali who allegedly used

a knife during the fight and was subsequently jailed for one year.

France

EU, Schengen

Population: 56.5m (3.5 non-French). 198,000 Turks, 500,000

Moroccans, 614,000 Algerians, 206,000 Tunisians, 200,000 other

Africans, 227,000 Asians.

Basis of citizenship: Until 1993, by birth in France. New law 1993

requires those born in France of foreign parents to apply for

citizenship, and makes the granting of it discretionary. Naturalisation

by residence and marriage also possible.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 26,500 asylum-seekers 1993 (10,900 from Africa,

7,400 from Europe. 27 per cent applications granted.
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Law and practice: Almost all non-EU citizens need visas to enter, and

conditions for visas have become increasingly stringent. Strict asylum

laws include fast-track procedures for `manifestly unfounded' claims,

with no appeal rights before removal. In 1992, the practice of

detaining asylum-seekers for up to twenty days at airports was

legalised and a further law fined airlines and shipping companies

which brought undocumented passengers. Seven African stowaways

died after being thrown off a ship before it docked in France - so that

the captain could avoid paying the fines.

1993: New government brought in policy of `zero immigration':

immigration laws amended to make detention and deportation easier,

to allow police to check ID of anyone `suspected of being foreign', to

allow mayors to block `suspect' marriages between French and

foreign citizens, to make family reunion subject to stricter conditions.

Laws condemned by Constitutional court, modified and re-presented.

November 1993: constitution amended to allow return of asylum-

seekers to `safe' countries without consideration of applications.

February 1994: A new police department is set up for the control of

immigrants. DICILEC will deal with the entry, detection and

expulsion of illegal immigrants. A new detention centre is to be built

in Paris for 200 deportees. A readmission agreement is signed with

Romania. 20,000 march through Paris protesting at the anti-immigrant

measures.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Code against discrimination in housing, employment,

provision of services. Criminal laws against incitement to racial

hatred, defamation and denial of holocaust. November 1993: a new

law is introduced to punish racist abuse and hooliganism at football

matches.

Electoral parties: FRONT NATIONAL. Founded 1972. Led by Jean

Marie Le Pen. Anti-Arab and anti-Semitic, the FN calls for an end to

the `Islamification of France' and the repatriation of `immigrante',

and claims that the gas chambers were a mere detail of the second

world war. In November 1991, FN launched its campaign of `National

Preference', outlining '50 measures against immigration' (said to

resemble the 1933 Nuremberg laws).

Although the FN gained 12.5 per cent of the vote in the March 1993

general election, the electoral system is such that it has no seats in

parliament (in fact it lost its one seat in Dreux, Normandy). Since the

1992 local elections, the FN has had 239 councillors across France.

Has ten MEPs.

Police: In 1992, the Federation Internationale des Droits des Hommes

accused police of `most shocking behaviour' towards immigrants,
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mostly in their abuse of identity-check powers. In January 1993,

Council of Europe Commission on the Prevention of Torture urged

French government to tighten procedures to protect suspects after

hearing numerous allegations of police brutality. In November 1993,

the Ligue des Droits des Hommes also condemned police's racist use

of the new immigration powers.

Two north African youths died in 1992 after confrontations with

police. Three north African youths were killed in April 1993, and a

north African young woman was killed by police in October 1993. In

addition, an Angolan man killed himself after being stopped for an

identity check.

Institutional violence: In February 1993, the National Association for

the Assistance of Foreigners at Frontiers criticised the violent

methods whereby people were deported.

Germany

EU, Schengen

Population: 79.7m (5.7m non-German). 1.7m Turkish, 198,000

African, 500,000 Asian.

Basis of citizenship: By descent through parents of German blood. By

naturalisation: extremely limited and stringent. Bundestag currently

debating easing of naturalisation conditions, particularly for second-

generation `immigrations' and for refugees.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 224,000 asylum-seekers Jan-June 1993; 98,000 July-

Dec (new asylum law 1.7.93). Largest groups from Romania, former

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Turkey. 500,000 applications processed 1993,

of which 3.2 per cent granted.

Law and practice: very strict immigration laws, and deterrents for

asylum-seekers from 1980s on.

1991: `collection camps' set up for asylum-seekers with `manifestly

unfounded' claims, accelerated procedures introduced to cut down

processing time to six weeks.

1992: fingerprinting of all asylum-seekers introduced; military

personnel brought in to process claims. Thousands of Romanian

gypsies deported under repatriation agreement with Romania.

1993: constitutional right to asylum modified to allow refusal of all

coming through or from Europe, while those coming from any other

country deemed `safe' must provide compelling evidence of

persecution. Appeal does not prevent removal from country. List of
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safe countries includes Romania, Bulgaria, Ghana, Pakistan.

Agreement with Poland gives Poland responsibility for asylum-seekers

arriving at German border.

Use of military radar and night vision devices to monitor eastern

borders. Paramilitaries, including neo-nazis, patrol borders and help

guards at Czech and Polish borders. 800 people arrested each month

on Polish border, and 1600 per month on Czech border.

November 1993: Plan to deport former guestworkers invited to former

East Germany back to Angola, Mozambique and Vietnam discussed by

regional governments. January 1994: Vietnamese died of burns having

set fire to himself after asylum claim rejected.

March 1994: Plan to deport thousands of ethnic Albanians and others

to former Yugoslavia is greeted with protests.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Criminal laws against incitement to racial hatred. Anti-

discrimination provisions in public service.

Only west European country refusing to ratify UN Resolution 62 on

Protection of the Romany People. Federal Justice ministry likely to

bring in new laws to prosecute revisionism after Federal Court of

Justice quashed race hatred conviction for Holocaust-denial in March

1994.

Electoral parties: REPUBLIKANER (REP). Founded 1983. Led by

Franz Schónhuber. Stands for pan-German nationalism, is anti-

immigration and claims to have growing support in armed forces.

Schónhuber himself denounces `immigrante' collectively as

`criminals'. Following April 1992 elections, REP has fifteen seats in

regional parliaments (11 per cent of vote). It now has one member of

the Bundestag, following Rudolf Krause's defection from the CDU. In

March 1993 local elections in Hesse, it won 8 per cent of the vote. Its

best result was in Frankfurt where it won ten seats on the city council

(9.3 per cent of vote). It had six MEPs but splits have reduced the

number to one; four are now non-aligned and one went to the

DEUTSCHE LIGA, which is also represented in the Cologne

parliament.

DEUTSCHE VOLKSUNION (DVU). Founded 1987. Led by Dr

Gerhard Frey. Neo-fascist, the DVU is linked to the British revisionist

historian, David Irving. Gained only 0.2 per cent of the vote in March

1993 local elections but is reported to have 23,000 members, and has

twelve seats in regional parliaments. In the September 1993 local

elections it got 3.2 per cent in Hamburg.

Both the Republikaner and the Deutsche Volksunion are attempting to

expand their field of politica] influence into eastern Europe and the

former Soviet bloc.
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Other parties: Seventy-seven right-wing extremist organisations are

being kept under observation, says Federal Office of Criminal

Investigation. These groups have a total membership of 41,400. Four

organisations, the German Conradeship League, the Nationalistische

Front, National Offensive and the Deutsche Alternative, banned in

1993.

Racial violence: Attacks by 200 neo-nazis on refugee hostels in

Rostock in August 1992 signalled start of a nationwide pogrom

against refugees. Violence not confined to the east, as confirmed by

statistics released by the Federal Criminal Police Office.

At least fifty-two people died in 1993 as a result of racist or fascist

activities (arson attacks, stabbings, shootings etc), of whom forty-one

are believed to have been killed by members of the far Right. The

victims included Turks, refugees, left-wing activiste, the homeless,

disabled, and people mistaken for Romanies. This compares with a

documented twenty-two deaths in 1992.

Police/army: Police unwillingness to afford refugees protection

against racist attacks has been confirmed by parliamentary

investigative committee into the events of Rostock. Police have also

been accused of violent behaviour. For instance, Amnesty

International investigated allegations of police brutality at Granitz

refugee camp after raid by riot police, as well as at refugee hostel in

Bremen. Other asylum-seekers in Bremen alleged they were kicked,

beaten and given electric shocks at the police station. Two refugees

died in police custody in 1993. Further allegations of racism and

criminality in Berlin's auxiliary police force as well as in police

stations in Berlin.

German parliament's military ombudsman revealed in February 1993

that prosecutors were investigating forty-eight incidents involving

right-wing soldiers.

Greece.

EU, Schengen

Population: 10m (lm non-Greek). 19,000 African, 36,000 Asian.

Basis of citizenship: birth on Greek soil to Greek parent, or ten years'

residence.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 1,990 asylum-seekers allowed to register 1992 (77

per cent Iraqi), excluding 350,000 Albanians refused/ expelled.

Law and practice: Since 1991 `exceptional measures' have been in
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place for policing of borders; `crackdowns' on illegal immigrants

have resulted in expulsion of hundreds of thousands of foreigners,

mainly Albanians. In 1992 Greece joined Schengen group; passed new

Aliens, Immigrants and Refugees law (the first since 1929), which set

up `anti-clandestine immigrant patrols', lists of `undesirable aliens'

and strict criteria for the issue of visas.

Several Iraqi refugees drowned attempting to reach Greece in small

boats.

In 1993, police carried out a series of round-ups of `illegal

immigrants'; after a Greek priest was deported from Albania, 20,000

Albanians were detained and deported. In December 1993, the

government was reported to be drafting new anti-illegal immigration

measures.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: no genera] code. Penal law against discrimination

(excludes housing, employment) and incitement.

Electoral parties: GREEK NATIONAL POLITICAL SOCIETY.

(EPEN). Founded 1984, as a vehicle for the ultra-right, authoritarian,

imprisoned ex-dictator Giorgios Papadopoulous. It has little influence

and has now lost its only seat in the national and European

parliaments. Generally, Greek nationalism is on the increase, focusing

particularly on the situation in Macedonia and the former Yugoslavia.

Other parties: Hryssi Avghi (HA): small but internationally active

neo-nazi group. A group called Golden Dawn was responsible for

carving a swastika on a girl's face in November 1993.

Police: In February 1993 Greece's Public Order Minister justified

major police round-up of illegal immigrants whom he blamed

collectively for crime. Crime statistics broken down to show crime

rate amongst `foreigners' greater than rest of population. Amnesty

International alleged that Athens anti-narcotics police tortured

refugees. Suleyman Akyar, a Turkish refugee, died in hospital eight

days after his arrest in January 1991. Sehmus Ukus, a Turkish Kurd

arrested in 1990, was allegedly beaten during interrogation, and his

feet and genitals burned with a cigarette lighter.

Hungary

Association Agreement with EU

Population: 10.5m (1991)

Basis of citizenship: by descent; naturalisation on basis of marriage,

permanent residence.
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Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: Recognises Europeans only as refugees and treats all

non-Europeans as illegal entrants.

Law and practice: Has strengthened border controls and entry laws to

prevent entry of `illegal immigrants' in transit for Germany and

Austria, and set up detention centres. In 1992, one million people

were refused entry at the borders and 10,000 were detained in camps

where conditions said to be `appalling'. Round-ups of African, Arab,

Chinese and Romanian people living in Hungary.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Law of 1993 hans wearing of extremist symbols of left or

right.

Electoral parties: Istvan Csurka, renowned for anti-Semitic

statements, finally expelled from Magyar Democratic Forum in June

1993, along with three other right-wing MPs. Csurka now leads new

party, the HUNGARIAN TRUTH AND LIFE PARTY, which has

called for the creation of a `Hungarian Christian nation-state with folk

roots'.

Other parties: Growing concern about skinhead violence following

violence in October 1992 when skinheads, dressed in Arrow Cross

uniform (the post-war indigenous nazi party), disrupted a ceremony

commemorating the Hungarian uprising of 1956. In November 1992,

group of skinheads convicted of twenty-one acts of violence against

Gypsies and foreigners, and in December 1992 members of the

HUNGARIAN NATIONAL SOCIALIST ACTION GROUP, led by

Istvan Gyorkos, convicted of incitement and possession of weapons

following police raid.

Racial violence: Three Romanies killed in 1992 but government

denied racial motivation. In September 1992, arson attacks on

Romany homes in Ketegyhaza, on the Hungarian plain, described as

the first pogrom against Hungarian Gypsies since the second world

war. In November 1992, Martin Luther King Association documents

120 incidents, mainly against Arabs and Africans, since the beginning

of 1992. Fifty-three Sudanese university students left the country in

November 1992, saying they feared phsyical attack. In July 1993,

Romanies marched in protest at neo-nazi violence against them in

Egar.

Institutional violence: Amnesty International expressed concern about

the situation at Kerepestarcsa detention camp near Budapest,

following allegations of beatings and the use of tear-gas in confined

spaces.
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Ireland

EU

Population: 3.5m (.1 m non-Irish). No Africans or Asians.

Basis of citizenship: by birth in Ireland, and by descent.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: Thirty-five applications for asylum 1991, of which

three granted. Two hundred from former Yugoslavia accepted 1991-2.

Law and practice: Immigration dictated by very strict 1935 Aliens

Act, giving unlimited powers of detention and deportation. Visa

requirements imposed in line with UK. No formal refugee policy, but

one in four asylum-seekers detained in prison.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Incitement to racial hatred prohibited. Laws against

unfair dismissal, hut no provision for housing.

Italy

EU, Schengen

Population: 57.7m (.7m non-Italian). 238,000 Africans, 140,000

Asians.

Basis of citizenship: Mixture of birth in country and descent: those

born in Italy to Italian parents, and those born to foreign parents and

legally resident to age of majority can declare wish to become Italian.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 2,650 admitted• to asylum procedures 1992.

Law and practice: Amnesties for irregular immigrants have been

followed by tough immigration laws providing for deportation of

irregular immigrants and those with no means of support, visa

requirements, computerised registration of immigrants, quota system

to tie immigration to labour market needs.

1992: decree that other than family members and refugees, only

temporary workers would be admitted, to `retain the benefit of

northern and sub-Saharan African labour without allowing for

settlement'. Minister of justice proposed lower wage levels for non-

EC migrant labour. 1994 quota of 60,000 foreigners announced, with

strict controls to be kept on numbers. 1993: hundreds of illegal

expulsions under decree providing immediate expulsion for foreigners

93
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accused of committing crimes, later declared unconstitutional, but

re-presented in amended form. New law January 1994 provides

that foreigners dealing in contraband cigarettes are liable to be

expelled.

Many complaints that Somali, Ethiopian and Eritrean war refugees

were being returned without being allowed to claim asylum.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: New law 1993 against incitement to racial hatred.

Anti-discrimination laws cover employment, housing, health,

treatment of detainees, implementing UN Convention against Racial

Discrimination.

Electoral parties: MOVIMENTO SOCIALE ITALIANO (MSI).

Founded 1946. Led by Gianfranco Fini. Descended from Mussolini,

the MSI now declares itself `post-fascist' (while Fini still praises

Mussolini as greatest statesman of the century). Is nationalist, anti-

communist and against immigration. In December 1993, came close to

winning mayoral elections in Rome and Naples. Has four MEPs.

NORTHERN LEAGUE. Founded 1982 (then Lombard League). Led

by Umberto Bossi. Anti-foreigner, corporatist, the NL moved from a

position of secession to unity under a federal structure. In June 1993

mayoral council elections, it gained control of all the northern cities

of Italy (except Turin). Has two MEPs.

In February 1994, the MSI and the NL joined forces with the media

magnate and multi-millionire Silvio Berlusconi in FORZA ITALIA,

which won 366 of the 630 parliamentary seats (42.9 per cent of the

vote) in the March 1994 general election. In the wake of the election

victory, the NL looked set to secede from the alliance.

Other parties: Smal] neo-nazi parties include the Rome-based

WESTERN POLITICAL MOVEMENT, known to have been involved

in anti-Semitic actions. In 1993, the police carried out a series of

raids directed against neo-nazi skinhead groups: the MOVIMENTO

POLITICO in Rome, the AZIONE SKINHEAD in Milan and the

FRONTE SKINHEAD in the Veneto region of north-east Italy were

the main targets.

Racial violence: The influence of the far Right could be seen in the

two murders in 1992, one of a homeless man. Many organised neo-

nazi actions against irregular workers and Romanies, as well as

desecration of Jewish cemeteries. The MSI put out anti-black posters

and helped organise a shopkeepers' strike against the presence of

immigrants in Caserta which led to several arson attacks against black

people's property in June 1993.

July 1993: concerted attack on Africans and Asians in Genoa over

several days.
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September 1993: 500 African migrant workers forced to flee after

locals in Puglia, south-eastern Italy, launch `black hunt'. Estimated

100 racial attacks in Rome in first nine months of 1993.

Police: carry out regular round-ups and raids on immigrants for

deportation. Two immigrants shot dead by police in 1992. In February

1993 an Algerian immigrant was killed by police in Genoa at a road

block. In September 1993 an 11-year-old Romany child was shot dead

by police `while attempting to escape'.

Institutional violence: Amnesty International recorded allegations of

torture at Sollicciano prison, near Florence, where half prisoners are

non-EU immigrants. In February 1993, security guards at a reception

centre for immigrants were accused of torturing young immigrant,

including burning his hands.

Luxembourg

EU, Schengen

Population: .38m (.lm non-citizens). 1,700 Africans, 1,600 Asians.

Basis of citizenship: Birth in country to a parent born there.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 160 asylum-seekers 1991.

Law and practice: Strict immigration controls. Asylum-seekers

coming through territory of other `safe' countries returned. Family

reunion for foreigners settled in country conditional on income and

housing conditions.

Netherlands

EU, Schengen

Population: 15m (.7m non-Dutch). 203,000 Turkish, 157,000

Moroccan.

Basis of citizenship: By birth in Netherlands to a Netherlands-born

parent, or by naturalisation: requirements are five years' residence, no

criminal record, integration into society (demonstrated by ability to

speak language). Those married to Dutch citizens can apply after

three years.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 35,400 in 1993, mainly from Yugoslavia, Iraq, Iran.

7,000 rejected asylum-seekers expelled.
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Law and practice: Restrictive immigration policies (family reunion

only); visas required from most countries. Military police handle

asylum applications at ports, and force is sometimes used to expel

those summarily rejected. Fingerprinting and photographing of asylum-

seekers.

1992: Twelve new `investigation and reception eentres' set up, with

high fences, barred windows, electronic surveillance, where asylum-

seekers obliged to stay. Accelerated procedures for `manifestly

unfounded' claims. Justice minister proposed to make family reunion

rights of non-EC nationals conditional on income `to curb inflow of

West Indian youths'. Agreement with Dutch Caribbean islands to

deport youths convicted of crime. Detention of foreigners in police

stations pending expulsion approved.

Computerised aliens' administrative system set up, with identity,

residence and status of all foreigners. Linked to local registers.

Police, tax authorities and social services have access.

1993: Cabinet approves measures denying welfare services, education

or health care to those staying illegally.

January 1994: new immigration and asylum law in force. Imposes

carrier sanctions. Asylum-seekers from countries designated `safe' to

be refused unless they have special reasons. Appeal rights restricted.

Agreement signed with Vietnam to repatriate 350 rejected asylum-

seekers, who fled from Czechoslovakia when that country decided to

repatriate them. Bill introduced to deport families of immigrants who

lose their jobs. Foreigners to require police permission to marry

Dutch nationals. Carrying of ID cards to be compulsory from June

1994 for all over twelve years old.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: General code against racism, race discrimination and

incitement. Includes measures against institutional racism and racism

in employment and housing.

Electoral parties: CENTRUM DEMOCRATEN (1986), led by

Hans Janmaat. Extreme right, racist and anti-immigration, it is

developing links with the Belgian Vlaams Blok. Polls suggest that,

if elections were held now, it would gain 3 per cent of national vote.

In 1990 local elections, CD won 15 council seats, principally in

Rotterdam, Amsterdam and the Hague. In September 1992, some

members split from CD to form NEDERLANDS BLOK. In

March 1994 local elections, CD and CD86 took 86 council seats,

taking over 10 per cent of the vote in Rotterdam, Utrecht and the

Hague.

Other parties: CENTRUMPARTIJ '86: has links with German nazi

NPD. Other small neo-nazi groups exist with a bonehead neo-nazi
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music scene emerging in 1992 around the fanzine Hou Kontakt ('Keep

in touch').

Racial violence: One racist murder in 1992, although courts officially

denied racial motivation. In January 1992, there was a wave of bomb

attacks against migrant organisations and mosques, and physical

attacks on foreigners. One racist murder in 1993. Additionally, a child

was left to drown in a public park through onlookers' indifference;

another child's murder was widely believed to result from racist

failure to afford protection. One man was driven to suicide by racist

harassment. In February 1994 five people were sentenced to between

one and two years for their role in a series of 42 racist attacks,

including arson, in Nijmegen.

Police: In January 1993, a Turkish man died after being stopped by

police. Concern about police harassment of immigrant youths during

constant identity checks.

Institutional violence: Concern at methods deployed to deport

refugees and treatment of refugees in centres after a woman refugee

from Zaire, seven months pregnant, died in April 1992. In November

1992, riot police were deployed at Grenshospitium, a closed centre at

Schiphol airport. Refugees claimed to be badly beaten and

investigation was initiated. In August 1993, the Minister of Justice

said that a Romanian asylum-seeker who had his mouth taped during

an attempted deportation in 1992 and sustained brain damage would

`probably' receive compensation.

Norway

EFTA, EEA, Nordic Union. Has applied to join EU

Population: 4.26m. 130,000 foreign workers.

Basis of citizenship: by descent. Naturalisation possible after five to

seven years. Spouses of Norwegian citizens may apply after two to

four years.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 4,300 in 1992 (half from former Yugoslavia).

Law and practice: Strict immigration laws. Red Cross reception

centres for refugees taken over by Directorate of Immigration in 1989.

Very restrictive refugee policies. Centralised registration of asylum-

seekers, with photographs and fingerprints. 1993: government

announced decision to withdraw temporary protection from refugees

from former Yugoslavia and started to deport 1,200 ethnic Albanians,

and to implement stricter selection procedure for refugees. This led to
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many hunger-strikes and Albanians seeking sanctuary in Norwegian

churches.

Racism and fascism

Electoral parties: FREMSKRITTSPARTIET (Progress Party) (1973)

Led by Carl Hagen. Stands for stronger immigration controls.

Progress Party official recently argued that only Christian immigrants

should be allowed into Norway, urging the `return' of all refugees to

their home countries. Lost half its twenty-two parliamentary seats in

the September 1993 general election.

Other parties: Norway has a myriad of small neo-nazi, revisionist

organisations such as the PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT AGAINST

IMMIGRATION and NORWEGIANS AGAINST IMMIGRATION, led

by Arne Myrdal, until he was imprisoned in 1993 for a violent assault

on anti-racists. The FATHERLAND PARTY and END

IMMIGRATION, two of these obscure parties, won 12,000 votes

between them in the 1993 general election.

Racist violence: In 1992, terror attacks included a neo-nazi bombing

of an immigrant school near Oslo, carried out by skinhead groups.

A group called the BOOT BOYS is linked to WHITE ARYAN

RESISTANCE and is believed to be behind many of the attacks.

Poland

Association Agreement witti EU

Population: 37.8m (1991)

Basis of citizenship: by descent; naturalisation possible after five

years' residence and in other defined circumstances.

Immigration and asylum

Law and practice: March 1991: signed agreement with Schengen

states which obliged it to take back those illegally crossing from

Poland into Schengen territory. New law allowed detention of

foreigners caught trying to cross into Germany for up to 90 days

(previously 2 days), and their expulsion from Poland. 13,500, mainly

Romanians, caught attempting crossing, detained and returned. 1992:

33,500 arrested, vast majority Romanian. By end of 1992, estimated

100,000 Romanians waiting in Poland for opportunity to cross to the

west. In 1993, 18,200 people arrested for attempted illegal entry.

Agreement with Germany to take back all foreigners entering

Germany through Poland (limited to 10,000 in 1993) in exchange for

financial aid.
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Racism and Fascism

Electoral parties: No electoral party, although anti-Semitism is

widespread in public life. Numerous neo-nazi organisations such as

the openly anti-Semitic NATIONAL PARTY and a split from the NP,

the NATIONAL PARTY SZCZERBIEC that only accepts as members

Poles of the Christian faith. POLISH NATIONAL COMMUNITY -

POLICE NATIONAL PARTY (Boleslaw Tejkowski) claims 4,000

members and uses skinheads as hit squads. German nazis from the

NATIONALE OFFENSIVE accused of trying to agitate among the

350,000 ethnic Germans against the Polish state and for an Anschluss

between Germany and Upper Silesia.

Fascist violence: In October 1992, Polish nazis beat to death a

German lorry driver near Cracow. Desecration of Jewish cemeteries is

linked to the level of openly anti-Semitic sentiment expressed both by

politicians and the church.

Portugal

EU, Schengen

Population: 9.8m (.1 m non-Portuguese). 45,000 Africans, 4,000

Asians, 11,000 Brazilians.

Basis of citizenship: By descent, marriage to Portuguese citizen,

naturalisation.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 600 registered 1992 (excludes those deemed

`manifestly unfounded', not permitted to register).

Law and practice: Screening procedure in place since 1983.

Signing of Schengen convention in 1991 followed by amnesty for

irregular workers October 1992-January 1993 (under which 38,300

foreigners obtained residence permits). Simultaneously, Aliens Law

1992 provided for setting up of detention centres for illegal

immigrants, imposition of visa requirements and refusal of permanent

settlement except for refugees.

Border police (SEF) accused of turning back half of Angolans who

arrive with visas, on grounds that they were suspected of being from

Zaire, and of using violence to expel alleged illegal immigrants.

SEF admitted that Africans were targeted for most stringent checks at

airports because of their `incentive to migrate', but denied racism:

`We are not responsible for the fact that African passengers are

black.' TAP admitted that since 1991, officials have photocopied

passports of all non-white transit passengers, since they were all
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`potential clandestine immigrants'.

1993: In January, 11 Brazilians detained in airport for three days with

no beds, bathing facilities, then returned to Brazil. In June, Cabinet

approved law to speed processing of asylum applications. September:

bill provides for rejection and expulsion of all Romanian asylum-

seekers.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: No anti-discrimination code, though constitution contains

provisions for equality of treatment among Portuguese citizens.

Electoral parties: No parliamentary party of the extreme Right, bul

amongst the smaller neo-nazi organisations CIRCULO EUROPEO DE

AMIGOS DE EUROPEA (CEDADE), European Circle of Friends of

Europe, is probably the most important.

Racial violence: Although not noted for experiencing the same levels

of racial violence as the rest of Europe, racial harassment does exist.

In June 1992, Africans complained of being too frightened to go out

at night because of skinhead attacks. Skinhead violence had

previously, in 1990, led to a government committee to monitor and

study the situation of minorities in Portugal. Concern over fascist

influence at football emerged following violence at a Benfica match

in January 1993.

Police: One police killing of an immigrant in 1992 and many

complaints of police authoritarianism and violence towards

immigrants. In February 1993, the Brazilian government complained

about the behaviour of frontier police at Lisbon's Potela airport. The

detention of an Angolan woman and her child at Lisbon airport in

February 1994 led to a four-day hunger strike by a priest, a ruling by

a criminal court that the detention was unlawful, and an appeal signed

by 2,000 priests and brothers expressing their solidarity. Previously,

in December 1991, Amnesty International had taken up the case of a

white Angolan Portuguese citizen, who alleged he was violently

beaten in a police station and called a `worthless piece of Angolan

shit'.

Romanla

Association Agreement with EU

Population: 23.4m

Basis of citizenship: by descent. Naturalisation possible after five

years residence, conditional on adequate means, knowledge of

language.
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Racism and fascism

Widespread anti-Semitism in public life. The leader of the extreme-

right GREATER ROMANIA PARTY, Corneliu Vadim Tudor, wrote

an open letter to the President in April 1993 criticising him for

attending the opening ceremony of the Holocaust museum in

Washington, which he described as `Satan's home'.

The High Court has forbidden the distribution of the first Romanian

translation of Mein Kampf.

Racial violence: The Society for Threatened People documented

twenty known cases of pogroms against Romanian Gypsies in 1990

and 1991. In November 1993, the International Federation on Human

Rights reported lynchings, manhunts and burning of homes of

Romanies, and called 'on Germany to suspend the repatriation

agreement allowing it to deport Romanies back to Romania.

Slovakia

Association Agreement with EU

Population: 5.3m (1 per cent Czech, 10.7 per cent Hungarian.

Basis of citizenship: lus soli (birth on territory).

Immigration and asylum

See Czech Republic. Since Germany's asylum law changes, Slovakia

had 2,000 asylum-seekers detained in holding centres in July 1993 to

prevent them going on to Germany.

Racism and fascism

In September 1993, Slovak premier Vladimir Meciar described

Romanies as `anti-social, mentally backward and socially unadaptable'.

Spain

EU, Schengen

Population: 39m (.5m non-Spanish). 28,000 Moroccans, 10,000 other

Africans, 75,000 Central and South Americans, 36,000 Asians.

Basis of citizenship: birth in Spain to a Spanish-born parent.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 12,600 in 1992.

Law and practice: Spain has become a `gendarme of Europe' to keep
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out immigrants and refugees from Africa. It has put in place

`implacable and systematic' policy of expulsion of rejected asylum-

seekers; set up marine guard to patrol coastline; fortified frontiers of

north African enclaves with barbed wire, closed-circuit TV, electronic

monitoring equipment; entered bilateral agreements with France to

control illegal entry of Turks and Africans.

1991: Immigration amnesty followed by crackdown on illegal

immigration, particularly from north Africa, described as `the key

problem facing Spain and the EC. Detention centres set up for those

without papers or lacking means of subsistence.

1992: thousands of people crossing straits of Gibraltar in small boats

arrested and expelled. Dozens drowned trying to make passage. Five

new ships with electronic detection facilities patrolled Spanish coast;

under agreement with Morocco, 2,500 men patrolled its coast to

prevent departure of boats; detention centres set up in Morocco to

hold Africans `suspected of wanting to cross into Spain'. In 1993,

1,300 people were arrested in Cadiz trying to enter, 164 on small

boats.

1993: reform of asylum law makes criteria stricter, limits rights of

rejected asylum-seekers, particularly those rejected at the border as

economic migrants. At same time, quota system linking immigration

to the `need for manual work in the economy' was put into place.

October 1993: broad anti-deportation coalition formed after the

removal by deception of ten Moroccan children who were not given

the chance to claim asylum. February 1994: judges condemn

conditions in `model' immigration detention centre at Malaga where

detainees are held for up to forty days.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: New law of 1993 penalises racism or xenophobia against

individuals. Criminal code allows compensation for discrimination;

labour laws prohibit discrimination at work.

Electoral parties: No parliamentary extreme Right party but many

organisations nostalgic for the return of the Franco era like CEDADE

(1965) (Spanish Circle of Friends of Europe), which organises the

annual Franco parade, and, of course, the FALANGE. The FRENTE

NATIONALE (1986) led by Blas Pinar is probably the largest of the

extreme Right parties and claims to have 1,000 councillors in Spain

elected as independents.

Neo-nazi and skinhead violence organised by groups such as

BASES AUTONOMAS. Following murder of Dominican worker,

Lucrecia Perez, it emerged that three 16-year-old youths who

participated in the killing were members of the Real Madrid Ultrasur

supporters group (the other man arrested was a member of the
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civil guard). In January 1993, Football Anti-Violence Commission

accused football clubs such as Real Madrid of refusing to

clamp down on neo-nazi violence.. Two killings by far Right in

1993.

Racial violence: Attacks on Romanies and immigrant workers

becoming more commonplace in 1992-3. In June 1992, mayor of

Fraga resigned after refusing to denounce an attack by thirty right-

wingers on a hostel for north Africans. In October 1992, mayor and

ten members of ruling council of Mancha Real jailed for their part in

an attack in which six houses belonging to Romany families were

burnt down by an angry mob. In summer 1993, a mob hounded north

African seasonal workers out of a village in Lerida and 1,000 people

tried to storm a Romany home in Valencia. A north African was

beaten to death and his body thrown from the Malaga-Madrid train by

racists.

Police: Much harassment of foreigners following new security laws to

deal with illegal immigrants and constant identity checks on black

people. For instance, a police attack on a black American musician

who refused to produce his passport quickly enough left him with

severe facial injuries, including. a broken nose, and led to the

cancellation of his television appearance. A Moroccan man had to

have a testicle removed after a severe beating by Valencia police in

March 1992.

Sweden

EFTA, EEA, Nordic Union. Has applied to join EU

Population: 8.6m

Basis of citizenship: By descent, though those born in Sweden of

foreign parents may apply to register. Naturalisation possible with

five years residence, good conduct (no convictions during qualifying .

period). Nordic citizens need only two years' residence.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 37,600 in 1993 (reduced from 80,000 in 1992); 76

per cent from former Yugoslavia, the rest from Iraq, Somalia, Uganda,

Peru, ex-Soviet Union.

Law and practice: 1992: Refugee reception centres `function like open

prisons' according to report; asylum-seekers' living allowances cut by

5-10 per cent. Proposals to privatise refugee reception centres, to

limit `de facto' refugees by strict quota dependent on demands of

labour market, and to make deportation easier.
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1993: Revision of asylum law announced to abolish `de facto'

status. 141 lawyers complained publicly of severity of refugee

procedures, which they said excluded victims of torture. UNHCR

criticised government for apparent blanket policy of rejection and

return of Kosovo Albanians. Plans to repatriate Tamils to Sri Lanka

announced.

1994: between 85-95 per cent of rejected asylum-seekers are deported,

the highest figure in Europe. Government commission recommends

deportation of non-Convention refugees convicted of petty crime

(breach of peace, shoplifting). From 1 July', asylum-seekers will have

to work to get allowance.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Has Ombudsman for race discrimination complaints.

Electoral parties: SVERIGE DEMOKRATERNA (Swedish

Democrats), (1988), led by Anders Klarstrom. Anti-immigration

electoral party which has failed to make a significant impact at the

parliamentary level. In September 1992 general election, it won 5,000

votes, which represents the largest vote for a fascist party since the

second world war. NEW DEMOCRATS: Led by lan Wachtmeister

until his resignation in February 1994.

Other parties: VIT ARISKT MOTSTÁND (VAM - White Aryan

Resistance), responsible for a wave of bombings and attacks

throughout Sweden. Although no official connection with Swedish

Democrats, VAM members have acted as their stewards on

demonstrations. Known to be involved in organised crime and to be

armed, they are linked to STORM NETWORK, an informal network

which binds together Sweden's top neo-nazis.

Racial violence: Trial ended January 1994 with life imprisonment for

`laser man', a maverick racist gunman who carried out a series of

attacks against immigrants in late 1991 and early 1992, killing one

man and seriously injuring at least ten others. 1993: Attackers of

Somali who suffered severe bram damage after their assault received

sentences ranging from two to thirty-four months.

Switzerland

EFTA; rejected membership of EEA

Population: 6.8m (non-citizens 1,200,000, of whom one-third are non-

EC/EFTA).

Basis of citizenship: by descent, adoption. Naturalisation based on

twelve years residence and integration, very difficult. December 1993:
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Bill to facilitate naturalisation by `second generation immigrants'

approved by parliament.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 24,700 in 1993, most from former Yugoslavia and

Somalia.

Law and practice: Immigration limited to temporary, seasonal and

border workers (with EU and EFTA workers favoured) and to

refugees. No freedom of movement between cantons for asylum-

seekers. Fast screening of asylum-seekers, centralised decisions, army

occasionally deployed to help border police on eastern border. Wage

deductions levied from those in work to pay for their possible

deportation.

1992: Reception centre staff instructed to refuse registration to

asylum-seekers without ID documents. Plans to further deter asylum-

seekers included repatriation assistance and information campaigns in

countries of origin, greater powers of detention and internment, use of

military barracks. New prison approved at Klonten airport (Zurich)

for refused asylum-seekers, deportees. December 1993: visa

requirement imposed on Bosnian refugees. January 1994: government

signed accord with Sri Lanka to enable forced repatriation of Tamils.

Announcement of plan to repatriate Kosovo Albanians.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: New law imminent against race discrimination, in line

with plan to ratify UN Covenant against Racial Discrimination. New

penal law bans denial of holocaust.

Electoral parties: No far-right electoral party as such, hut the SWISS

DEMOCRATS (formerly National Action), who have five seats on

the National Council, are known for their anti-immigrant stance. The

anti-communist AUTOMOBILE PARTY, which has eight seats on

the National Council, is associated with campaigns against asylum-

seekers.

Other parties: Many small neo-nazi parties like the PATRIOTICAL

FRONT, THE NATIONALE AKTION FUR VOLK UND HEIMAT

and the NATIONALE SOZIALISTISCHE PARTEI known to have

been involved in attacks on refugee centres.

Racial violence: In 1992, two deaths of refugees resulted from

numerous attacks, including arson and petrol bombings, on refugee

centres. Police denied racial motivation, putting it down to `drunken

behaviour'.
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Population: 56.7m (2.7m non-citizens). 29,000 Turks, 148,000

Africans, 72,000 Caribbeans and central/south Americans, 453,000

Asians.

Basis of citizenship: by descent; by birth in UK to parent with

permanent residence; naturalisation based on five years residence

(three years for those married to British citizens), character, language.

Five types of `British overseas' citizenship for former colonial

subjects which confer no residence rights in Britain.

Immigration and asylum

Asylum-seekers: 16,700 Jan-Sep 1993, mainly from former

Yugoslavia, Turkey, Ghana, Somalia, Sri Lanka and Nigeria. 7.2 per

cent accepted, 52 per cent granted `exceptional leave to remain'.

Law and practice: Strict laws restrict immigration to family reunion

(for entry of spouses, proof demanded of motives for marriage). Visa

controls and carrier sanctions to restrict entry of asylum-seekers.

Unlimited detention of asylum-seekers in prisons and detention

centres. 1992: number of asylum-seekers was halved as thousands

were returned to `safe third countries' through which they had come.

1993: new Asylum and Immigration Appeals Act withdraws rights of

appeal for lome categories of immigrants, introduces fast-track

processing for `manifestly unfounded' claims, gives rejected asylum-

seekers two to fourteen days to appeal, imposes compulsory

fingerprinting on asylum-seekers and reduces their housing rights.

Rate of refusal of asylum and of exceptional leave to remain increases

dramatically after new law comes into force.

November 1993: new immigration detention centre opened at

Campsfield, outside Oxford. December 1993: 190 Jamaicans detained

on arrival on UK tour, and twenty-seven deported on special charter

flight on Xmas day. March 1994: increased use of detention of asylum-

seekers, and higher rejection and removal rate, lead to hunger strike

which spreads to 200 detainees in detention centres and prisons

throughout England.

Racism and fascism

Legislation: Laws against race discrimination and incitement to racial

hatred.

Electoral parties: No electoral party of any note, but the small,

openly neo-nazi BRITISH NATIONAL PARTY put up candidates in

the 1992 general election with little success (as did the even smaller
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NATIONAL FRONT). The BNP has built up a base in certain areas of

white discontent, notably in east London where it won its first ever

local council seat in September 1993.

The BLOOD AND HONOUR movement mobilises young neo-nazis,

mostly skinheads, around racist music bands. The distributors of

SKREWDRIVER SERVICES were recently sent to prison for

incitement to racial hatred. Most recently, a group called COMBAT

18 or REDWATCH has emerged - its main aim being to harass `left'

targets.

Racial violence: Widespread racial violence across the country. In

1992, ten people died in racially motivated incidents, including two

refugees. In 1993, three people were killed in racist attacks. Research

by the London Research Centre indicates that one in ten ethnic

minority households in London has suffered racial harassment, and

Home Office minister Peter Lloyd agreed that there could be over

140,000 incidents of racial harassment per year.

Police: Much concern over police methods of interrogation, and the

failure of the criminal justice system to provide safeguards, following

the release of both Irish and black prisoners who have served long

sentences for crimes they did not commit. Police had to pay out

record sums to the victims of miscarriages of justice in 1992 and

1993. The death of Joy Gardner in August 1993, after her mouth was

taped and she was restrained by a body belt during an attempted

deportation, revealed the existence of a special deportation squad.

Institutional violence: An alarming number of black deaths in police

celis, prisons and special hospitals. In 1993, the inquest into the death

of Zairean asylum seeker Omasase Lumumba revealed disturbing

evidence of institutionalised violence at Pentonville prison. It

concluded that Lumumba had been unlawfully killed. Two black men

killed themselves after being subjected to institutional racism in 1993:

one had been refused asylum, another had been arrested for carrying a

weapon to protect himself against racist attacks.
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About Varia

The aim of this small corner of the

European Journal is to provide our

readers with an opportunity to exchange

information (for instance about

upcoming workshops or conferences in

their region). It is also possible for

readers to use this space for publishing

research notes, or to focus the attention

of their fellow readers on interenting

reading material (books and reports)

through writing a short book

description. Summaries or updates on

the latest policy developments on a

national level, would allo be interenting

publishing material.

The material to be sent in does not have

to match the theme of the issue in

which it will be published, thus making

these pages into a truc varia section.

We are looking forward to your

contributions and hope this little

announcement will prove to be fruitful.

Race, ethnicity and criminal justice - an international
perspective

In many countries in Europe, as well as

in the United States, sizable minorities

from different ethnic backgrounds form

part of the population.

Each country is faced with a variety

of groups of different ethnic origin,

some of whose members - having come

from its ex-colonies - have the

nationality of the host country, while

others are simply foreigners.

While the integration of these groups

in the host society presents many

difficulties, especially in times of

recession, one of the major problems

facing these countries is the large over-

representation of specific ethnic groups

in the criminal justice system and in

prisons. Many - if not most - people

believe that this unfortunate situation is

due to the fact that members of ethnic

minority groups are simply committing

more, as well as more serious, offences

than the indigenous population, which

then inevitably results in higher arrest

rates, more persons prosecuted and

more severe sentences. Others believe,

however, that official authorities in

general, and criminal justice authorities

in particular, tend to discriminate

against persons belonging to ethnic

minority groups, punishing them more

severely than indigenous persons

appearing before the court for similar

offences.
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Up to now the available research has

not produced any conclusive evidence

in favour of one or the other

hypothesis, with most of the many

research projects showing contradictory

results, nor have they produced any

other explanations for the disparities

that are found. We do not even know

how ethnic minorities are dealt with by

the criminal justice systems in different

European countries.

That is why two outstanding

scientists, Michael Tonry, director of

the Law Center of the University of

Minnesota and Roger Hood, director of

the Criminological Institute of the

University of Oxford, have taken the

initiative to launch an international

study, with its main focus on Europe,

into the problem of ethnicity and

criminal justice.

The aims of the project, for which

they have gained support and funding

from different countriesl, are the

following:

- to document in selected countries

any disparities in the extent and

nature of offending between different

racial or ethnic groups, on the basis

of both official police figures and

other (self-report) measures;

- to document disparities in the extent

and nature of victimization by the

different groups;

- to document the way cases are

proceseed according to the ethnic

origin of the suspects and offenders

by the criminal justice agencies, in

the adult as well as in the juvenile

system; and related to this

processing the outcomes in terms of

109

probabilities of arrest, conviction,

sentencing, treatment within (penal)

institutions, and release;

- to offer (some) hypotheses which

would account for the differences

found.

The overall aim is - through the

differences and similarities, both in

crime and in criminal justice

processing, found in the selected

countries - to gain a better

understanding of the relationships

between crime and minority status and

between differential, and possibly

discriminatory, treatment of offenders

from minority groups.

The study will be conducted in

different stages. The first stage is a

kind of inventorization of the situation

and of the available knowledge in this

field in the selected countries.

Ultimately the ideal would be to initiate

a number of empirical comparative

studies, using a common model and

common standardized instruments.

In this respect the following

questions are of interest:

- What is the country's racial and

ethnic composition and what

population movements and/or

national policy measures have been

or are responsible for this make-up?

- What are the views that the

indigenous population holds in

relation to crime with respect to

minority groups in general and with

respect to specific minority groups in

particular?

- Are there any specifica in the

national criminal justice system that

might produce differential treatment

1 Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands have already lent their support, while others

(Australia, Canada, the US and England) will presumably follow.
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of ethnic minorities?

- What sources are available for data

on offending and victimization,

including both officially recorded

and unrecorded data?

- What data are available on eventual

minority disparities on each

important decision point of the

criminal justice system? This would

include data on arrest, the dropping

of charges or dismissal policy,

prosecution, remand, mode of trial,

pleas, conviction, sentencing and for

those imprisoned, length of detention

and decisions about release.

If disparities in treatment are found

there are other questions to be answered:

- Are they the result of offending

behaviour that differs from those of

indigenous offenders, and, if so,

what would explain this different

behaviour?

- Is there any direct or indirect

discrimination in Criminal

processing, and, if this is the case,

how might that be explained?

- Or could the disparities be the result

of interaction between differential

offending behaviour patterns and

differential processing of cases?

This is an ambitious project and it is

clear that its completion will take time

and money. However, the results will

be of great interest and highly relevant

to policymakers as well as to the

scientific world.

The international self-report delinquency study

In 1988 lome 30 experts in self-report

methodology from 15 countries came

together in Noordwijkerhout, the

Netherlands for a NATO Advanced

Research Workshop. The workshop was

organized by professor Malcolm W.

Klein from the University of Southern

California and by the Dutch Research

and Documentation Centre, with the

objective to discuss problems in

measuring self-reported crime and

delinquency and to examine the

potential for conducting comparative

research. The results of the workshop

were laid down in a publication on self-

report methodology, `Cross-National

Research in Self-Reported Crime and

Delinquency' (Klein (ed.), 1989).

During the workshop some of the

experts present feit that the moment had

come to undertake a comparative self-

report study, which would include

countries that had achieved a certain

level of methodological knowledge and

research experience. Others, however,

considered that there were too many

methodological problems and pitfalls to

start such an undertaking: one should

concentrate first on solving these

problems before making an attempt to

realize a complex international

comparative study.

Bul prudence and caution were

overruled by those who wanted to go

forward. They claimed it would be

Basier to solve difficult problems by

trying them out in international

practice. In this way the methodology

of cross-national research would be

improved and scientific knowledge

would be advanced.

The Jatter group won the argument

and the International Self-Report

Delinquency Study started in 1990 with
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the construction of a common core

measuring instrument. The Research

and Documentation Centre of the Dutch

Ministry of Justice took the initiative

for the study, coordinated the

information and organized the work to

be done.

Constructing a common

questionnaire that would satisfy the

participating countries was no simple

matter. Nor was it easy to agree on the

basic methodological requirements

necessary to achieve comparability of

research results. All this needed a lot of

consultation and two meetings in The

Hague. Moreover, financial constraints

seriously restricted the nature of the

samples and sample size. Participants

agreed that the sample would include

boys as well as girls and cover the age

range of 14 to 21 years, that is

adolescence and young adulthood.

Thirteen countries collaborated in

order to achieve the ISRD study.2 Four

countries realized a national random

sample (England, the Netherlands,

Switzerland and Portugal) and one

(Spain) had a large regional sample.

The others, because of financial

problems, selected one or more cities

for the study.

A book presenting the first results of

the self-report study in 13 individual

countries was published in the summer

of 1994. A second volume, which will

present the results of in-depth

comparative analysis will follow in

1995.

Specialists in the field will no doubt

discover many limitations and

111

shortcomings in the research material.

However,'la perfection n'est pas de

ce monde'. Much was learned by

conducting the study and a number of

elements that might be improved in a

subsequent survey were revealed.

Some of the findings that came out

of a simple comparison of the

countries' research results are the

following:

- There appears to be a striking

similarity in rates of delinquent

behaviour and in the nature of the

offences committed in the countries

that participated in the ISRD study.

- An exception to this is drug use,

which does not leem to have

penetrated as deeply in the youth

culture in southern Europe as is the

case in western Europe and the

United States.

- The ratio of boys' to girls'

delinquency is 1.5:1 for property

offences and drug use and 2:1 to 4:1

for violent acts, with violence

against persons showing the largest

disparity. There is little or no

difference between the sexes with

respect to fare evasion, shoplifting

and problem behaviour (status

offences).

- The peak age for vandalism is 14-15;

for property offences 16-17; for

violence against persons 18-19; drug

use starts quite late and does not

stop at age 21.

- There is a striking disparity in

delinquency self-reports of ethnic

minorities and their over-

representation in police statistica.

2 The participating countries were: England and Wales, Finland, Northern Ireland, the

Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Nebraska

(US), Italy and New Zealand.
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- Both the relationship with the mother

and with the father are important in

predicting delinquency.

- Parental supervision appears to be a

strong predictor of delinquent

behaviour in all participating

countries.

- The stronger the bond with school,

the less delinquent behaviour. School

failure seems to be particularly

related to violent offences.

Many more findings of great interest

can be found in the individual studies.

The book is published by Kugler

Publications and can be ordered directly

from the publisher.

Kugler Publications

P.O. Box 11188, 1001 GD Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Telefax (31 20) 6380524

Price: DFL 110 (excl. VAT)
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Institute of Criminology, Eberhard Karls

University of Mingen

Elmar Weitekamp1

The Institute of Criminology was established in 1962 as the first

criminological research institute in the Federal Republic of Germany.

The director of the institute also holds the chair of criminology within

the faculty of law, even though the institute is semi-autonomous from

that faculty. The founder of the institute was Hans Gdppinger who

directed the establishment until 1986. Besides the inter-disciplinary

approach of its research agenda the practical relevance of

criminological research is central to the work of the institute. Since

1986 Hans-Jurgen Kerner has led the institute and currently holds the

chair of criminology within the law faculty.

Research

The main research project under Hans Gdppinger was the `Tubingen

comparative study of young offenders' based on two random samples,

each of 200 males. One sample consisted of inmates of a prison in

Rottenburg, who were serving minimum six month prison sentences,

and the other sample, drawn from the general population, acted as

control group. The subjects were about 25 years old at the time the

samples were drawn. Initially, in the mid sixties, the interdisciplinary

research team followed a multi-factor approach and accumulated

information through in-depth interviews, psychological tests, and

medical and psychiatric explorations with the subjects. In addition

they evaluated the social environment, and the criminal histories of

their subjects and collated information from all social services about

them. All in all the various data sources provided an excellent

overview of the subjects' life histories except that no self-report data

on delinquency and crime were collected. The phase of the

information gathering lasted about five years, and was followed by

intensive work on the case histories.

Under the direction of Hans-Jurgen Kerner a follow-up study of the

Tubingen comparative study of young offenders was started in 1987.

1 Institute of Criminology, Correnstrasse 34, D-7400 Tubingen, Germany.
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Due to severely restricted access to data imposed by the Law of

Confidentiality of Personal Data, information pertaining to further

criminality and convictions of the subjects was obtained from the

Central Register at Berlin and also through in-depth interviews with

them in their homes or at the institute. Up to now it has been possible

to conduct in-depth interviews with approximately two out of three

subjects. The addresses of about 12 percent of the former inmaten and

of 7 percent of the control group are still missing, whereas 17

members of the former inmates group and 11 of the control group

have since died.

The main objective of the follow-up study of the 400 subjects who

are now in their mid-fifties is to analyze the dynamics of officially

registered crimes and their connection with structural influences such

as social, economic, and cultural dynamics. The collected data are

also providing a rich source with which to study the causes of crime

and to ascertain, based on system-theoretical guidelines, the scope of

deterministic models of the causation of crime such as individual

prediction models.

The project `Applied criminology' attempts to introduce a method of

criminological assessment of the individual offender in the context

of his social relationships. This method is based on empirically

acquired knowledge and has been tested in practice for many years.

It specifically enables the practitioners working in the field of penal

jurisdiction or youth welfare to assess each case individually, to

make an adequate prognosis, and to determine the need for

intervention, e.g., individualized preventive measures. The offender

is assessed in his social relationships from three different

perspectives: When analyzing the longitudinal section of life, the

behaviour of the individual, from his childhood up to his present

age, is compared with the `condensed' model behaviour of multiple

offenders on the one hand and members of the general population

on the other hand. Besides the general behaviour, the offences

committed to date are analyzed from a purely criminological point

of view, not a penal one. In the cross-section of life, that is the period

directly preceding the last offence, the presence of specific criteria

of criminogenic relevance is being examined, criteria which define

certain behavioural attitudes connected with the life pattern and the

individual life style. Based on the pattern of relevance, the third

step aims to reveal the characteristic interests of the individual

offender, and his basic determining intentions, and to come to a

certain understanding of the offender's value orientation, namely

the principles that guide him in his daily life. Currently the project

aims to develop further differentiations of this instrument, for
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instance with regard to purely violent offenders, sexual offenders,

and counterfeiters.

The project `Multiple offenders' is a comparative re-analysis of

longitudinal and cohort studies which focuses on chronic offenders

and the sanctioning practice. The main focus of the secondary

analysis of original cohort data from the USA and England is to prove

whether the criteria for defining the so-called group of chronic or

habitual offenders are correct. While ample evidence exists that in

almost every society or population the chronic/habitual offender group

is found, using official or self-reported data, one of the most crucial

questions is: is this group also the most dangerous one? The

discovery of the chronic/habitual offender group in 1972 by

Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin led to tremendous research efforts to

identify and predict who would become such a chronic/habitual

offender. In addition the discovery of this group in the USA led to

far-reaching criminal policies with disastrous consequences. The

project was able to obtain about fifty data sets of criminological

longitudinal and cohort studies. First, we re-analyzed the data of the

1945 and 1958 Philadelphia birth cohorts with newly developed

`European' offender categories. As the next step we will re-analyze

self-report data of the National Youth Survey.

The project `Social change and crime in the former East Germany'

is a joint project with research groups from the University of

Hamburg and the Humboldt University of Berlin. The main focus of

the project is to explore the connection between macro-structural

social change and the development of deviant behaviour. The self-

report and victim surveys focus on, besides socio-demographic

variables, social milieus, social nets, the presence of anomy, non-

delinquent coping techniques and different forms of political

participation, life and work fulfilment, financial security, anxiety

about social problems, social turmoil in the neighbourhood, and

family structure. Subsequently the project focuses on fear of crime,

personal risk assessment, avoidance and protective behaviour, general

punitive attitudes and attitudes based on changes in social situation,

and the prevalence of crime reports in the mass media. The first

survey was conducted in 1991 when 2,011 subjects of the five new

states of the Federal Republic of Germany were interviewed, and the

second survey was undertaken in 1993 when 2,034 subjects of the old

states and 4,051 subjects of the new states were interviewed. Both

surveys were representative stratified samples. First results showed

that by Spring 1991, eighteen months after the fall of the walt, the

crime rate for property and violent offences in the new states, based

on the victim surveys, had reached the same level as in the old states.

Other increases in crime were not found but there were decreases in
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certain crimes. Fear of crime increased dramatically in the new states

after the fall of the walt and was at times twice as high as the fear of

crime in the old states. Overall the fear of crime did not increase

further between 1991 and 1993. However, we found a substantial

increase in anxiety about social and political problems such as

unemployment, environmental pollution, social decline, right-wing

extremism, aggression and violence, corruption and organized crime

in general.

The project `Community service' evaluates the prospects of using

community service as a penal sanction in the State of Baden-

Wiirttemberg. The goal of the project is to come up with a proficient

way to introduce community service as an independent sanction

within the penai code. So far community service has been used mainly

in cases of non-payment of fines where the offerader would otherwise

be sent to prison. More recently prosecutors and courts have made

more use of community service in connection with paragraph 153

StPO and paragraph 56 b StGB either to pre-empt a court hearing or

as part of a probation sentence as a way of avoiding a prison term.

The research is based on the statistica of the prosecutor's offices, the

conviction statistics, and a special evaluation of court aides. In

addition, an evaluation of all community service orders imposed over

four months in the State of Baden-Wurttemberg was conducted.

Besides these aspects we have evaluated the constitutional and human

rights aspects of a `work sentence' as well as the international use of

community service.

Teaching and training

No academic programme wit'h a special degree in criminology exists

at the University of Ti bingen. Criminology is being taught as part of

the curriculum for law students and as a specialization for

psychology, sociology, and social work students. However, it is

possible to write a doctoral thesis and a `habilitation' which focus on

criminological topics.

On a regular basis we teach courses such as: introduction to

criminology, juvenile penal law, advanced course in criminology,

corrections, and penal procedure law. In addition we offer special

graduate seminars on topics such as: empirical social research

methods; longitudinal research; environmental crime; applied

criminology; crime of outsiders; hate crime; life histories, social

deviance, and reintegration; correlates of deviant life histories, family

violence; physical and sexual abuse of children; and spouse abuse. In

cooperation with the Fritz Erler Academy we conducted a course on
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crime and criminology in times of social change, and with students

and colleagues of the Humboldt University of Berlin a course on

social change and social problems in the former East Germany, and

with students and colleagues from the Ernst-Moritz Arndt University

of Greifswald a course on social change and deviant behaviour in

Germany and Eastern Europe.

Since 1991 the institute has participated in the Erasmus programme

on Criminal Policy of the European Union. Our students participated

in this programme at the Universities of San Sebastian, Leuven,

Tilburg, Edinburgh, Catania, and Louvain-la-Neuve. The institute

hosted Erasmus students on individual grants from Italy, Spain, and

the Netherlands.

Since 1966 the `Criminological Workshop' has existed and meets

about six times a year. The goal of these workshops is to bring

together researchers and practitioners from organizations such as the

police, the prosecutor's office, the courts, social welfare agencies, and

psychiatric institutions. The presentations of researchers from various

fields follow a discussion with the practitioners.

Since 1985 the institute has provided education seminars on applied

criminology for practitioners in the criminal justice system. Seven

such seminars have been conducted so far, of which the longest took

three years.

Since the collapse of the iron curtain the institute has been

involved in various activities to continue the education of

criminologists from the Eastern European countries. In 1987 a group

of students and professors from the University of Ljubljana were

hosted by the institute to enable them to learn about the criminal

justice system in Germany and in the summer of 1994 the institute

conducted a German Criminal Justice Tour over four weeks for

students of the University of Nebraska, USA.

National and international cooperation

National as well as international cooperation and exchanges are a vital

part of the Institute of Criminology. Such cooperation exists

especially through such projects as `Multiple offenders' and `Social

change and crime in the former East Germany' which involve a host

of institutions in Germany and around the world.

On the national level we participate in the Southwest German

Criminological Colloquia which has taken place annually since 1964.

In 1986 the institute, in cooperation with the International Society of

Criminology in Paris, conducted the 36th International Course in

Criminology on Applied Criminology, in 1991 an international
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seminar on `Social change and crime in Germany and East Europe',

and in 1992 a NATO workshop on `Cross-national longitudinal

research on human development and criminal behaviour'. Members of

the institute were involved in the preparation of various national

congresses as well as the last two world congresses of criminology in

Hamburg 1988 and Budapest 1993.

The institute is further involved in: an international group of

longitudinal researchers; a national task force for the establishment of

national statistics of victim-offender mediation; the preparation of a

Criminal Justice Profile of Germany for Heuni; a cooperative venture

with the University of Bielefeld, the University of Haifa, and the

University of Pennsylvania to establish comparative research on

juvenile justice issues and youth problems; a comparative sanctioning

project with colleagues from the University of Idaho and the US

Sentencing Commission; a collaboration with the Korean Society of

Criminology, of which the institute has been a formal member since

1991, in order to establish an exchange of research; and a

collaboration with the Dunedin Development Study in New Zealand in

which we cooperate with colleagues from the University of Wisconsin

in Madison and Dunedin. The institute was also a founder member of

the World Criminal Justice Library Network.

Besides these activities hosted the institute colleagues from

countries such as: Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Costa Rica,

Denmark, France, Greece, Great Britain, Hungary, India, Israel, Italy,

Japan, Norway, Poland, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, and the

USA.

In addition, the institute is the home of the office of the New

Criminological Society of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland; the

national office for research stipends of the European Council; the

office of the Scientific Association of Tiibinger Criminologists; it

serves as the national correspondent to the United Nations Office of

Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch in Vienna; consults

with the European Council on the Committee of Crime Problems; and

works closely both with the International Society of Criminology in

Paris and the German Probation and Parole Association.

Special library programme focusing on criminology

The Bibliotheksschwerpunkt Kriminologie, a special programme

focusing on Criminology, is being administered by the Library of the

University of Tubingen together with the Institute of Criminology of

the University of Tubingen. Since 1969, this programme has been

sponsored by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
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Forschungsgemeinschaft) and was integrated as a part of the national

literature collection system in the Federal Republic of Germany. In

accordance with its concept, this library programme predominately

concentrates on the acquisition of relevant foreign literature. German

literature is only collected if books or research reports are received

as gifts.

The total stock of the special programme comprises some 90,000

volumes, receives 150 journals and periodicals and about eighty book

series. Since 1990 the programme has published quarterly `New

Criminological Literature' in four languages. Whereas, for the time

being, we index only monographs, textbooks, and the like, we intend

ultimately to include also articles, contributions to anthologies,

Festschriften, etcetera, in German and foreign languages. Besides

giving information about the wealth of foreign monographs the

programme aims to make available the so-called `grey literature',

i.e. literature that cannot - or at least not without difficulties - be

purchased on the regular book market: research reports, official

(governmental) documents, congress minutes, etcetera.

The classification system of the Bibliotheksschwerpunkt

Kriminologie contains numerous subsections. However, in the

bibliography the books and all other literature will be classified only

according to the main sections of the classification system. In

accordance with the classification system, the literature is entered

under the relevant subject matters of crime and crime control without

any rigid orientation on individual scientific disciplines. For

economic reasons each title can only have one entry. This applies also

to those numerous cases where entries under other subheadings would

be possible or appropriate. Therefore, when searching for literature

pertaining to a complex of problems, we recommend reference to not

only the most obvious entries in the system but also to subheadings of

related subject matters.

The Special Library Programme has a National and International

Loan Service and computerization of the total stock should be

finished by the end of 1994, thus making it possible to run literature

search programmes using the full classification system.

Institute library

The Library of the Institute of Criminology of the University of

Tiibingen was founded in 1962. The Library contains some 20,000

monographs, 120 journals and periodicals and 110 book series. In

addition the Library has a special articles collection containing around

6,000 articles. A Joan service is available only in special cases and
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the Library is used mainly by the researchers of the Institute as well

as by criminology students of the University of Tiibingen. The

Institute is planning to provide information on newly published

criminological German literature, thus continuing the Heidelberger

Dokumentation der deutschsprachigen kriminologischen Literatur

which has been compiled since 1962 by the Institute of the University

of Heidelberg. It is planned to produce the first documentation

publication (available in printed form or on disc) by the end of 1994.

The name of the new documentation wil] be KRIMDOC. In addition it

is planned to publish BIBLKRIM, a documentation of relevant

criminological literature, past and recent. Furthermore a list of new

acquisitions by the Institute is available on a monthly basis. The

process of computerization was started in 1990 and while the new

literature is immediately computerized it will be some time before the

old literature is processed likewise.

Titles of the Criminological Literature Catalogue

The Criminological Literature Catalogue is housed at the Institute of

Criminology and contains some 45,000 titles. About 12,000 new titles

are added to the catalogue each year. It has to be clarified that not all

titles in the catalogue are present and available either in the Special

Library programme or the Library of the Institute. A Joan and search

service is planned for the catalogue. Computerization started in 1990

and about 3,000 titles are available to date. In the long run it is

planned to make this catalogue available through BIBLKRIM and

KRIMDOC.
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Cohn, E.G., D.P. Farrington

Who are the most influential

criminologists in the English-speaking

world?

British journal of criminology, vol. 34,

no. 2, 1994, pp. 204-225

The most-cited criminologists in the

British Journal of Criminology,

Criminology, the Canadian Journal of

Criminology, and the Australian and New

Zealand Journal of Criminology were

determined. A combined score showed

that four American criminologists were

particularly influential in all major

countries: Marvin E. Wolfgang, Alfred

Blumstein, James Q. Wilson, and Michael

J. Hindelang.

Das, D.K.

Belgian police : a research note
Police journal, vol. 67, no. 2, 1994,
pp. 157-162

Article on the Belgian police. D.K. Das

had the opportunity to visit the police in

three Belgian cities, namely Genk,

Antwerp and Brussels. Issues covered in

this article are: organizational structure,

accountability, service and solidarity and

training.

De Feo, M.A.
The US experience in federal policing: a
model for Europe?
Delikt en delinkwent, vol. 24, no. 5, 1994,

pp. 475-484

Contribution to the special `Europol'.
In this article De Feo explains that a
proposal to copy the American federal
system of crime control and law
enforcement by Europeans is not possible
for a number of reasons. The most
important reason is that the historica] and
current realities, and particularly the

political concerns and legal traditions, of
the European countries are so different
from chose of the United States.

Feinberg, G.
Controlling crime and liberating justice in

Lithuania: A newly independent nation

confronts the challenges of crime and

justice

C.J. International, vol. 10, no. 2, 1994,

pp. 11-22

The ensuing discussion is based upon

experience in Lithuania as a member of

Project Assist. It focuses upon major

structural and functional changes in

Lithuanian criminal justice since

independence. Topics include: 1. current

criminological concerns; 2. perceived

causes of Lithuania's growing crime

problems and its variations; and 3. the

quest to liberate criminal justice. There is

also opportunity to explore the creation of

innovative roles for criminal justice

personnel functioning under a new

philosophy of justice, contemporary

problems in law enforcement and justice

administration, and Lithuanian

conceptions of criminal justice in

America. Recommendations for continued

legal reform in Lithuania conclude the

article.

Gane, Chr., G. Stessens
The process of criminal law reform in
England and Wales

Panopticon, vol. 15, no. 3, 1994,

pp. 266-279

Gane and Stessens examine the way
criminal reform has taken place in
England and Wales over the past decades
and point out some differences with the
Belgian way of criminal law reform. The
purpose is not so much to examine the
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content of this law reform as the process

through which it was carried out.

Although the focus is primarily on

procedural aspects of criminal law reform

such as the establishment and the

composition of the reform bodies and the

ways in which they proceed, attention is

also paid to the outcome of these reforms

as the two issues are obviously

intertwined.

Huber, Chr.
Needle park : what can we learn from the

Zi rich experience? The practical business

of treatment

Addiction, vol. 89, no. 5, 1994,
pp. 513-516

Needle Park in Zi rich existed as an

open air drug scene from 1986 until

February 1992. Within this six year

period the City Government, City

Parliament, governmental and non-

governmental organizations implemented

a wide range of permissive and restrictive

drug policies, from extensive harm

reduction to closing the park. Police

statistica and several studies suggest that

tolerating an open air drug scene can have

unforeseen and unfortunate consequences.

Low drug prices, lack of law enforcement

and lack of social control seem to attract

drug users towards the open drug scene

and the increase in problems appears to

have been more rapid than the increase in

the population of addicts.

Huys, H., J. Rooduijn
A new survey on justice and security

Netherlands official statistics, vol. 9,

1994, pp. 47-51

The frequency of occurrence of

particular types of crime has been

measured in a Victim Survey since 1981.

In March 1992, Statistics Netherlands
modified the contents and the design of
the survey to a considerable extent,
transforming it into the Justice and

Security Survey (JSS). Care was taken to
maintain the possibility to construct crime
trends which include data going back to
1976. The JSS covers more items than the
Victim Survey. This earlier survey
focused mainly on the frequency at which

people fall victim to certain types of

crime. Other items were related to

prevention or feelings of anxiety.

Occasionally items were added to record

the experiences people have with civil and

administrative law agents. The JSS has

upgraded these items, mapping the pattern

of legal problems people have to deal

with.

Kokkevi, A., J. Liappas, V. Boukouvala

et al.
Criminality in a sample of drug abusers in
Greece
Drug and alcohol dependence, vol. 31.

no. 2, 1993, pp. 1 1 I -121

In this article results of a study on the

association between drug use and criminal

behaviour are presented. The study was

carried out in Greece. In the present study

several variables (socio-demographic,

history and patterns of drug use)

potentially contributing to the association

between drug abuse and criminality have

been concurrently investigated.

Multivariate models of analysis were

applied in order to clarify the relative

contribution of the above variables to the

presence, severity and type (violent or

not) of criminality among drug users.

Kommer, M.M.
A Dutch prison officer's work; balancing

between prison policy, organizational

structure and professional autonomy

The Netherlands' journal of social
sciences, vol. 29, no. 2, 1993, pp. 130-145

In this article the author describes some
of the findings of a study on the assumed

relation between the expansion of the

prison officers' set of tanks and their high

levels of sick leave that troubled

policymakers and governors in the late

eighties (Kommer, 1991). The author

therefore briefly sums up the daily work

of Dutch prison officers (with an

emphasis on their interaction with

prisoners and colleagues) and their

attitudes towards their work. Based on

these empirical findings he argues that the

stress prison officers experience has little

to do with their actual work, hut with

their insufficient autonomy and with the
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antiquated structure of the prison

organization. He starts with a short

overview of the post-war developments in

Dutch prison policy that led to the present-

day situation.

Lattimore, A.
Method and the Norwegian prison system

Prison service journal, 1993, no. 91,

pp. 2-4
After a short introduction on the

Norwegian prison system, national

objectives of the system are outlined. One

of the objectives is to increase

programmes of rehabilitation through

`Method'. This is with the dual objective

of firstly motivating prisoners to change

in line with the rehabilitative ideal, and

secondly expanding the role of the prison

officer beyond that of a turn-key so as to

fulfil his/her full potential. `Method' can

be defined as a common platform of

means throughout the Prison Service by

which the above objectives can be

achieved.

Lynch, J.P.
A cross-national comparison of the Iength
of custodial sentences for serious crimes
Justice quarterly, vol. 10, no. 4, 1993,
pp. 639-660

Cross-national comparisons of prison

use have contributed to the common

wisdom that the United States is the most

punitive of industrialized democracies.

Studies of the prevalence of incarceration

have found that differences in prison use

between the United States and other

countries disappear when the level of

crime is held constant. This paper

reexamines the contention that time

served in the United States is longer than

in other nations. When the type of crime

is held constant and the US jail

population is included, time served in the

United States for violent crimes is similar

to that in other industrialized

democracies. Differences persist for

property crimes.

Ryan, M.
Evaluating and responding to private
prisons in the United Kingdom

123

International journal of the sociology of

law, vol. 21, no. 4, 1993, pp. 319-333

Ryan describes the sudden change of

direction of the government to

privatization. It can best be explained by

pressure from two quite different sources.

The first was a political pressure and the

second pressure was a dramatic increase

in the UK prison population. Ryan points

out the political context, the current

extent of privatization and how the

private sector is performing.

Savelsberg, J.J.

Knowledge, domination, and criminal
punishment

American journal of sociology, vol. 99,

no. 4, 1994, pp. 91 1-943

Recent dramatic increases of criminal

punishment in the United States and very

different trends in the Federal Republic of

Germany suggest a critique of basic

sociological theory traditions. The article

confronts structural-functionalist, Marxist,

and legalistic approaches with these

trends and suggests an alternative and

more complex theory. Utilizing an ideal-

typical comparison between the two

countries, this article develops a set of

interrelated hypotheses on the impact of

the institutionalization of (a) knowledge

production in the public, political, and

academie sectors, (b) political and legal

decision making on (c) macro outcomes

of political and legal decision making.

Using the case of criminal punishment,

the article suggests new themes for theory

development and empirical macro-

sociological research. lt also contributes

to the understanding of current

instabilities in the political process in the

United States.

Taymans, A., P. Nihoul
Money laundering: an analysis of
European and international legal
instruments

Revue de la Banque; Bank en

financiewezen, 1992, no. 2, pp. 57-66

The aim of the article is to sketch out

the framework upon which some legal

instruments have been recently adopted to
address the money-laundering issue, and
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study such instruments. Rather than advance several hypotheses about cross-

restricting themselves to national cultural variations in violence against

measures in force in specific countries, wives in light of the proposal.

the authors concentrate on instruments
which in their firm belief provide as of
today the outline of the programmes to be
implemented in the very near future in

countries where important financial
centres are located. The article is divided
in three parts. In the first part the money-

laundering process is described. In the
second part, the legai instruments adopted
in the last three years by international
organizations to combat money-laundering

are presented. The third part focuses on

the provisions of the EC Directive which
Beek to prevent the utilization of the
financial institutions by money-launderers

and to enhance the. role of such
institutions in the programmes directed
against money-laundering.

Vincenzi, Chr.
Deportation in disarray; the case of EC

nationals

Criminal law review, 1994, pp. 163-175

This article considers the limits imposed

by European Community law on the

powers of criminal courts to make

recommendations for the deportation of

citizens of the European Union following

conviction and en the extent of the Home

Secretary's discretion to implement those

recommendations and to deport offenders

on his own initiative. The article deals

with the discrepancy between sections

3(5) and 3(6) of the British Immigration

Act from 1971 and the rights of European

Community citizens which derive from

the directly effective provisions of the

Treaty on European Union.

Wilson, M., M. Daly
An evolutionary psychological perspective
on male sexual proprietariness and
violence against wives
Violence and victims, vol. 8, no. 3, 1993,

pp. 271-294

In this article the authors argue that the
violent rages of husbands are diversely
manifested cross-culturally, but reflect an
evolved, sexually propriety, masculine
psychology is panhuman. They also
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